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ABSTRACT
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy

Program: Microsystems Engineering

Author’s Name: Stephen Jade Polly
Advisor’s Name: Dr. Seth M. Hubbard
Dissertation Title: Design and Implementation of Quantum Dot Enhanced Next Generation
Photovoltaic Devices
Photovoltaics are an essential enabling technology providing power both where it would
be impractical to deliver otherwise and where sustainably produced–and recently, economically competitive–energy is demanded. Significant effort has gone into increasing the efficiency of these devices since their initial development in the 1950s. The most dramatic enhancements have been from the judicious choice of material used for photon collection, with
current state of the art (SOA) conversion efficiencies reaching 46%. Further improvements
may be engineered through exploration of next-generation methodologies, such as the incorporation of quantum dots (QDs), to maximally exploit the solar spectrum and develop solar
cells producing both large current densities and large voltages compared to current SOA.
In this work, the electrical, optical, and mechanical properties of GaAs solar cells incorporating nanostructured InAs QDs, strain balanced with GaP, were studied. QDs allow for
an increase in the current generation capabilities of the bulk GaAs semiconductor through
absorption of sub-bandgap photons via bound states in the low-bandgap, low-dimensional
material. QDs alter the recombination dynamics of charge carriers in the photovoltaic device,
which typically led to an undesirable reduction in voltage of more than 200 mV. The addition of dopant, necessary to explore the effects of an intermediate band solar cell, showed
a voltage recovery of 121 mV, with no positive or negative effects on sub-bandgap collection. Advanced characterization and data analysis techniques were developed, combining
photoreflectance and temperature-dependent photoluminescence, to investigate the activation energy of bound states in the QD, which were shown to undesirably decrease by 34 meV
to 40 meV with the addition of doping. Simulation of alternative structures that may help
to increase this activation energy were performed using alternative strain balancing designs,
and a general strain balancing model for strained nanostructured superlattices for a variety
of material systems was developed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Solar Cells and Efficiency Limits

Solar cells are an essential enabling technology providing power where it would be impractical or infeasible to deliver through connection to an electrical grid [1]. Photovoltaics can
also provide energy to the grid in a clean and increasingly cost efficient manner without the
use of fossil fuels [2]. In space, they are used to power artificial Earth satellites as well as
exploration as close to the Sun as approximately 10 solar radii [3], and as far away as Jupiter
[4]. Since the first demonstration of a silicon p-n photovoltaic device in 1954 [5], considerable
time and effort has gone into increasing the efficiency of these devices, along various metrics. Most earthbound applications measure photovoltaics in terms of cost per Watt, which
can be increased either through a reduction in manufacturing or material costs, or through
absolute power conversion efficiency improvements. Space applications are more concerned
with Watts per kilogram, as the massive fuel cost of reaching orbit is dependent on the vehicle
weight.
The laws of thermodynamics prevent the realistic conversion efficiency of energy to work
from reaching 100%; for the Sun-Earth system, assuming bodies at 6000K and 300K, respectively, the Carnot efficiency limit is 95% [6]. In terms of solar energy conversion with semiconductor photovoltaics, a more prudent efficiency limit to discuss was first described by
Shockley and Queisser in 1960, which incorporated the detailed balance of both the forward
process of absorption and the reverse process of emission, known as the detailed balance
limit [7]. The model treats both the Sun and the solar cell as blackbody radiators, with temperatures as in the Carnot limit stated above. Using the solar radiance calculated from the
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angle subtended by the Sun at the Earth, a power conversion efficiency can be calculated as
a function of the fundamental semiconductor bandgap energy (Eg ), with the following assumptions/simplifications: unity excitation and collection of carriers at the potential of the
bandgap excited by photons with energy hν ≥ Eg , and carrier recombination may only occur radiatively, with energy Eg . As Eg is decreased, a larger percentage of the total photon
flux from the blackbody spectrum results in carrier collection (current increases) at the cost
of the carrier potential (voltage decreases); as Eg is increased, the opposite occurs. Optimizing for Eg therefore balances these competing intrinsic loss mechanisms in a semiconductor
photovoltaic device. The maximum efficiency calculated was 31% for a material with a single
bandgap of approximately 1.2 eV under this 1-(idealized)Sun condition [7].
This calculation remains a theoretical maximum, as the ideal assumptions of unity collection efficiency and lack of other extrinsic loss mechanisms do not translate to real-world
devices [8]. An incident photon may be reflected due to the index of refraction mismatch
between the solar cell and its environment, causing a loss before it even had a chance at collection in the device. Typical semiconductor materials used for photovoltaics have indices of
refraction between 2.5 and 4 in the energy range of collection [9], resulting in normal incidence reflective losses of ∼20% to ∼35%. Anti-reflection (AR) coatings are commonly used to
reduce this loss, which in their simplest form consist of a material such as SiO2 with a thickness determined by ¼ the wavelength of the desired photon energy to destructively interfere
with reflective loss. More complicated designs involve multi-layer coatings of alternative index materials or grading of indices to better transition from the ambient into the solar cell, but
do not fully reduce reflection to 0% [10]. The front collection contact must balance the losses
caused by shadowing the device (for typical metal contact grids) or absorption (for transparent conducting layers such as indium-tin-oxide or graphene) with the resistive losses incurred
by making the grid too sparse or the conducting film too thin [11]. Once the photon excites a
charge carrier inside the device, that carrier may recombine non-radiatively through a defect
or impurity trap state, giving off phonons which can not contribute to power output. Resistive losses then affect carriers on their way to external collection. Resistance in series with
the nominal device structure (series resistance) causes an internal voltage drop due to Ohm’s
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law, while resistance parallel to the device (shunt resistance) provides an alternate internal
current path from the load; both of these reduce the external power output. At extraction
from the device, the potential of the carriers is not equal to Eg , but the difference in the quasiFermi levels, which arise from the device design and ultimately relates to the thermodynamic
efficiency of charge separation in the diode. The output voltage of the cell is further reduced
by the external luminescent efficiency of the device, which can be improved with careful light
management to keep photons resulting from radiative recombination inside the device for recycling [12]. To date, the highest efficiency single-junction solar cell operating under a 1-Sun
air-mass 1.5 (global) (AM1.5G) spectrum (a standard average reference spectrum of the Sun
as filtered by the Earth’s atmosphere) by the best optimizations of these various loss mechanisms is 28.8%, markedly lower than the detailed balance limit for this spectrum of ∼33.5%
[13], [14].

1.2

Photovoltaic Technology

Solar cell technologies are typically categorized by their technology “generation.” First generation solar refers to single-crystal silicon-based devices which have become a mature technology from both an engineering and manufacturing standpoint, where the primary driving cost
is in materials [15]. Second generation photovoltaics, including thin film CdTe, CuInGaSe2 ,
and amorphous silicon technology, sacrifice some conversion efficiency for economies of scale
in manufacturing methods such as roll-to-roll processing as well as less expensive material
systems or substrates [16]. Third, or next, generation photovoltaics aim at pushing the limits of conversion efficiency as well as reduction either in cost per Watt or cost per kilogram
through novel device and material system design [17]. This third category encompasses the
research in this dissertation.
Commercially available third generation photovoltaics are primarily composed of multijunction solar cells, which utilize several material systems with different bandgaps stacked
together to cover a wide range of photon energy, as a bypass to the detailed balance 1-junction
limit [18]. For effective distribution of photon energy throughout the structure, the materials are arranged in order of decreasing bandgap from the perspective on an incident photon
3

as shown in Figure 1.1, so that the highest energy photons (typically the first absorbed due
to the dispersion relation of the materials involved) can be converted into charge carriers
with the larger potential of the top sub-cell, while lower energy photons (normally lost to
transmission in a wide-bandgap semiconductor), can still add to photocurrent, if at a reduced
potential. This methodology simultaneously reduces both transmission and thermalization
loss in the overall structure as compared to a single-junction diode. As cells are stacked in
series, their voltages add and their overall current is limited by the sub-cell generating the
least photocurrent in the stack. The most common commercially available multi-junction
photovoltaic is the three-junction InGaP2 /(In)GaAs/Ge design, which produces manufacturing efficiencies approaching 30% under 1-Sun air-mass zero (AM0) illumination (the spectrum
and intensity of the Sun outside Earth’s atmosphere), while laboratory samples have reached
37.9% conversion efficiency under AM1.5G, exceeding the detailed balance limit for a single
junction [14].
Advanced concepts for improved conversion efficiency under active investigation include
several approaches [17]:
• Hot carrier solar cell: extraction of “hot” charge carriers excited by photons with energy
in excess of the bandgap before they thermalize and lose their excess energy to phonon
emission, increasing the voltage of the device. To accomplish this, the rate at which hot
carriers cool must be slowed, and a contacting scheme must be available to selectively
remove carriers with different potentials [19].
• Multi-exciton generation (MEG): a single photon with energy of at least twice the bandgap
creates more than one electron-hole pair through impact-ionization. This is a similar
concept to the hot carrier solar cell, with the exception that the normal thermalization
loss is transfered to an increase in photocurrent as opposed to an increase in voltage
[20].
• Bandgap optimization/engineering: changing the material systems to better match the
Sun’s spectrum based on the detailed balance. This method can take the form of a complete change of materials, such as moving from systems of well-understood binaries and
4

Eg 1
Eg 2
Eg 3
Eg 1 > Eg 2 > Eg 3
Figure 1.1: Diagram depicting a three junction solar cell where the highest energy photons (shown
as violet, blue, and indigo) are absorbed in the largest bandgap material (Eg 1), lower energy photons
(shown as green, yellow, and yellow-orange) are absorbed in a lower bandgap material (Eg 2), and so
on. The lowest energy photons (dark red) pass through the lowest bandgap material as transmission
loss.
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ternaries lattice matched to Ge as discussed, to more complicated exotic ternaries and
quaternaries lattice matched to InP [21]. Alternatively, existing materials can be modified by bandgap engineering with nanostructures such as quantum dots (QDs) to alter
the absorption properties. Bandgap engineering with QDs is discussed at length in this
dissertation.
• Intermediate band solar cell (IBSC): a photovoltaic device with a intermediate band (IB)
of allowed states within the normally forbidden region to facilitate an increase of photocurrent without a reduction in voltage. This is similar to both bandgap engineering
and multijunction photovoltaics, but relies on a single overall bandgap. A common design to implement this method makes use of nanostructured QD, which are discussed
presently [22].

1.3
1.3.1

The Quantum Dot Solar Cell
Quantum Dots

Through advancing epitaxial growth techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and
metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), it is possible to create semiconductor heterostructures on the order of a few nanometers. As the thicknesses of these materials approach the
de Broglie wavelength of charge carriers, the density of states begins to discretize from that
of a free electron in a bulk crystal, as shown in Figure 1.2 for two dimensional quantum wells
(QWs) with 1-D confinement, one-dimensional quantum wires with 2-D confinement, and
zero-dimensional QDs with 3-D confinement. Through confinement of carriers in all three
spatial dimensions, QDs achieve delta-function-like density of states, the energies of which
can be modified based on their size.
Epitaxial QDs are self-assembled through strain driven minimization of surface energy,
in the Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) heteroepitaxy growth regime [23], [24]. To operate in this
mode, the deposited material must have a mismatch in lattice constant with the substrate
resulting in strain. As the material is initially deposited, the tension of the adsorbed film to
itself is much less than to the surface of the substrate, resulting a thin wetting layer (WL)
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Figure 1.2: Density of states for a) 3-D bulk with no confinement, b) 2-D QWs with 1-D confinement,
c) 1-D quantum wires with 2-D confinement, and d) 0-D QDs with 3-D confinement.

of material. After some critical thickness is reached–a value dependent on factors such the
specific lattice mismatch of the two materials and the atomic arrangement of the substrate
[25]–the stress built up in the WL causes an increase in the surface tension of the deposited
film relative to the substrate surface, leading to coherent island formation on top of the WL
as additional material is deposited [26]. InAs QDs on GaAs is one system/matrix that can
be grown this way, resulting in compressive strain to the substrate, and has been developed
extensively in the literature [26]–[28]. An example atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of
InAs QDs grown on GaAs by MOVPE is shown in Figure 1.3. This system typically yields
lens-shaped dots with diameters of 15 nm to 45 nm and heights of 1 nm to 6 nm in densities
of 5×109 cm−2 to 1×1011 cm−2 depending on the specific growth conditions used. Due to
the unique optoelectronic features afforded by them, these nanostructures have been used to
enhance the operational properties of lasers [29]–[31], infrared photodetectors [32], [33], as
well as solar cells [34]–[37].
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Figure 1.3: Example AFM micrograph of InAs QDs grown on GaAs by MOVPE.

1.3.2

Bandgap Engineering

A major reason for the success of InGaP2 /In0.01 Ga0.99 As/Ge triple junction solar cells is its
capability for low defect epitaxial growth. As shown in the lattce-bandgap chart in Figure
1.4, InGaP2 and (In)GaAs sub-cells can be grown lattice matched to a Ge substrate. Once
parameters are established to allow for the growth of polar compounds on non-polar Ge,
the structure can be completed with an electrically insignificant density of growth related
defects [38]. However, the bandgaps of this system, 1.85 eV / 1.42 eV / 0.66 eV, are not ideal
for a current-matched design collecting the AM0 solar spectrum based on the detailed balance.
Assuming a fixed bottom Ge cell, a convenient substrate material, and calculating efficiency
limits as the middle and top cell bandgaps are allowed to vary, a nearly 14% absolute efficiency
improvement is predicted under AM0 illumination [39]. Similar improvement is possible by
fixing both the bottom and top cells to Ge and InGaP2 , respectively, and altering only the
middle cell bandgap from 1.42 eV towards 1.2 eV.
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Figure 1.4: Bandgap energy as a function of material lattice constant, with direct Γ-point and indirect
X and L transitions using data from Vurgaftman et al. [40].
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Additional improvements are available through the addition of more than three junctions, though as the number of junctions approaches 10 the improvements become limited
and cost ineffective [41]. Several methods are under investigation to change the bandgap of
the current-limiting middle junction. Compositionally graded metamorphic buffer layers of
increasing In-content Inx Ga1−x As can be grown on top of the Ge bottom junction to change
the substrate lattice constant towards that of material with a more favorable bandgap (1.1 to
1.2 eV) for the middle junction, to optimize both current-matching and spectrum-matching
across sub-cells according to the detailed balance [42]. This can create defects and dislocations
due to the relaxation of strain which can propagate upwards and cause significantly decreased
device performance in subsequently grown sub-cells (e.g.: the top junction) if not properly
managed. To account for this, more advanced and complicated manufacturing methods such
as inverted metamorphic (IMM) multi-junction solar cells, which rely on inverted growth and
substrate removal, are used [43], [44]. These methods begin with the growth of the top junction, typically lattice-matched InGaP on a GaAs substrate, followed by a GaAs junction. A
metamorphic InGaAs buffer layer is then grown and the lowest bandgap junction is grown,
and any defects arising from the metamorphic layer no longer affect the top junctions. The
active region is then removed from the substrate, which can then be polished and reused for
future growths. A different approach makes use of the confined states in low bandgap nanostructures grown epitaxially within the middle junction material, as shown schematically in
Figure 1.5, to engineer the bandgap to a more desirable effective bandgap Eg(ef f ective) . Eg
spans the forbidden gap between the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB), but confined states in the nanostructures allow photon absorption at lower energies. As long as the
carriers can escape from these confined levels, they can contribute to the photocurrent. This
method nominally maintains the lattice constant of the host matrix, allowing for low-defect
epitaxy.
The use of quantum confined structures for this purpose was first proposed with QW [45].
Initial results from inserting 30 periods of GaAs QWs in Al0.3 Ga0.7 As barriers into the highfield intrinsic region of a p-i-n solar cell successfully showed collection of photons below the
bandgap of the host semiconductor resulting in a net increase of photocurrent [46]. These
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Figure 1.5: Bandstructure schematic of a p-i-n diode with quantum confined structures in the i-region
to allow absorption of sub-bandgap photons.

positive results came with the caveat of a significant reduction in voltage compared to the
control device without QWs, though advances in device designs have since yielded improved
device characteristics. The use of QWs in photovoltaics remains an active area of research
[47]–[51].
The quantum dot solar cell (QDSC) was initially proposed as a method of implementing
the IBSC concept, discussed in Section 1.3.3, but has also shown successful results in bandgap
engineering. Early results of QDSC followed a similar path as QW photovoltaics, first showing
successful sub-bandgap collection and an increase in photocurrent by incorporating as many
as 50 repeat layers of InGaAs QDs in a GaAs matrix [52]. As with QWs, there was a significant
reduction in voltage of as little as 25% and as much as 50% of the control value for these results.
Use of InAs QDs by Martı́ et al. [53] and GaSb QDs by Laghumavarapu et al. [37] produced
similar results–an improvement in sub-bandgap current coupled to a reduction in voltage.
Hubbard et al. showed using GaP (tensile strained to GaAs lattice) to offset the strain effects
allowed for an improved voltage [54]. Bailey et al. refined this technique by modifying both
the thickness of GaP and the coverage of InAs [55]. Oshima et al. have used GaNAs for
strain compensation (SC) up to 50 layers of QDs, though voltage loss was still significant
[56]. Bailey et al. was ultimately able to show the first demonstration of increased efficiency
(0.5% absolute) of a QDSC compared to a control through bandgap engineering [34].
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1.3.3

Intermediate Band Solar Cell

The IBSC makes use of the principle of multiple transitions afforded with multijunction solar
cells, but relies on a single junction with unique properties. The concept is rooted in a 1960 paper by Wolf theorizing improvements to single-junction cell efficiency through the introduction of trap states with long lifetimes in the forbidden gap [57]. These impurities would allow
a single cell to effectively possess three distinct optical transitions: VB to CB, VB to trap state,
and trap state to CB, each able to collect a different portion of the solar spectrum. Through
increasing the range of photon energies able to excite charge carriers, the transmission loss
in the cell is reduced and efficiency is increased. The difficulties with this specific idea were
later discussed due to the increased non-radiative carrier recombination, neutralizing any potential efficiency improvements due to the enhanced absorption [58]. The idea reemerged in
1997 with some modifications as the IBSC, shown on the left side of Figure 1.6, where a band
of intermediate states exists within the forbidden gap with its own quasi-Fermi level separated from the quasi-Fermi levels of the emitter and base [59]. Taking into account detailed
balance, and allowing for a third, but decoupled, quasi-Fermi level in the IB, this design has a
calculated efficiency of 63.2% under maximum concentration (∼46,000 Suns) of an idealized
6000K blackbody. With the IB electrically decoupled from the contacts, the larger voltage of
the matrix is maintained while current is increased through the absorption and collection of
sub-bandgap photons through the IB via a two-photon sequential absorption process. First, a
photon with energy less than the Eg excites a carrier from the VB into the IB. This is followed
by absorption of a second photon to promote the excited carrier from the IB to the CB. One
proposed method of achieving an IBSC is via confined states in self-organized QDs, as shown
in conceptually in the center and right sides of Figure 1.6. In the center, a single QD is shown,
with some confined energy level. As many QDs are brought close together into a 3-D (or
1-D as in the figure) array, their wavefunctions overlap and states split to maintain the Pauli
exclusion principle, creating a band of allowed states. Ideally, the 3-D confinement of QDs
allows for a complete separation of the IB from the VB or CB, without the thermal coupling
present in nanostructures with higher dimensionality. In addition, asymmetry of the QDs
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Figure 1.6: Left: Band structure of IBSC concept; center: confined energy level in a single QD; right: a
band of states forms as QDs are brought close together.

relaxes the selection rules normally preventing intraband excitations at normal incidence,
which makes QDs attractive for IBSC over QWs, despite their lower absorption coefficient
due to their smaller volume. These arrays are possible by the self-organizing nature of QDs
due to preferential nucleation on growth steps of offcut substrates, and vertical alignment
through strain fields [60], [61]. The band formed by the confined states in the QDs makes up
the IB, shown partially filled with carriers.
Significant research effort into QD-based IBSCs has occurred in recent years, both in terms
of device prototyping and physical understanding of the difficulties of realizing such a device
[62], [63]. Much of the same research on QD bandgap engineering relates also to improved
collection efficiency in IBSC devices, though some additional requirements apply. Several
groups, including Antolı́n et al. and Okada et al. have shown collection though sequential
absorption [36], [64], [65], while Linares et al. have shown voltage recovery to the bulk matrix potential at low temperature and under high concentration [66]. However a fully realized
IBSC has not yet been demonstrated that is able to operate above cryogenic temperatures. In
this work, implementation of and characterization of IBSC prototypes made from InAs QD superlattices (SLs) are performed, and the engineering constraints imposed by the requirements
of the IBSC in this system are discussed.
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1.4

Terrestrial and Space Applications

Photovoltaics have a wide range possible deployments, both on Earth and in space, and QDSCs have applications in both of these major environments. Terrestrially, the cost effectiveness of a high efficiency multijunction solar cell can be improved by using comparatively
inexpensive optics to concentrate large cross-sections of solar flux onto relatively small areas
of semiconductor material. Concentrator photovoltaics, as they are known, operate at higher
efficiency than their 1-Sun counterparts, which is explained in Chapter 5. All photovoltaic devices with confirmed world-record conversion efficiencies since the late 1980s have been measured under concentrated light [67]. Beyond the simple improvement in efficiency afforded
by QDSCs, theoretical and experimental investigation has suggested that QD-enhanced solar
cells and the IBSC concept improve performance under high concentration [63], [66], [68],
[69].
In space, solar cells are subjected to a harsh radiation environment that causes degradation
of conversion efficiency over time [70]. To compensate for this, multijunction devices are not
only designed for current-matching conditions at their beginning but also for end-of-life. QDs
have shown enhanced radiation tolerance to both alpha particles and high energy protons,
and their use may therefore allow for extended useful lifetimes and improved beginning-oflife performance [39], [71], [72].

1.5

Organization of Dissertation

Chapter 1 gives an introduction and background for the research presented in this document,
introducing the important concepts of multijunction solar cells, QDs, bandgap engineering,
and the IBSC. Chapter 2 introduces the device design that will be used throughout the document, and gives additional information on the IBSC. It also describes three inter-related
experimental techniques, which enable characterization of IBSC prototypes discussed in later
chapters. Chapter 3 examines the effects of adding dopant to the QD SL to encourage partial
filling of the QD states for the IBSC. Several models of determining appropriate strain balancing layers for nanostructured devices, expanded to a wide variety of material systems are
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shown in Chapter 4. The effects of concentrator photovoltaic device size on the recombination and ideality factor of solar cells with and without QDs is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter
6 presents an experiment to examine the effects of low Earth orbit on QD solar cells.
Finally, there are four appendices. A new tunnel diode interconnect structure is presented
in Appendix A to exploit the confined states in QDs to enable band-to-band tunneling in a
wide bandgap semiconductor. Appendix B details the design and characterization and calibration of a testing setup for a TS Space Systems dual-source close match solar simulator. The
testing chamber design is presented, along with determination of spatial, temporal, and spectral uniformity across the testing plane. Appendix C discusses and quantifies the importance
of precise substrate alignment when performing high resolution X-ray diffractometry on superlattice samples grown on offcut substrates for consistency in strain and period extraction.
Appendix D describes and presents MATLAB code written to fit photoreflectance (PR) and
photoluminescence (PL) data discussed in Chapter 2 and utilized in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2
Operation and Characterization Methods of Quantum Dot Solar Cells
2.1

Introduction

A QD solar cell device schematic for the devices used in this document is shown in Figure
2.1. This device was designed as a control p-i-n solar cell with optimal optical thickness for
complete collection of energy above the bandgap of GaAs, into which QDs could be added to
observe the effects of bandgap engineering and to explore the IBSC concept. The layers, beginning at the bottom, are: backside metalization (yellow), the n-type GaAs substrate (blue),
an InGaP back surface field (green), the n-type base, the intrinsic region (gray), the p-type
emitter (red), an InGaP front surface field or window, as well as the front contact grid including a thin contact layer of p+ -type GaAs and the frontside metalization. On the right of the
figure is the repeat structure of the InAs QD superlattice incorporating both the InAs QDs and
GaP SC which was inserted into a region of high electric field to promote carrier extraction
after excitation by sub-bandgap photons. Due to the lower temperature necessary for MOVPE
QD growth (∼490°C), as compared to typical GaAs growth (∼600°C), a low-temperature GaAs
layer is used to cap the QDs to prevent desorption as the temperature is increased for subsequent layer growth [73]. The QDs are placed within the i-region, where the electric field is
largest in the structure, to enable fast separation and removal of carriers generated and extracted by sub-bandgap photons for bandgap-engineering applications. For the IBSC design,
ideally QDs are in a low-field region to maintain a partial-filling of the band. This is discussed
further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of solar cell and QD superlattice repeat unit. Blue: n-type GaAs; Red: p-type
GaAs; Gray: intrinsic GaAs; Green: InGaP; Dark Red: InAs; Violet: GaP; Gold: metallization.

The term intermediate “band” in the IBSC is used only to describe a region with some density of states within the forbidden region of the host material exhibiting long carrier lifetimes
to differentiate it from a mid-gap recombination center–since there is ideally no external electrical contact to the intermediate band, there is not necessarily a need for carrier transport
inside of it [22]. Long lifetimes are desired so that recombination is limited, and carriers can
remain stable in the IB long enough for a secondary excitation by another sub-bandgap photon. Other QD/matrix systems under investigation include InAsSb/AlAsSb [74], InAs/GaAsSb
[75], and GaSb/GaAs [76], which make use of a type-II band offset which can quickly separate
charge carriers and cause recombination to become indirect in real-space, increasing lifetimes
in the IB. Other systems similar to InAs/GaAs under investigation include the use of strain
compensation by GaNAs with InAs QDs [56], and the use of a self-strain balancing QD/matrix
with InGaAs/GaAsP [77]. Popescu et al. have more recently presented theoretical work on
alternate QD/matrix material systems more closely matched to the IBSC ideal energy gaps,
with strict attention paid to the strain balancing necessary in these alternate systems [78].
In this work, InAs/GaAs was chosen for its technological maturity and more complete understanding of engineering controls which made it an ideal prototyping system for the IBSC,
even if the energy offsets were not ideal.
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Based on the detailed balance, the ideal arrangement of bandgaps for an IBSC is a host
material with a bandgap of 1.95 eV, with intermediate transitions of 1.24 eV and 0.71 eV [79],
which leads to a theoretical maximum efficiency of 63% at the maximum solar concentration
of ∼46,000 suns. The InAs/GaAs system used here has a bulk bandgap of 1.42 eV and QD
confinement in the range of 100-300 meV [80]. Although it is not an ideal IBSC material
system, InAs/GaAs is a convenient QD system that has been extensively investigated for
various applications, and so far has been the only system to show an increase in efficiency
from the inclusion of QDs as compared to a control cell [34].
Several mechanisms are typically discussed regarding the removal of carriers from the
confined states in QDs, including: phonon-assisted extraction, photon-assisted extraction,
and carrier tunneling, as shown schematically in Figure 2.2. All three begin the same way: a
carrier is promoted to a QD state from the VB by a photon with an energy below the GaAs
bandgap. For phonon assisted escape, it is subsequently promoted from this confined state
into the bulk CB continuum through phonon interaction, where it can be collected by the
built-in electric field. The second method, also known as a two-photon interaction, or sequential absorption, works similarly to phonon-extraction with the substitution of a second,
different, low energy photon in the place of the phonon to promote the carrier from the confined state. In the third mechanism, carriers tunnel through the barrier either into the conduction band continuum or into a higher-energy state of an adjacent QD where any of the three
processes discussed can operate to further extract the carrier. While all of these three escape
mechanisms contribute to sub-bandgap photocurrent, the IBSC concept requires two-photon
extraction only [81], though efficiency improvements may still be seen from a single-photon
mechanic [82]. An experimental methodology to observe two-photon carrier extraction is
discussed in Section 2.5.
Tunneling escape can be enhanced or reduced either externally through the application of
negative or positive bias, or internally by changing either the location of the QDs in respect
to the electric field location or through doping to change the electric field relative to the QDs.
All of these methods change the effective tunneling barrier height by altering the electric field
the QDs are subject to, and is discussed further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.2: Band schematic showing three carrier escape mechanisms: photon-phonon (left), twophoton (center), and photon-tunneling (right).

The thermal escape rate due to phonon interaction is the dominant method of carrier escape from InAs QDSCs [83]. Because of this, methods of increasing carrier confinement to
limit this type of escape are under investigation to further realize the IBSC concept [80]. Direct
measurements of thermal carrier escape in a GaSb/GaAs QD system, with thermal activation
energies in the range of 231 meV to 337 meV, have calculated that sub-bandgap photon densities in excess of 1000 suns are necessary to observe a sequential absorption dominated carrier
escape [76]. In the InAs/GaAs QD system, the thermal activation energy falls in a much lower
range, and it is anticipated that even higher concentration, or lower operating temperature,
is necessary to observe sequential absorption in this system over thermal escape.
If the state’s thermal activation energy, relating to the depth of the confined level below
the conduction band, is known. A thermionic emission model [48]
r
1
kT −(Ebound/kT )
1
=
e
τth
w 2πmw

(2.1)

was used to predict the thermal lifetime, τth , from the confinement depth Ebound calculated
by k•p, well width w, effective mass mw , as a function of temperature T in this QD system.
While this model is more appropriate for a QW where there exists a continuum of states from
the bound energy levels to the CB, it exhibits strong agreement with thermal escape from QD
systems [76].
The thermal escape rate was compared against the optical transition rate of a bound carrier into the conduction band based on the suns concentration of AM1.5 illumination, shown
in Figure 2.3. At 300K, even approaching maximum solar concentration of ∼46,000 suns, the
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Figure 2.3: Optical versus thermal emission rate from InAs confined levels.

thermal escape from either bound state is expected to dominate over any optical transitions,
which would prevent the observation of IBSC operation at room temperature. An experimental method for determining actual activation energies of the bound levels, as well as a general
experimental setup for various automated measurements including those performed at low
temperature, is discussed in Section 2.3 to better refine this model. Modeling work to further
increase confinement is discussed in Section 3.7.

2.2

8-Band k•p Simulation

Several sections of this dissertation make use of calculations to determine bound energy states
in QDs to assist in design of experiments or interpretation of results. The calculation method
used is the 8-band k•p method, a perturbation theory used to calculate band structure about
the Γ point, developed by Kane [84]. The method solves the Schrödinger equation in a simulation volume containing a QD and WL, taking into account a specific geometry and strain due
to lattice mismatch, by affecting perturbation of the electron wave vector k and momentum
p, against eight basis Bloch functions: one taking into account the s-orbital symmetry of the
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CB, three for the p-orbital symmetry in the VBs (heavy hole, light hole, and split-off band),
each with spin-orbit coupling which increases the total to eight.
Simulations were performed using software previously developed by Hellström [85] based
on work by Stier et al. [86]. This software includes a conjugate gradients-based solver for the
Poisson equation discretized by finite differences coupled to the 8-band k•p method, also
discretized by finite differences. In the simulation the QDs were modeled as a hemisphere,
16 nm wide and 2 nm high, the WL was 0.5 nm thick, and both were contained inside a 14
nm high simulation volume with periodic boundaries - all dimensions were taken from AFM
measurements made on similar growth structures with a surface layer of uncapped QDs. The
material parameters used in the simulation were obtained from well-established sources [40].
For this system, the simulations showed six bound electron states in the dots, one lower
spin-pair and two almost degenerate upper spin-paired states, represented in the calculated
band structure in Figure 2.4; the energies shown are the location of the states below the
conduction band, which is in a range consistent with the literature [80], [87]. The model also
predicted many hole states due to the increased degeneracy from the light and heavy hole
bands as well as the increased effective mass. These states will become important in Chapter
3 where the photoluminescence from transitions between the few electron states to the many
hole states produces many closely overlapping emission Gaussians.

2.3

Temperature-Dependent Photoluminescence for Identification of
Thermal Activation Energy

The thermal activation energy of QD states can be determined experimentally by observing
recombination as a function of temperature. A laser with a photon energy greater than that of
the GaAs bulk is used to create a large population of electron-hole pairs in a sample containing
QDs. Without an external circuit driving them, these carriers relax to the lowest energy
state available, where they recombine. This recombination can be radiative or non-radiative–
the radiative recombination is PL. In a GaAs sample containing InAs QDs, the confined QD
states are the lowest energy levels available, and are the primary source of PL in high quality
material, at least at room temperature. The PL is measured as a function of wavelength,
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Figure 2.4: Calculated band structure and confined states of undoped InAs QD in GaAs.

and a spectra of QD emission is revealed. Performing this measurement as a function of
temperature changes the capture and emission rates from the confined states. Integrating
the PL intensity, and plotting it as a function of temperature, gives a relative value of the
temperature dependent radiative recombination of a particular transition. This PL intensity
change can be fit using an Arrhenius relationship
I(T )
1
=
I0
1 + Ae−Ea/kT

(2.2)

derived from the rate equations of absorption and recombination between the confined state
and the bulk continuum [88]–[90]. Here, I is the integrated PL intensity, I0 is the integrated
intensity at absolute zero, here divided by I to normalize the data, A is the ratio of radiative
to non-radiative emission, Ea is the activation energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
temperature. When the PL spectrum consists of a single optical transition energy, integration of the signal is straightforward. In the QD system under investigation however, it is
considerably less trivial.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of LabVIEW control/data paths and input/outputs from the DUT.

A multipurpose LabVIEW program was created to automate the data acquisition of temperature dependent measurements. This program controls the following equipment, diagrammed in Figure 2.5: Optronics Labs OL750 monochromator (operating as a light source),
Lakeshore 331 temperature controller, Keithley 2400 source-measure unit (SMU), Horiba iHR
320 monochrometer (which operates as a detector), Keithley 2001 digital multimeter (DMM),
and Stanford Research 830 lock-in amplifier. Using this software, several different types of
measurements can be performed, with or without temperature dependence on the device
under test (DUT): current-voltage sweep (illuminated or dark), spectral responsivity, PR (discussed in Section 2.4), pump-probe spectral responsivity (discussed in Section 2.5) PL, and
electroluminescence (EL). The diagram shown does not represent any one experimental setup,
but merely illustrates capability.
This software saves the experimenter considerable time. For example, the measurement
of PL intensity, shown in Figure 3.18, swept between 800 nm and 1400 nm with 2 nm steps,
across a temperature range of 10K to 300K in steps of 10K, took approximately 12 hours to
complete, including the time needed for the temperature to stabilize between steps. Without
automation, manual data acquisition and set-point adjustments to the temperature controller
must occur roughly every 25 minutes throughout that 12 hour span. With automation, this
measurement was easily completed overnight after minimal setup, and could be monitored
and controlled remotely if necessary.
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An example of P L(T ) data from a p-i-n GaAs solar cell incorporating 10 layers of QDs
are shown in Figure 3.18. The sample is from a study on the effects of delta-doping of QDs,
discussed in Chapter 3, but is referenced here for illustrative purposes. These data include
radiative recombination from at least seven easily observable overlapping transitions, though
more may be buried below the stronger signals. In order to extract activation energies for
these transitions, the individual peaks must each be fit with a Gaussian or similar function to
determine their true integrated intensity. Since the individual transitions overlap so closely,
using first- or second-derivative methods is often not sufficient determine peak locations for
curve fitting, resulting in several possible, and significantly different, local maxima of fitting
parameter optimization. Precise identification of transition energies reduces the number of
variables needed to float during the curve fitting process, which enables much faster and more
reliable activation energy analysis.

2.4

Identification of Energetic Transitions with Photoreflectance

Modulation spectroscopy is a useful method for identifying inter-band transitions inside a
sample. The method produces a derivative-like response function measuring a change in
the wavelength-dependent reflectance of a sample under dielectric perturbation. In doing
so, the spectral features of energetic transitions are more sharply revealed than in a simple
reflectance or PL measurement. To perform this measurement, the dielectric function of the
sample under test is modulated by some mechanism, and the reflectance, as well as the change
in reflectance induced by this modulation, is observed and interpreted. Several mechanisms
can be used for the modulation, including mechanical stress, temperature, and applied electrical bias [91]. PR is a contact-less method, using a mechanically chopped laser to affect
the electric field inside the sample through photogeneration of carriers. A diagram of one
possible PR testing setup is shown in Figure 2.6. Here, a broadband light source, such as a
quartz tungsten halogen lamp (QTH) lamp, is coupled into an optical fiber with a collimator
to produce a collimated beam at the sample a few millimeters in diameter with intensity I0 .
The reflection of this light is coupled into a detecting monochromator. A laser with energy
hν > Eg is mechanically chopped, and centered at the spot of the broadband source on the
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of PR setup.

sample. The laser beam is defocused to a spot size larger than that of the broadband source to
completely overfill it. The monochromator-coupled detector receives a superposition of the
static and modulated reflectance, monitored as a function of wavelength using both a DMM to
extract the DC signal, I0 (R), and a lock-in amplifier, phase locked to the mechanical chopper,
for the AC signal, I0 (∆R). These signals are saved and interpreted by a computer.
The change in reflectance can be used to extract inter-band transitions within the QDs
and the bulk, depending on the fitting methods used. An example PR spectra for a sample
of semi-insulating GaAs is shown in Figure 2.7. The energetic transition extracted from a
fit (using methods described shortly) was 1.425 eV, consistent with the bandgap energy of
GaAs [40]. To create these data, the AC reflectance is divided by the DC reflectance (the I0
term is removed through this normalization) as a function of wavelength λ. A more complex
example PR spectra for a GaAs solar cell including 10 layers of InAs QDs is shown in Figure
3.19, where several prominent features can be seen.
The superposition of oscillators, using two functional forms, was used to extract parameters based on the dimensionality of the energetic transition. The third-derivative functional
form (TDFF)
n


∆R X 
=
< Aj exp(iθj ) (E − Ej + iΓj )−2.5
R
j=1

(2.3)

was used for a 3D critical point such as the bulk GaAs [92] where the PR, the change in
reflectance from perturbation divided by the DC reflectance ∆R/R, is made up of the sum of
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Figure 2.7: PR data and TDFF fit of semi-insulating GaAs.

n oscillators where A is an amplitude factor, θ is a phase factor, En is the optical transition
energy of the oscillator, and Γ is a broadening factor. The first-derivative functional form
(FDFF)
"
 

n
E − Ej
∆R X
=
Aj sin θj Ψ
R
Γj
j=1
 r
  (E − E )  #
j /Γ
π
j
+ cos θj −
exp i
(2.4)
2
2
was used for lower-dimensional structures such as QDs, when the effective mass is infinite in
the direction of the perturbation due to confinement [93]. Here, the parameters are similar to
that of the TDFF,
with the addition
of the function ψ: the confluent hypergeometric function

2
−(x )
with parameters 1, 12 , 2
.
Software was developed in MATLAB allowing the sum of an arbitrary number (up to 99,
though the code can be modified to allow more if necessary) of TDFF and/or FDFF oscillators
to fit against the PR data using nonlinear least squares regression. This code is presented in
Appendix D.1, where its operation is described in detail. The energetic transitions extracted
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were then used as a fixed starting peak energy for fitting the PL data. This removed the
guesswork from fitting the PL, and greatly improved the confidence in the fit. Temperaturedependent PL fitting was performed using similar MATLAB software developed to fit and
integrate an arbitrary number of Gaussian functions against the data, which is presented in
Appendix D.2.
A consequence of working with highly radiative direct bandgap semiconductors is that
carriers injected via photo or electrical pumping relax and recombine radiatively producing a
strong photoluminescence signal. The energy of emitted photons corresponds to the energy
gaps of the host semiconductor or of the confined states in the QDs, which is precisely where
the comparatively weak PR signal must be observed. Separating the PR from the PL can be
challenging but is not impossible. Since the PL emission from the sample is Lambertian, the
incidence and reflectance angles of the broadband source should be made as small as possible,
and the collecting lens used to couple the reflected light into the monochromator should have
a short focal length allowing placement a sufficient distance away from the sample to limit
PL collection.

2.5

Pump-Probe Spectral Responsivity to Explore Sequential Absorption

One of the requirements of the IBSC design is that carriers promoted from the VB into the IB
by sub-bandgap (E1 ≈ IB − V B) photons must be also be promoted out of the IB and into
the CB continuum by other sub-bandgap (E2 ≈ CB − IB) photons. If carriers are extracted
thermally through phonon interaction, it signifies a shunt between the quasi-Fermi level of
the IB and the quasi-Fermi level of the CB or VB. Such a shunt reduces the open-circuit voltage
(VOC ) from that of the GaAs matrix material, severely limiting any efficiency improvements
possible through the increase in photocurrent by absorption of sub-bandgap photons.
In order to observe whether or not a two-photon, or sequential absorption, excitation
is occurring, Martı́ et al. devised an experimental setup similar to the diagram shown in
Figure 2.8, which has been used by several groups to investigate sequential absorption [64],
[65], [94], [95]. Here, a monochromator is used to probe a range of wavelengths as spectral
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of pump-probe experimental setup.

responsivity (SR) is measured through an external circuit, with or without a filtered infrared
(IR) source providing a pump of carriers into QD states. One of these two light sources is
mechanically chopped, resulting in both AC and DC components, while the external circuit
measures SR via a lock-in amplifier to discard the DC component. The IR pump is filtered
to only provide photons with energy less than that of the GaAs host bandgap, so that those
photons can only interact with the confined states in the quantum structures. Any change
in the AC photocurrent between these measurement with the IR versus without is therefore
result of carrier extraction through a sequential absorption process. While measurements
are possible by chopping either source, chopping the IR source is preferred, especially at low
temperature.
If the monochromatic source is chopped, two measurements of nominal SR are performed:
one with IR DC bias (SRIR ), and one without (SR). The response function is then defined as
∆SR = SRIR − SR

(2.5)

However, sample illumination with an IR source is concomitant with sample heating. Due
to the temperature dependence of the semiconductor bandgap [96], this heating causes the
absorption edge of the sample to shift, and the response calculated in equation 2.5 becomes
dominated by a derivative-like function of the SR curve as a result. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 2.9, where a GaAs sample containing 10 layers of InAs QDs was measured at 15K using
the chopped IR method, and the IR source was a 960 nm LED array. What looks initially as
a series of peaks in the ∆SR signal (red circles), implying a two-photon effect, was actually
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Figure 2.9: Measured ∆SR (red circle) compared with calculated ∆SRs (green triangle) due to heatinduced 0.49 nm absorption edge shift.

dominated by other measurement conditions. A ∆SRs was calculated
∆SRs (λ) = SR (λ + x) − SR (λ)

(2.6)

replacing the SRIR with the IR-off SR shifted in wavelength by some value, x. The shift
in wavelength was used to fit the data observed and a 0.49 nm shift (green triangles) was
determined for the band edge as seen with the pump turned on. The ∆SR signal shown here
is therefore indicative of a change in lattice temperature, shifting the absorption edge of the
material in wavelength space, rather than an indicator of two-photon absorption.
If the IR source is instead chopped, the sample can be maintained at thermal equilibrium
throughout the measurements. The entirety of the response function in this method is the
signal with the IR source on, as this would by definition be an interaction with the IR and
monochromatic source. A measurement with the monochromatic source off, while the IR
is on and chopped, would result in a DC offset to the previous measurement, showing any
current contribution from the IR source alone. If the rate of thermal escape of an electron in a
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confined QD state is larger than the rate that photons of the necessary energy to excite from
the bound state into the conduction band, no signal is observable from the IR pump as any
confined carrier population is extracted thermally long before a second photon can extract it.

2.6

Conclusion

The IBSC requires states within the normally forbidden region of the bandgap to facilitate
sequential absorption of two sub-bandgap photons. Incorporating a superlattice of QDs is
one method of creating these states through the bound energy levels in the QDs which were
calculated using the k•p method. It was shown that in the InAs/GaAs system, thermal escape
dominates carrier escape from the QDs which is non-ideal for the IBSC, however as this is a
well understood epitaxial system, much can be learned from exploring some of the engineering constraints on the IBSC using this material system. To ultimately validate the model and
measure the thermal activation energy of the bound states, a spectroscopic method combining
PR with low-temperature PL, including hardware automation in LabVIEW and data analysis
in MATLAB, was developed. In addition, the pump-probe technique to measure sequential
absorption of sub-bandgap photons was presented, along with the difficulties of decoupling
sample heating when performing data analysis.
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Chapter 3
Engineering a Quantum Dot Intermediate Band
Solar Cell
3.1

Introduction

The collection of sequential absorption of two sub-bandgap photons by an IBSC may be improved by introducing dopant species in or near the QDs, to provide charge carriers that
partially fill the confined states. This allows readily available charge carriers for transitions
into the confined states from the VB or promotion to the CB continuum by photons with energies below the bandgap of the host. In order to affect only the QDs, this dopant is introduced
as a delta-like function in a very thin layer, and is known appropriately as delta- or δ-doping.
Through the introduction of delta-doping, Sablon et al. have observed an increase in sub-gap
current collection [97], though the absence of a complete spectral response curve from that
study brings up questions of what exactly was the mechanism of that improvement. Others
have specifically observed carrier extraction via a two-photon excitation as opposed to carrier escape through tunneling or interaction with a phonon—a requirement for the IBSC [35],
[65]. Morioka et al. have also shown that flattening of the bandstructure caused by δ-doped
QDs reduces Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination and dark current and should lead to
an increase in photovoltage [98].

3.2

Methods and Dopant Species

GaAs solar cells were grown by MOVPE at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center (GRC). The control device consisted of a p-i-n design with
a 100 nm i-region, incorporating InGaP2 front and back surface fields. The detailed growth
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Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
i-GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
50
500
100
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
2.1×1018 (Zn)
1.86×1018 (Zn)
UID
1.6×1017 (Si)
1.5×1018 (Si)
1.2×1018 (Si)

Table 3.1: Growth design of GaAs control for delta-doped QD study.

Figure 3.1: Layer structure (not to scale) of doped QD SL.

design is shown in Table 3.1. Devices incorporating QDs substituted a portion of the i-region
with ten repeat units of a periodic structure shown in Figure 3.1, with specific details in Tables
3.2 and 3.3: first a unintentionally doped (UID) GaAs layer, followed by the InAs QDs grown
by the S-K method, then a low-temperature (LT) UID GaAs capping layer which was nominally intrinsic material, an intentionally doped GaAs layer, followed by a UID GaAs spacer
layer, and finally a GaP SC layer [55]. The entirety of the QD region remained buffered on
both sides between emitter and base by a region of UID GaAs. From the 8-band k•p simulation
discussed in Chapter 2, an individual QD was shown to confine, at most, six electrons, which
was later used to choose the dopant concentration for each of the delta-doped QD designs
below.
Doping was incorporated during growth in the doped-GaAs high-temperature (HT) layer
with an areal density of Si or C equal to some multiple of the QD areal density measured
by AFM as approximately 5×1010 cm−2 . Here, the doping levels were chosen to equal 2, 4,
and 8 electrons per quantum dot using silicon to partially- and over-fill the bound states, as
well as a sample doped with carbon at 9 holes per QD (2e− /QD, 4e− /QD, 8e− /QD, 9h+ /QD,
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Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
SL (x10)
SL (x10)
SL (x10)
SL (x10)
SL (x10)
SL (x10)
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
GaAs
GaAs (HT)
GaP
UID-GaAs (HT)
Doped-GaAs (HT)
GaAs (LT)
InAs
GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
150
50
500
50
4.6
1.15
Variable*
Variable*
2.1
∼0.55
33
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (Zn)
2.1×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
UID
UID
UID
UID
Variable*
UID
UID
UID
1.6×1017 (Si)
2.9×1018 (Si)
2.4×1018 (Si)

Table 3.2: Growth design for delta-doped QD study. *Additional details are shown in Table 3.3.

Device
0e− /QD
2e− /QD
4e− /QD
8e− /QD
9h+ /QD

UID-GaAs
Thickness (nm)
4.6
4.1
4.1
4.1
3.8

Doped-GaAs
Thickness (nm)
0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8

Doping Dose (cm−2 )
UID
1×1011 (Si)
2×1011 (Si)
4×1011 (Si)
4.5×1011 (C)

Table 3.3: Variable growth conditions for delta-doped QD solar cells.
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respectively). This selection covered the range of what is possible given the limited number
of confined states in the QDs. A precise determination of ideal partial filling fraction for a
given system is discussed in [99], where an intermediate band “filling factor” is described
which can be calculated from several factors including QD electron and hole capture crosssection, effective densities of states in the VB and CB, and the electron and hole generation
coefficients for QDs. This method ultimately defines a doping level such that the transition
rate from VB to IB is compensated by an equal transition rate from IB to CB, thus maintaining
a half-occupied IB. While a precise value necessary for IB doping can be determined using
this method for the InAs/GaAs system discussed here, a more general doping scheme was
chosen for this study due to the variation in QD density across the surface of a single sample
which would necessarily cause a variation of per-QD doping. The QD density across a single
wafer is typically between 2×1010 cm−2 to 6×1010 cm−2 depending on substrate orientation
and growth parameters [100].
Periodicity and strain of the samples were examined by symmetric high resolution X-ray
diffraction (XRD) about the (004) reflection, using methods discussed in Appendix C, and
were equivalent in all samples as illustrated by Figure 3.2 The locations of the ±1st order SL
peaks were fit with Gaussian distributions, and used to calculated a predicted 0th order SL peak
(SL(0)), which was buried under the substrate Bragg peak. The inter-SL peak spacing was used
to calculate SL period (13.6 ±0.7 nm), and the offset from the predicted SL(0) peak location
to the substrate peak was used to calculate strain (438 ±23 ppm, compressive) [55]. Prior
to final device growth, test structures were grown and analyzed using secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) to confirm periodic and controllable incorporation of dopant species.
Here it should be noted that the diffusivity of silicon and the thermal budget necessary
for the growth of the completed cell play an important role in the final dopant profile of the
sample. Using a solution for Fick’s second law
Q e−(x/2
√
N (x, t) =
2
πDt

√

Dt)

(3.1)

assuming a Gaussian distribution and fixed dopant population. The doping profile was determined for a repeating period of delta doping assuming a bulk GaAs medium. Here, N (x, t)
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Figure 3.2: Symmetric (004) HRXRD scan of 0e− /QD and 4e− /QD solar cells, including Gaussian
fits/predictions of superlattice peaks.

is the doping profile as a function of position, x, and time, t. The initial doping dose was
Q, and a diffusivity value at the pertinent growth temperature, D, was taken from literature
[101]. This was a first order approximation ignoring any effects from the additional material
systems (InAs, GaP) or strain that exists in the as-grown structure.
As calculated, the doping oscillated within an order of magnitude (about approximately
1×1017 cm−3 ) throughout the superlattice, with peaks at the original doping locations and
valleys near the QDs for what was originally ∼4×1018 cm−3 Si doing. Despite the simplistic
nature of this model, the results agreed with the SIMS data, though the nature of diffusion
may be exaggerated due to the granularity of the measurement technique. As the emitter and
InGaP2 window layers of the cell were grown, the thermal energy was sufficient for the Si to
diffuse out to some degree over the entire superlattice period, as can be seen in Figure 3.3.
The diffusion of carbon in the 9h+ /QD sample was expected to be an order or magnitude or
more smaller than silicon due to the decreased diffusivity of carbon in GaAs, but this was not
measured via SIMS.
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Figure 3.3: Calculated and measured delta doping profile after annealing due to cell growth above QDs.

Cells were fabricated using standard photolithographic techniques, and a wet chemical
mesa etch to isolate and define active areas of 1 cm2 . Metalization for n-type contacts was
Au/Ge/Ni/Au, and p-type was Au/Zn/Au, applied through a thermal evaporation and lift-off
process. AR coatings were not used in this study; contact grid shadowing was approximately
4%. 1-sun AM0 characterization was performed on a TS Space Systems dual-source close
match solar simulator with a Keithley 2400 source meter, calibrated with cells provided by
NASA GRC. Discussion of calibration of this simulator is provided in Appendix B. To determine dark diode behavior without the influence of series resistance, measurements of shortcircuit current density (JSC ) and VOC were taken at varying illumination levels using a Keithley
2400 under a quartz tungsten lamp array powered by a Sorensen DLM 80-7.5 power supply,
all controlled using LabVIEW. External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were taken
using a modified Optronics Labs OL750 monochromator system.
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3.3

Simulation of Doped Quantum Dot Solar Cells

Devices were simulated using APSYS, a 2D/3D software modeling package developed by
Crosslight. APSYS couples a drift-diffusion model with finite element analysis to simultaneously and self-consistently solve Poisson’s equation and the current continuity equations
at each point in a grid mesh. The grid was generated against a user-supplied semiconductor
device design. Photon absorption was determined using a transfer matrix method. Indices of
refraction and extinction coefficients for GaAs and InGaP were supplied from measurements
taken on a Wollam Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer. The incident light spectrum
used was ASTM E490 AM0 [102].
A previously created model with a good fit to experimental results was modified for the
purposes of this study [103], [104]. A 200 µm wide region was simulated, representing the
half-pitch of the front contact grid, which included half of a grid-finger to incorporate shadowing loss, and the results were scaled to a full device. The mesh used was dynamic based on
the individual layer thicknesses and their importance (grid can be sparse in the center of the
quasi-neutral region (QNR) of the 2 µm base layer where spatial changes are small, but must
be fine in the space-charge region (SCR) where changes in carrier concentration and electric
field change drastically in a small space); the largest grid point spacing was 300 nm, and the
closest was 0.5 nm. The structures simulated were built from the designs specified in Tables
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Based on the previous models mentioned above, the QDs were treated as
2 nm thick In0.5 Ga0.5 As quantum wells, which saved considerable computation time. These
behaved electrically similar to QDs, but optically different. The model uses only thermionic
emission/capture for carrier transport into or out of the well, and does not take into account
two-photon or tunneling escape mechanisms. That said, the software does calculate bound
states within these quantum wells, resulting in a sub-bandgap collection efficiency near the
GaAs bandedge which serves as a useful analogue of the true QDs.
Figure 3.4a shows a calculated band structure without illumination and at 0 V applied
bias for the 0e− /QD and 4e− /QD samples, assuming initially a delta-like doping concentration in the SL. However, due to the diffusion of Si previously discussed, an average doping
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density was then assumed throughout the superlattice in the silicon-doped sample, shown
in 3.4b. In these figures, as well as the remaining figures in this chapter, the x-axis denoted
as “Cell Depth” originates at the top of the contact layer above the front InGaP2 window
of the solar cell. While the total dopant concentration was equal for both of these simulations, a significant difference can be seen in the two 4e− /QD simulations. By assuming a
delta-like doping function, the bandstructure around the QDs was overall quite flat, with an
average electric field near 0 V/cm, though small oscillations were present near the heavily
doped regions. When a uniform doping was assumed, these small oscillations dissipated, and
a nonzero overall electric field returned to the QD region. This caused further optical and
electrical simulations to differ considerably between the two methods. In the delta-doped
case, there was a significant reduction in the long-wavelength photoresponse in the doped
QD simulation which increased significantly with increasing doping. When constant doping
was assumed, a small reduction in this same region was observed, but it more closely matched
the experimental data. The reasons for this are discussed in Section 3.4.
Typically, QDs are grown in a region of high electric field to quickly sweep carriers away
from the nanostructures as soon as they are excited into the bulk continuum. For purposes
of bandgap engineering, this region has the additional benefit of increasing tunneling and
thermal-assisted tunneling escape by the barrier narrowing due to the electric field, though
this is not desirable for IBSC [48], [105]. The introduction of dopant flattened the band structure containing the QDs, seen in Figure 3.4, which shifted the peak of the electric field toward
the p-type emitter or n-type base, for electron or hole delta doping, respectively.
The consequences of this shift in the electric field through the addition of doping can be
seen in Figure 3.5, showing the simulated SRH recombination rate at 1.0 V applied bias (∼VOC ).
The control (black), which contains no nanostructures, peaks in SRH recombination at the
center of the i-region, at a depth of approximately 875 nm. As the InAs SL was incorporated
into the model (red), recombination in the bulk was reduced at the consequence of strong
recombination in the InAs itself, seen as ten distinct spikes. By introducing n-type dopant,
the electric field shifted towards the p-type emitter, reducing the SRH recombination in the
QD region while increasing it in the intrinsic buffer layer between the QDs and emitter (here
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Simulated band diagrams assuming a) delta-doping profile of dopant and b) a diffused
doping profile.
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Figure 3.5: APSYS simulated SRH recombination rates at 1.0 V applied bias across the i-region of
varying delta doping levels.

between approximately 0.75 µm and 0.80 µm). This trend continued as the doping level was
increased. The introduction of p-type dopant had a similar effect, though the electric field
is shifted in the opposite direction toward the base, and the effect of SRH reduction was
increased due to the more delta-like doping density.
The reduction in SRH recombination lead directly to an increase in VOC for doped devices
as compared to 0e− /QD. This can be seen in the simulated J-V curves under 1-Sun AM0 in
Figure 3.6. Following the trend in SRH recombination, as InAs was introduced, VOC decreased
from the control value of 1027 mV to 917 mV. As n-type dopant is added at values of 2, 4, and
8e− /QD, VOC increased to 923 mV, 927 mV, and 932 mV, respectively. For 9h+ /QD doping,
the VOC improved to 929 mV as compared to the 0e− /QD simulation. Further consequences
of dopant incorporation were seen in the JSC of these simulations. As shown in Table 3.4,
doping levels of 0, 2, and 4e− /QD showed expected JSC improvement over the control device
due to sub-bandgap collection, but doped samples showed a reduction of JSC as compared to
0e− /QD. At the highest electron doping level, JSC began to degrade significantly. This effect
was considerably larger in the 9h+ /QD simulation, which produced current densities half the
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Figure 3.6: APSYS simulated 1-Sun AM0 J-V for delta doped samples.
Sample
GaAs Control
0e− /QD
2e− /QD
4e− /QD
8e− /QD
9h+ /QD

JSC (mA/cm2)
24.69
24.87
24.85
24.75
24.38
12.62

VOC (mV)
1027
917
923
927
932
929

FF (%)
81.45
71.50
73.01
73.37
73.77
74.87

η (%)
20.11
17.78
18.14
18.16
17.99
9.45

Table 3.4: Simulated AM0 delta doped cell characteristics.

magnitude of the control cell.
The source of this reduction in JSC can be seen in Figure 3.7 showing external quantum
efficiency of the simulated devices. As n-type dopant was increased, the response of the cell
between approximately 600 nm and 870 nm began to degrade, which can be seen most easily
in the 8e− /QD case. For p-type QD doping, short and long wavelength response was affected.
This effect is discussed further in Section 3.4. A similar trend is shown for sub-bandgap collection in Figure 3.8, with no significant difference between QD samples until n-type doping is at
its highest level, or the p-type doping, both of which begin to degrade the sub-gap response.
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Figure 3.7: APSYS simulated EQE for delta doped samples.

Despite the fact that the simulated sub-bandgap response is not entirely representative of how
true QDs behave due to the restrictions of the simulation method used, the trends it predicts
remain pertinent due to the calculation of confined states and the thermionic emission used
for carrier capture and escape.

3.4

Reduction of Voltage Loss through Quantum Dot Doping

The devices simulated in Section 3.3 were grown as discussed in Section 3.2 and fabricated using methods discussed previously. Devices were characterized using 1-sun AM0 illumination,
with results shown in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.5. Trends were similar to the model predictions.
At 2e− /QD, the VOC was improved 63 mV on average (across seven samples) over the 0e− /QD
sample, while the increased 4e− /QD and 8e− /QD doping furthered this average increase to 71
mV and 121 mV, respectively. Samples with 2- and 4- electrons per QD showed absolute efficiency improvements of 1.7% and 1.93%, respectively, over the undoped QD cells. The 8e− /QD
sample continued to improve in efficiency but suffered a significant loss in current density below that of the 0e− /QD sample, and the 9h+ /QD suffered efficiency losses compared to the
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Figure 3.8: Sub-bandgap APSYS simulated EQE for delta doped samples.
Sample
GaAs Control
0e− /QD
2e− /QD
4e− /QD
8e− /QD
9h+ /QD

JSC (mA/cm2)
22.15
22.82
22.48
22.43
21.90
11.50

VOC (mV)
1040
837
905
919
958
859

FF (%)
80.99
75.05
78.81
78.89
81.88
69.45

η (%)
18.66
14.33
16.03
16.26
17.18
6.86

Table 3.5: Measured AM0 delta doped device characteristics.

0e− /QD sample due to severe loss of JSC .
To further explore the voltage recovery, the JSC -VOC measurement technique was used,
measuring JSC and VOC at increasing levels of illumination to create a dark-J-V-like curve
without the influence of series resistance [106]. The data were taken up to current densities
of approximately 2-Suns, shown in Figure 3.10, and were fit using a standard single diode
model about the 1-Sun current density across at least 7 data points. Results of this fit are
shown in Table 3.6. Two-minority carrier recombination typical in the SCR region of the
diode through capture and recombination via QD states is indicated by an ideality factor
near 2. As n-type dopant was added, the bandstructure containing the QDs flattened due to
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Figure 3.9: Measured 1-Sun AM0 J-V characteristics of delta doped devices.
Sample
GaAs Control
0e− /QD
2e− /QD
4e− /QD
8e− /QD
9h+ /QD

Dark Current (A/cm2 )
1.13×10−18
1.89×10−10
9.19×10−13
2.86×10−15
3.35×10−17
3.19×10−10

Ideality Factor
1.08
1.77
1.45
1.20
1.09
1.90

Table 3.6: Dark current and ideality factor of delta doped devices.

the reduced electric fiend and single-minority carrier recombination became dominant, as
indicated by the reduction in both ideality factor and dark current.
EQE measurements of the sample set are shown in Figure 3.11. While bulk collection
between the control, 0e− /QD, and 2e− /QD samples are nearly identical, as doping increases
the devices began to degrade in performance, as predicted by the simulation. Specifically,
increased n-type doping caused degradation of long-wavelength response, while the heavily
doped p-type sample shows degradation throughout the collection spectrum.
Sub-bandgap collection experienced a similar trend to that of the bulk, also as predicted
in the simulation. Figure 3.12 shows a semi-log plot of the sub-bandgap EQE of QD devices as
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Figure 3.10: Measured ISC -VOC data from delta doped samples.

Figure 3.11: EQE measurements of devices in the bulk, also showing calculated regional collection
through a fit from Hovel drift-diffusion model of 9h+ /QD sample.
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Figure 3.12: EQE measurements of sub-bandgap region for doped devices.

compared to a GaAs control. To understand the current contribution of the QDs, these data
were integrated against AM0
λˆmax

EAM 0 (λ) SR (λ) dλ

JSC,integrated =

(3.2)

λmin

where λmax and λmin are the boundaries of integration, EAM 0 is the spectrum to be integrated,
and SR is the spectral responsivity of the device under test. This integral was performed
both in the full range of the measurement (350 nm to 1100 nm) and sub-gap where only QDs
collect (880 nm to 1100 nm). These results can be seen in Table 3.7. The 0, 2, and 4e− /QD
devices showed improved total current density over the GaAs control, and performed nearly
identically for wavelengths below the bandgap. As doping was increased to 8e− /QD, the subbandgap collection began to noticeably degrade, which is discussed later in this section.
The source of the degradation in bulk EQE can be explained in term of minority carrier
collection. The n-type delta doping caused the i-region to approach, and in the case of 8e− /QD
sample exceed, the nominal doping of the n-type base. This changed the structure from p-i-n to
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Sample
GaAs Control
0e− /QD
2e− /QD
4e− /QD
8e− /QD
9h+ /QD

Integrated JSC (mA/cm2 )
(350 nm – 1100 nm)
22.97
23.62
23.76
23.45
22.91
10.33

Integrated JSC (mA/cm2 )
(880 nm – 1100 nm)
0.08
0.29
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.14

Table 3.7: Integrated AM0 current densities of delta doped cells.

Figure 3.13: Band diagram of p-i-n+ -i-n structure showing potential barrier to minority hole collection.

p-i-n+ -i-n, with a n+ -type region between two intrinsic buffers. This created two compounding impediments to minority holes generated in the n-type base region from collection at the
junction. The first can be described without the inclusion of InAs nanostructures. Through
the creation of a p-i-n+ -i-n structure, a potential barrier was established between the deltadoped region and the base, reflecting some minority holes back into the base and limiting
their collection. A simulated band structure of this is shown in Figure 3.13. Holes able to pass
this barrier then encountered a region with little to no electric field to promote drift across
the junction. This effect was further exacerbated when the QDs are also considered.
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Figure 3.14: APSYS simulated electric field in QD region for delta doped samples.

The second impediment was due to the charged QD, and was explained through the k•p
simulation. To calculate the effect of a charged quantum dot, additional charges were introduced into the simulation close to the dot, which led the coupled Schrödinger-Poisson solver
to produce a local potential modification due to the electron wave functions. The sheet density was modified to get the desired amount of electrons in the dot. This was equivalent to
doping the dot with two electrons. The band bowing close to the dot due to this charging is
shown in Figure 3.15. As a QD was charged with electrons through doping, the local band
structure at the QD shifted up to create potential barriers at the borders of the QD to further
electron capture in the CB, but as a consequence, created a potential well inviting hole capture in the VB. This effect was also explored in [97]. As this individual effect was coupled in a
10 layer SL, it formed a periodic oscillation in local electric field. Any minority holes passing
the initial potential barrier discussed previously must then cross a region of hole-depleted
QDs fixed in an electric field oscillating positive and negative about 0 V/cm, where they may
recombine and detract from the photocurrent. This oscillation can be seen on a more global
scale in the APSYS simulated electric field shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.15: k•p simulated band structure of a single QD with and without captured charge.

These results can be further quantified through the drift-diffusion model presented by
Hovel and Woodall [107]. The reduction in long-wavelength collection through n-type QD
doping can be explained in terms of a reduced effective minority carrier lifetime in the base.
The base itself was not actually affected, but minority carriers generated there experienced
reduced collection efficiency at the junction as previously explained. A similar argument
holds for hole doping. The device structure was then p-i-p+ -i-n, and the QDs were charged
with holes, encouraging minority electrons leaving the emitter to be captured and recombine
in the QD region.
An example fit using this model is shown in Figure 3.11 for the 9h+ /QD sample sectioning out the contribution to total EQE from the window layer, emitter, SCR, and base. Here,
the minority electron lifetime in the emitter, fit as approximately 200 ps in both the control
and 0e− /QD devices, was fit as approximately 15 ps for the 9h+ /QD sample, more than an
order of magnitude lower. For n-type doping, minority hole lifetime in the base remained
approximately 15 ns for control, 0e− /QD and 2e− /QD samples, but was reduced to fits of 5
ns and 1.3 ns for the 4 and 8e− /QD samples, respectively. As the effective minority carrier
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lifetime decreased, the number of carriers collected by the junction was reduced, and the
photogenerated current densities reduced with them.
Looking back to sub-bandgap collection, it can be seen in Figure 3.12 that at doping levels
of 2- and 4- electrons per QD, there was very little change in sub-gap collection compared to
the undoped sample, despite the significant impacts on both the overall electric field and local
band structure shown previously. This suggests that the effective increase in barrier height
caused by charging of QDs, and the reduction in local electric field, does not affect carrier
extraction and collection at room temperature for QDs that are partially filled with electrons,
where thermal escape is expected to be dominant for the confined states studied.
At the highest electron doping level, the sub-bandgap current collection did begin to reduce, most significantly at the lowest-energy ground state transition. Once completely filled,
the increase in barrier height may nearly double the effective confinement of the ground state,
reducing the rate of thermal escape from that energy, though the thermal escape rate may still
be dominant under these conditions [108]. Alternatively, when all of the confined states are
filled with electrons, the QDs may suffer reduced absorption due to state-filling preventing
excitation via sub-bandgap photons from valence band to a (filled) QD state. Any available
states that are created through a photon or phonon promotion to the conduction band may
then be quickly filled by the excess electron population surrounding the QD, enhancing this
effect. In the case of the 9h+ /QD sample, there was a significant reduction in all sub-bandgap
absorption. Here, the QDs are depleted of electrons and due to the large local electric fields
near the QDs acting to keep the electrons near the QDs, they had a reduced collection efficiency as transport away from the QD region to the junction was inhibited.

3.5

Determination of Bound State Activation Energy

Previously, it was shown that flattening of the band structure caused by doping QDs reduces
SRH recombination in the QD region, and results in an improved VOC compared to undoped
samples, though no increase in sub-bandgap current was observed [109]. This increase in
voltage is an important step towards the operation of an IBSC with this material system,
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however the thermal escape of carriers may still preclude another important IBSC requirement: sequential absorption of two sub-gap photons. It has been calculated that the thermal
escape rate of carriers from confined InAs QD states at 300K, even approaching maximum
solar concentration of ∼46,000 suns, would dominate over any optical transitions.
The addition of doping altered the band structure locally at the QDs, altering the confinement depth of charge carriers. Ideally, this would further increase confinement to reduce
thermal escape. In this section, the GaAs p-i-n solar cells incorporating 10 repeat units of InAs
QDs with various levels of silicon doping discussed above were studied using temperaturedependent PL and complimentary PR measurements to explore the change in carrier confinement levels as a function of QD doping, which was compared to simulation.
The electronic band structure of the InAs quantum dots in the superlattice was calculated
using the 8-band k•p method discussed in Chapter 2. The simulations showed six bound
electron states in the dots, one lower spin-pair (143 meV below the conduction band) and two
almost degenerate upper spin-paired states (60 meV below the conduction band).
Doping the QDs with electrons caused changes in the effective barrier height through
charging. To calculate the effect of a charged quantum dot, additional charges were introduced into the simulation close to the dot, which led the coupled Schrödinger-Poisson solver
to produce a local potential modification due to the electron wave functions. The sheet density was modified to get the desired amount of electrons in the dot. The band bowing close to
the dot due to this charging is shown in Figure 3.16. Several QDs are shown, though only a
single QD was simulated using periodic boundary conditions.
From these calculations, it is expected that doping the QDs causes an overall decrease
in the confinement depth, which would lead to a larger thermal escape from doped QDs as
compared to undoped. As doping was added, the confinement depth of the bound electrons
became dependent on the direction under investigation, which is shown in Figure 3.17. In
the direction of growth (z), the charging caused an decrease of confinement of more than 10
meV up to a value of 6 e-/QD (where the QDs are saturated due to the degeneracy of bound
states), however in the plane of the QDs, the confinement depth decreased more than 27 meV
for a value of 6 e-/QD. This was due to the low aspect ratio and asymmetry of the lens-shaped
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Figure 3.16: k•p modeled CB in energy space against the growth direction (z) and in-plane direction
(x) of a QD structure with captured charge.

QDs on the effects of perturbation of the bound state. The opposite trend was seen for the
confinement energy of the hole bound states, which exhibited an increase of 18 meV and 35
meV for in the growth direction and in-plane directions, respectively.
In order to experimentally assess the effects of doping on the QD states, temperature dependent PL data were fit against an Arrhenius relationship to extract a thermal activation
energy for bound states [90]. Temperature dependent PL measurements were performed using methods outlined in Chapter 2. A data set from this experiment is shown in Figure 3.18.
Several optical transitions were observed in the PL data from the few electron bound states
to the large number of hole bound states. These individual transitions overlapped so closely
that typical first- or second-derivative methods were insufficient to reveal the peak locations
to enable confident Gaussian fitting, necessary for later Arrhenius analysis. A complimentary
spectroscopy method, PR, was used to determine a precise energy for these transitions by producing derivative-like response function measuring a change in the wavelength-dependent
reflectance of a sample under dielectric perturbation. The extracted optical transition energies from PR were then used to reduce the number of free-variables in Gaussian fitting. The
PR and low temperature PL techniques and data acquisition methods are discussed in detail
in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.17: k•p modeled confinement depth from the bound electron ground state to the CB edge (E)
and confinement depth from the bound heavy hole ground state to the VB edge (HH) in the growth
direction (z) and in-plane direction (x-y) as a function of captured charge.

Figure 3.18: Low temperature PL of 10x InAs QD solar cell doped at 4 e − /QD.
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Figure 3.19: Photoreflectance of 10x InAs QD solar cell doped at 4e− /QD, fit against the sum of 6 FDFF
and 1 TDFF oscillators.
Table 3.8: Energetic Transitions (in eV) Extracted from PR
Sample
0e-/QD
2e-/QD
4e-/QD
8e-/QD

E1
1.116
1.104

E2
1.144
1.157
1.146
1.196

E3
1.190
1.199
1.188
1.215

E4
1.237
1.254
1.239
1.261

E5
1.291
1.321
1.300
1.324

E6
1.347
1.359
1.349
1.363

The superposition of oscillators, using two functional forms, was used to extract these
parameters based on the dimensionality of the transition. The TDFF was used for a 3D critical
point such as the bulk GaAs [92], while the FDFF was used for lower-dimensional structures
such as QDs
Software was developed in MATLAB allowing the for an iterative fitting of temperature
dependent PL. PL data near room temperature was fit first, and the resulting parameters of
that fit were used as the starting conditions for the fit at the next lowest temperature. This
process continued until the lowest temperature data was fit. The peak energy was allowed to
change only ±0.4% between temperature steps to encompass the maximum expected energy
shift from the GaAs Varshni coefficients across 10K steps.
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Figure 3.20: Room temperature photoluminescence of 10x InAs quantum dot solar cell doped at
4e− /QD, fit against the sum of 7 Gaussian functions at energies determined by the results of fitting the
PR in Fig. 3.19.

The areas of the integrated Gaussian fits were then fit versus temperature using an Arrhenius relationship to determine the activation energy of the transition
I(T ) =

I0
a
1 + A exp( −E
)
kT

(3.3)

where the integrated intensity as a function of temperature, T , is related to the intensity with
no thermal energy I0 , A is the ratio of radiative to non-radiative emission, the activation
energy is Ea , and Boltzmann’s constant is k.
An example of PR data and the associated fit for the 4e− /QD sample is shown in Figure
3.19. A 7-oscillator model was used to fit the data, using the sum of 6 FDFFs for the QD
transitions and 1 TDFF for the bulk GaAs. The extracted energies were then used to fit 7
Gaussian functions against room temperature PL data, shown in Figure 3.20.
The integrated area of the Gaussian fits to these transitions was analyzed as a function of
temperature using the Arrhenius relationship. The activation energy of each was extracted.
The activation energies fell into two categories, as shown in Figure 3.21: one relating to a
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Figure 3.21: Extracted activation energies of 10x InAs quantum dot solar cell doped at varying levels.

bound state near 200 meV (lower PL energy photons), and the rest from a bound state near 50
meV (higher energy PL). The first was attributed to transitions from the ground state to one
of the several available hole states, and the second was from the excited QD state to one of
the available hole states (here, three different transitions, E3, E4, and E5, begin at this excited
state). Insufficient intensity of PL data was available for confident Arrhenius fits of E1 or
E6. This confirms the k•p model’s prediction showing two bound energy levels, however the
specific energy values are not in agreement. This may be due to simplifications in the k•p
model, such as the absence of the strain compensation layer or global electric fields in the
simulation. The precise calculation of bound energies however was not necessary to observe
the trend.
As doping was added to the structure, the effective confinement decreased 40 meV for
the ground state transition from the undoped to the 8e− /QD case (E2), and an average of 34
meV in the excited state from the undoped to the 8e− /QD case (E3, E4, E5), suggesting an
electron-limited escape. This further confirms the k•p simulation trend, showing a general
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decrease in confinement depth with the addition of QD doping. However, the trend further
decreasing confinement depth with doping was not as strong in the experimental results as in
the simulation. Experimentally, the addition of doping reduces the confinement at very low
doping levels and appears to saturate.
While the addition of doping to QD structures allowed for a voltage recovery as compared
to undoped QDs, the act of charging the QDs additionally results in a reduction of confinement
depth. This necessitates the use of alternate methods to reduce the thermal escape pathway
from bound QD states for the realization of sequential absorption, and ultimately a true IBSC
device.

3.6

Sample Preparation for Direct Transmission Measurement of Quantum Dots

From the doped QD devices discussed in this chapter, little to no change in the sub-bandgap
collection was observed, except at the highest doping levels investigated (8 electrons per QD,
and 9 holes per QD) which was shown in Figure 3.12. In both instances, the SR was reduced
for both sub-bandgap photons as well as bulk collection from the base or emitter and base in
the case of electron or hole doping, respectively. For purposes of the IBSC, it is expected that
the sub-bandgap collection would reduce with doping, as two-photon extraction is used for
carrier escape as opposed to thermal escape viable in the SR measurement.
The reason for loss in the bulk was explained as a reduction in minority carrier collection
efficiency attributed to the change (in the case of high n-type doping of QDs) from a p-i-n to
p-i-n+ -i-n structure. It was unclear if the loss in collection efficiency from the QDs was from
the same process, or alternatively, a reduction in optical transition probability due to dopant
occupation of the lowest confined states in the QDs. Indeed, as QDs are doped, it is expected
that single-photon collection will be reduced as the density of available states in the QDs are
reduced, though nominally this would improve the probability of sequential absorption of
two sub-bandgap photons [65]. To explore the mechanism of the reduction of sub-bandgap
collection, direct measurement of QD absorption through transmission and reflection measurements can be performed, though transmission measurements on the samples as-grown is
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challenging due to the thickness of the substrate which causes a significant attenuation and
scatter of the incident light probe.
A method was developed to produce samples for transmission measurements of GaAs
p-i-n solar cells incorporating InAs QDs. Through wet chemical removal of the substrate
and application of optical coatings to increased the transmission of the probe and reduce
its reflection, a significantly higher signal to noise level in the measurement was achieved.
Measurements comparing devices with and without QDs, as well as with and without doping
can be examined to determine if QD doping affects the optical collection of the lower confined
QD states.
In order to directly determine the absorptive properties of the QDs, both reflectance and
transmission measurements must be performed, from which absorption can be calculated.
Removal of the substrate is critical to reduce the absorption and light scattering it causes
which reduces the signal to noise in the measurement. This was accomplished through a
compete wet chemical etch of the substrate, leaving only the active layers of the solar cell,
on the order of 3 µm. The first layer grown above the substrate was an InGaP layer, the back
surface field for the solar cell, which acted as a convenient etch stop for substrate removal.
The fabrication of transmission test samples was as follows. After growth, a 1 cm x 2
cm sample of the unfabricated QD solar cell wafer was cleaved and affixed to a glass slide
using SU-8 photoresist epoxy. The sample was then cured for 5 minutes on a hot plate set
at 125°C, after which the temperature set point was raised to 150°C and the sample was left
for an additional 30 minutes. The substrate was removed using a wet chemical etch. Etch
chemistries based on H3 PO4 :H2 O2 produced fast etch rates, but were non-uniform and able
to undercut the etch stop at the edges before the bulk of the substrate cleared. A solution of 1:1
NH4 OH:H2 O2 was used by NREL for inverted metamorphic photovoltaic processing, and this
chemistry exhibited a stronger selectivity against the InGaP etch stop, and higher uniformity
in completely etching the GaAs substrate [110]. The etch rate observed was approximately
55 nm/s–the substrate removal process for a 350 µm substrate took approximately 1 hour 45
minutes.
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Figure 3.22: Measured transmission of the various components of the transmission sample, including
the glass slide and SU-8 photoresist epoxy. Also shown is the significant improvement in transmission
by removal of the GaAs substrate.

Transmission and reflection were directly measured using a PerkinElmer UV/Vis spectrometer. In Figure 3.22, transmission of all components of the system are shown: first the
glass slide alone, followed by the glass slide with SU-8 epoxy, then with the attached GaAs
solar cell with 10x QD layers with substrate intact, and finally the solar cell after substrate
removal. The glass slide and SU-8 do not show any appreciable absorption expected to interfere with the wavelength range of QD collection: 870 nm to 1300 nm. Transmission through
the thinned sample was greatly improved from near 4% to an average of near 60%. However,
interference fringes strongly affected the signal in the previously mentioned range of interest.
Since these fringes are caused by the Fabry–Pérot cavity formed between the semiconductor
and the enviorment, they are strongly dependent on the film thicknesses and may not line
up exactly across the sample set which would cause spurious delta-signal when calculating
delta-absorption between samples.
To reduce these fringes, and improve the overall signal strength, optical coatings made
of several different films were designed using optical parameters from the literature. These
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Table 3.9: Calculated Film Stacks for Pro-Transmission and Anti-Reflective Coatings

Film

Ti/O/N
Thickness (nm)

SiO2
TiO2
Si3N4
InGaP
GaAs
InGaP
Si3N4
TiO2
Si3N4
SiO2
TiO2
SU-8
Glass

167
58
13
50
2600
50
11
61
56
44
15
Thick
Thick

MgF2/ZnS
Film Thickness (nm)

MgF2
ZnS
InGaP
GaAs
InGaP
ZnS
MgF2
ZnS

171
98
50
2600
50
117
73
17

SU-8
Glass

Thick
Thick

Every Film
Film Thickness (nm)
MgF2
181
Si3N4
181
SiO2
34
Si3N4
34
InGaP
50
GaAs
2600
InGaP
50
TiO2
68
Si3N4
60
MgF2
6
Si3N4
52
SU-8
Glass

Thick
Thick

values were used in TFCalc, an optical transmission matrix calculation software package,
to design multilayer coatings between the SU-8 epoxy and semiconductor, to act as a protransmission (PT) coating, and between the newly exposed surface (after substrate removal)
and air, as an AR coating. Individually, the PT or AR coatings reduced the interference fringes,
however combined coatings also allowed for high transmission through the stack agove 95
%. Designs are shown in Table 3.9. Film stacks based on layers of ZnS (n≈2.3) and MgF2
(n≈1.3) were able to produce the highest transmission with the smallest number of material
depositions, which reduced the effects of variable thicknesses due to process variation. These
materials were independently thermally evaporated on Si wafers and glass slides and characterized using a variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer, and profilometer, to verify film
thicknesses, indices of refraction, and extinction coefficients, shown in Figures 3.24and 3.24.
The nominal film stack after substrate removal is shown in Figure 3.26, with calculated transmission of the various films and their combinations in Figure 3.27 using the measured optical
constants.
While this coating was optimal, in practice the ZnS film reacted with the SU-8 during the
curing process, causing stress which warped and cracked the semiconductor after substrate
removal. For the next series of test samples, the 18 nm layer of ZnS in contact with the SU-8
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Figure 3.23: Simulated transmission of the absorption sample with and without varying combinations
of AR and PT coatings made from various material systems.

Figure 3.24: Optical constants n and k from the SOPRA database compared to VASE measured values
of MgF2
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Figure 3.25: Optical constants n and k from the SOPRA database compared to VASE measured values
of ZnS

Figure 3.26: Diagram (not to scale) depicting the total film stack of a finished transmission test sample.
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Figure 3.27: Calculated transmission of a sample with just the substrate removed, compared to a sample
with various optical coatings to reduce reflection and increase transmission.

was removed from the deposition recipe, solving the problem of interaction, with minimal
effect on the amplitude of the interference fringes. TFCalc simulations showing this system
(with the GaAs layer only 300 nm, representing a test structure instead of a full solar cell) are
shown in Figure 3.28 with just the substrate removed (black solid line) and with these PT and
AR coatings applied (red solid line). The blue dashed line shows the measured transmission of
a 300 nm GaAs test structure with PT and AR coatings applied, showing the reduced amplitude
of the oscillations. Overall transmission was lower than expected, which was due to some over
etching of the sample leading to warping which scattered the incident transmission probe
beam and scattered the light reducing the signal to noise ratio of the measurement.
Transmission samples of delta-doped QD samples can be created using this method and
tested in order to determine if the reduction in quantum efficiency was due to a loss in minority carrier collection efficiency, as was shown for bulk material, or due to saturation of
the lowest energy states by dopant carriers. These results can be used to improve modeling
efforts and elucidate if delta-doping successfully causes charging and directly influences the
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Figure 3.28: Calculated (solid) and measured (dashed) transmission of GaAs + QD samples with substrate removal and optical coatings applied.

optical properties of the QDs, as is required for the IBSC concept, or if the effect is only to
modify the local electronic properties and carrier collection efficiency of the bulk material.

3.7

Modified Strain Compensation for Increased Confinement

To reduce the thermal escape dominating carrier collection in this QD system, it may be
possible to envelop QDs in a high-energy barrier. Proposed in [111] as quantum dots-in-afence (DFENCE), calculations using this method predicted efficiency improvements through
reduction in QD recombination utilizing AlGaAs barriers around the QDs. These barriers in
energy space increased the thermal energy required for a bound electrion to leave the confined state, increasing the time the carrier can remain in the QD for excitation by a secondary
sub-bandgap photon. The system already under investigation at RIT necessarily uses the wide
bandgap material GaP (Eg = 2.26) as strain compensation, but the effects of location of the GaP
in the superlattice has not yet been studied. By moving the GaP closer to the QDs, splitting
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the GaP into two layers to surround the QDs, or changing to GaAs1−x Px (which must necessarily be thicker to provide the same level of strain compensation), the confinement of QD
states could be increased, resulting in decreased thermal escape rates. Previous work investigating the use of GaAs0.85 P0.15 in place of GaP for strain compensation yielded improved
long-wavelength response of QD ground state [112].
Determination of nominal SC thickness is necessary for the growth of large numbers of
defect-free repeat layers of the QD superlattice. Using continuum elasticity theory (CET),
modified for QDs, the required thickness of GaP can be determined based on QD size and
density. A method for determining the necessary SC thickness for a material of (semi-) arbitrary composition was developed and is presented in Chapter 4. A rearrangement of SC
material and positioning may deepen quantum confinement of carriers, necessary to limit
thermal escape necessary for the IBSC. Confinement levels of several designs were simulated
using the 8-band k•p method. The material parameters used in the simulation were obtained
from well-established sources in the literature [40]. Modifying the material system from GaP
to GaAs1−x Px allowed for a wider range of options in local bandstructure manipulation.
A plot showing the thickness of GaAs1−x Px required for strain compensation is shown in
Figure 3.29. Assumptions are the QD height (2 nm), diameter (20 nm), and density (5×1010
cm−2 ), and a bulk material lattice matched to GaAs. Typical superlattice repeat units are no
larger than 130 Å, so to keep the structure at or below that size, phosphorus concentrations
lower than 12% were not considered. Several modified designs were chosen and simulated to
observe the effect of SC location and material on the confinement of QD states. These designs
are shown in Figure 3.30, beginning with the standard design in the top left. All of these
designs work within the constraints imposed by the calculations performed in 3.29.
The simulated confinement energy levels below the conduction band are shown in Figure
3.31. Many of the designs show an increase in confinement depth, most notably the structures composed entirely of GaAsP. Further calculations using a thermionic emission model
suggest the confinement increase of ∼40 meV in the E1 state from this design would reduce
the thermal escape rate by nearly an order of magnitude, from 7.4×1010 Hz to 1.8×1010 Hz
based on the thermionic emission model described in Chapter 2. Based on these calculations,
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Figure 3.29: Required SC thickness calculated as a function of P content of GaAsP.

Figure 3.30: Diagrams of several fully strain compensated SL repeat units using various compositions,
locations, and thicknesses of SC materials based on GaAsP.
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Figure 3.31: k•p calculated confinement depth below the CB of the ground (E1) and first excited (E2)
states of the QD systems presented in Figure 3.30.

the room temperature operation of these increased barrier samples may still not be enough
to observe the IBSC effect at room temperature, but offers a higher probability of sequential
absorption dominated sub-bandgap collection at cryogenic temperatures.

3.8

Quantum Dot Placement and Reduction of Background Doping

The placement of QDs in the device is critical. The IB must have a decoupled quasi-Fermi level
from the emitter and base, which precludes them from placement in either of those areas,
however it must also exist in an area of low field to assist in partial filling of the band as
well as reducing thermal and tunneling escape, as discussed previously. In addition, to fully
understand the effects of doping QDs, it is important to also understand the effects of not
doping them. Nominally the 0e− /QDs are grown in a region of intrinsic GaAs, but in practice
the GaAs is UID at some background level. In this system, the GaAs used to encapsulate the
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Figure 3.32: Diagram of locations of 5x QD SL structures from placement study.

QDs is grown in two ways. After deposition of InAs and nucleation of QDs, a 2.1 nm layer
of GaAs is grown at a 475°C to maintain the growth temperature of the QD as it is directly
capped to prevent the material from evolving off the surface as the temperature is raised. The
low temperature GaAs is followed by a 4.6 nm layer of GaAs grown at 622°C, a more typical
growth temperature with a higher growth rate and lower defect density. Both layers were
grown with a V/III ratio of 40.
Motivation to investigate the background doping resulted from an experiment to observe
the effects of the location of a 5x repeat structure of undoped QDs within the intrinsic region
of a solar cell. The design was similar to that shown in Table 3.2, with the modification that
the total i-region thickness was 600 nm. Three samples were grown placing the QDs SL in
one of three locations within the i-region: 33 nm beneath the emitter, in the center of the
i-region, and 33 nm above the base. A schematic of the QD placement for these three designs
is shown in Figure 3.32. The 600 nm i-region thickness was chosen for two reasons: first to
simulate the total thickness and corresponding electric field of a device incorporating a 40x
QD repeat structure (the design which showed the first efficiency improvement with the use
of QDs [34]), and secondly to allow for the location-dependent effects of QD placement to be
more pronounced, as typically the QDs fill nearly the entire dynamic thickness of the i-region.
Initial simulation with APSYS at RIT [104], as well as by other research groups [113],
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suggested the QDs placed in the center of the i-region would experience the largest nonradiative recombination, resulting in a larger dark current and smaller VOC , while the QDs
placed near the emitter or base would exhibit improved device performance due to reduced
recombination compared to the centered QDs, but would otherwise perform similarly to each
other. The experimental results instead showed the QDs placed closest to the emitter experienced the lowest VOC and the largest JSC of the sample set, while the samples with QDs in
the center or near the base both exhibited similar increased VOC and reduced JSC as compared
to the emitter-shifted sample. This indicated more SRH recombination was occurring at the
emitter-shifted QDs than in the other two, which was evidence of a n-type background doping affecting the electric field in the sample, causing the Fermi energy to cross the QD states
in the region closest to the emitter [114].
To determine the background doping of these materials, test structures of the LT and HT
UID GaAs films were grown on semi-insulating, n-type, and p-type substrates. For the HT
GaAs samples, a 3 µm film was grown, and for the LT samples, a 750 nm film was grown
(thinner due to the reduced growth rate). Samples from the semi-insulating wafers were
cleaved into roughly 1 cm × 1 cm squares and the corners were contacted using In-Ga eutectic
and tested with a Hall effect system. From these measurements, the background doping was
calculated as 4.5×1016 cm−3 n-type for the LT GaAs and 1.4×1015 cm−3 n-type for the HT
GaAs. The higher doping density in the LT GaAs is likely due to growth defects arising from
the lower temperature conditions. Coupling these values to their respective thicknesses in
the superlattice repeat structure and integrating across all of the periods, this background
doping amounted to approximately 1.1×1010 donors per layer, or approximately one electron
for every five quantum dots.
Removing or compensating this background doping from QD structures would nominally
create a more uniform electric field across QD regions, resulting in a more uniform carrier
collection from QD structures through consistent . One way of addressing this is through
manipulation of the V/III ratio. Reducing the ratio affects the incorporation of carbon from the
precursors, allowing for a p-type compensation of the otherwise n-type background doping. A
second 3 µm HT GaAs sample was grown with the V/III ratio lowered to 10, which reduced the
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Figure 3.33: APSYS simulated electric field as a function of UID background doping.

measurable background n-doping to 4.3×1014 cm−3 through Hall and C-V measurement. To
explore the effect of reduced doping on the anticipated electric field and SRH recombination
rate, devices were modeled in Crosslight APSYS, using background doping levels of 1×1013
through 1×1017 . The location dependent electric field and SRH rates can be seen in Figures
3.33 and 3.34, respectively. Background doping levels of approximately 1×1014 cm−3 or lower
operated comparably to strictly intrinsic GaAs in the device design used, and represented a
target for an undoped growth condition. Growth of additional test structures with further
reduced V/III ratio (and anticipated lower background doping) was not feasible. At very low
carrier concentrations, creating an ohmic contact becomes difficult, preventing Hall effect
measurements. Additionally, the thicknesses of material required for confident C-V profiling,
due to the large depletion width of lightly doped material, was more than 3 µm, and the
time required to grow samples this thick at the low growth rate required for LT GaAs was
prohibitive.
GaAs solar cells with a 600 nm i-region were grown with 5x repeat units of InAs QDs
either centered in the intrinsic region or near the emitter, as outlined in Figure 3.32. These
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Figure 3.34: APSYS simulated SRH recombination rate as a function of UID background doping.

were grown using V/III ratios for nominally intrinsic HT-GaAs of 10, and 4, which were
compared to the previously grown samples from the QD placement study which used the
standard V/III of 40. In addition, a GaAs device with a 600 nm i-region without QDs was
grown as a control. A statistical box-plot of 6 samples per device type is shown in Figures
3.35 (VOC ) and 3.36 (JSC ). As the V/III ratio was lowered, the VOC of the QD devices recovered
dramatically to within 4 mV of the control (1.028 V control vs 1.024 V QD). This is indicative
of a reduction in recombination rates and a decrease in the dark saturation current density in
the QD devices, resulting in nearly the VOC of the control through the reduction of the V/III
ratio. JSC also improved following this trend.
These results are incongruous with what was previously presented on intentionally increasing QD doping, which itself caused SRH recombination in the QDs to reduce and VOC
to improve. One alternative reason for the increase in VOC with reduced background doping
can be seen in Figure 3.37. The long-wavelength response of the QDs was negatively affected
as the V/III ratio was altered. However the bulk-EQE was not affected as seen in Figure 3.38,
giving reasonable confirmation that the doping was not unintentionally increased in these
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Figure 3.35: Statistical box plot of VOC as a function of V/III ratio and QD placement in the i-region.

Figure 3.36: Statistical box plot of JSC as a function of V/III ratio and QD placement in the i-region.
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Figure 3.37: Sub-bandgap EQE of 5x QD samples with varying QD location and V/III ratio of HT GaAs.

samples, as the bulk EQE would suffer depending on excess carrier type as discussed previously.
The cause for the reduction in QD response was either a change in the QD nucleation
and growth through changes in the capping layer V/III ratio, or because the samples were
grown at different times and the QD growth conditions drifted over time and reactor use.
The effect was a significant deviation in QD operation, which may be linked to a reduction
in QD density, producing a WL-like EQE response. This would also reduce the volume of QD
material available to aid in SRH recombination, regardless of the local electric field, improving
both VOC and JSC .

3.9

Conclusion

The incorporation of doping in a QD IBSC is essential to creating a partially filled IB to allow
for sequential absorption of sub-bandgap photons. The addition of delta doping in the barrier
region of an InAs QD superlattice was investigated by both modeling and experimentation.
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Figure 3.38: Bulk EQE of 5x QD samples with varying QD location and V/III ratio of HT GaAs.

The addition of doping flattened the band structure near the QDs, removing them from an
area of highest electric field and, consequently, highest SRH recombination. This caused a decrease in the dark recombination current and ideality factor, which results in increased VOC
and ultimately increased efficiency, as compared with undoped QDs for samples doped with
two or four electrons per QD. As doping levels approach and exceed the number of available confined states, minority carrier collection was affected, which caused a decrease in bulk
EQE. This provided engineering controls to the design of doped QD structures for the IBSC.
As QD density increases to improve absorption, so too must the doping in the QD region,
which can negatively affect minority carrier collection. To determine the effects of doping
on carrier confinement, a complimentary spectroscopy technique was developed using PR to
determine the energetic transitions for improved Gaussian fitting to temperature-dependent
PL, ultimately leading to extraction of the bound state activation energies. It was shown
that the incorporation of doping actually decreased confinement, both through simulation
and experimental verification. This decrease is detrimental to the creation of an IBSC, where
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an increase of carrier confinement is required to reduce thermal escape, and consequently,
improve optical carrier extraction. A methodology of sample preparation was developed to
further investigate if the addition of doping caused state-filling in the QDs or not, reducing
their SR. This included the design of anti-reflective and pro-transmission coatings of MgF2
and ZnS to allow the largest signal to noise ratio in a transmission/absorption measurement.
Future work is required to analyze the delta doped samples and observe if their absorption
changed as a function of doping as would be expected due to state filling. Simulations were
performed on alternate structures making optimal use of the GaP strain compensation material as a increased energy barrier to reduce the thermal escape from the QDs, and it was
shown that by encasing them in GaAsP increased carrier confinement by as much as 40 meV,
however this was unlikely to change the dominant escape mechanism at room temperature.
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Chapter 4
Strain Compensation Thickness for III-V Quantum Dot Systems
4.1

Introduction

Epitaxial QD growth relies on a lattice mismatch between the QD material and the substrate,
inducing the S-K growth mode. As multiple layers of QDs are grown, the overall strain in the
material can build. After reaching a critical thickness [115] (in the case of InAs/GaAs this requires only a few repeat layers), formation of misfit and threading dislocations begins leading
to reduced collection efficiency and VOC through a reduction in minority carrier lifetime [54].
As the absorptive properties of a QD SL are directly related to the number of layers grown,
maximizing the volume of defect-free QD layers is essential. The incorporation of a SC layer,
with opposite strain from the QD to the substrate, counteracts the strain of the QD material,
and can balance the strain of the overall SL leading to improved device performance as [34],
[54], [77].
Determining the optimal thickness of a SC layer relies on knowledge of the size, shape,
and areal density of the QDs, as well as properties of the substrate, QD, and SC material
systems. While the GaAs / InAs QD / GaP SC system has been extensively studied, moving
to alternative combinations of material systems, such as InGaAs/InGaP [116] or other more
exotic systems, requires information about the elastic stiffness constants of the new materials,
which may not be available in the literature.
Using and expanding upon previously established work, this chapter compares three methods of compensating strained SLs, two of which are specific to QDs. The methods for balancing 3D structures with a 2D SC layer result in a global strain balance condition, however local
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strain is inhomogeneous. A method of determining the critical number of repeat units before
the onset of misfit dislocations based on these two methods are shown and discussed, and
then used to further refine the calculated SC thickness to maximize the number of SL layers
before the onset of misfit dislocations.
To provide a calculation of the necessary SC thickness for an arbitrary combination of
(001) oriented cubic material systems, a calculator was developed using MATLAB/GNU Octave. The results of this calculator provides an educated starting point to a systematic evaluation of optimal SC thickness for a given set of material systems and QD parameters. This
program calculates the required SC thickness for QDs and their associated wetting layer (WL).
It can also be used to calculate SC thickness for QWs, or to calculate QD volume and effective
QD material coverage based on QD properties. From these, an estimate of the critical (based
on optimal strain compensation of the repeat unit), and maximum (based on optimal strain
compensation of the entire superlattice), number of SL repeat units before the onset of misfit
dislocations is also presented.

4.2
4.2.1

Theory
Continuum Elasticity Theory - Quantum Dot as Quantum Well

A method to determine the thickness necessary to compensate the strain of a pseudomorphically grown QW with an oppositely strained SC layer was developed by Ekins-Daukes et al.
using CET, and an explicit equation for the required SC layer thickness
tSC = tQW

AQW a2SC (aSub − aQW )
ASC a2QW (aSC − aSub )

(4.1)

was presented by Bailey et al. [55]. Here, t is a layer thickness, a is a lattice constant, and the
subscripts QC, QW , and Sub represent the strain compensation material, the QW material,
and the substrate material, respectively. With the biaxial modulus
2
2C12,l
Al = C11,l + C12,l −
C11,l
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(4.2)

based on the elastic stiffness constants C11 and C12 , where l represents the appropriate material system based on the previous set of subscripts: SC or QW . A diagram of this structure
is shown in Figure 4.1a.
These equations provide an excellent method of balancing a 2D QW of strained material,
but does not extend to the 3D nature of QD layers, leading to spatial variation in over- (or
under-) estimation of the necessary SC thickness, depending on what thicknesses are used.
4.2.2

Continuum Elasticity Theory - Additional Layers

The work presented by Ekins-Daukes et al. can be extended to include n strained layers
(relative to the substrate) by using the average elastic energy density
n
X

Uav =

Ai 2i ti

i=1
n
X

(4.3)
ti

i=1

and the strain of
i =

a1 − ai
a1
1 +
ai
ai

(4.4)

a0 − a1
a1

(4.5)

with strain of the first layer defined as
1 =

minimizing the average elastic energy density by solving for a zero average in-plane stress
∂Uav
=0
∂1

(4.6)

yields
n
Y

aj

n
X

j=1



Ai ti

i=1

a0 =
n
X



Ai ti

i=1

n
Y


ak 

k=1
k6=i
n
Y
k=1
k6=i
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a2k 

(4.7)

or in terms of Equation 4.1

−a2n

n
X



−Ai ti ai

i=1

n
Y

a2k + Ai ti a0

k=1
k6=i

tSC = tn =

An (a0 − an )

n
Y



a2k 

k=1
k6=i
n
Y

(4.8)
a2i

i=1

here, i = 1 is the QW material, i = n is the SC material, and the other i’s are arbitrary. This
calculates a SC layer thickness to null the sum of the strains of all included layers, while taking
into account their stiffness parameters. These equations include the explicit assumptions that
a1 6= a0 6= an , and that an produce strain of opposite sign to the effective lattice constant of
layers i = 1 through i = (n − 1). The values of any other ai may be equal to a0 , however
this completely removes the effect of that particular layer from the model. For example, if
n = 3 and a2 = a0 , Equation 4.8 simplifies to Equation 4.1. This is because the component of
the stress tensor in the growth direction is zero under the pseudomorphic assumption, which
means that the addition of buffer layers lattice-matched to the substrate, as are often included
in strained SLs, can not be taken into account as stress-relief using this method. Specifically,
the stress-strain relationship for a highly symmetric cubic lattice is
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(4.9)

which is equivalent to








σxx  C11 xx + C12 yy + C12 zz 
  

σyy  C12 xx + C11 yy + C12 zz 
  

  

 σzz  C12 xx + C12 yy + C11 zz 
  

 =

σ  

C

44 yz
 yz  

  

  

C44 zx
σzx  

  

σxy
C44 xy

(4.10)

The pseudomorphic assumption requires strain (deformation) in x and y to be equal
yy = xx

(4.11)

yz = zx = xy = 0

(4.12)

shear strain to be zero

and strain in the growth direction as a function of the strain in x through the biaxial Poisson
ratio
zz =

−2C12
xx
C11

(4.13)

a0 − a1
a1

(4.14)

where the strain in x is defined as
xx =

Substituting equations 4.11 through 4.14 into equation 4.9 yields
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(4.15)

which is equivalent to
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(4.16)

Here, the origin of the biaxial modulus A is revealed for σxx and σyy , while σzz is exactly
zero. Because of this, any component in a multi-layer system with zero strain to the substrate
will, using this calculation method, provide no net effect to the strain compensation of the
system.
The remainder of this chapter assumes only two layers are involved in strain compensation: the QD/QW and the SC. In the case of QDs however, some non-contributing inter-layer
is assumed to planarize the QD growth for the simplification of geometric factors.
4.2.3

Modified Continuum Elasticity Theory - Cylinder

Bailey et al. went on to modify the CET to include 3D QDs by introducing a weighting factor
based on QD areal density ρ, height h, and diameter d, to compensate both the fractional area
of the film made of QDs, and the remaining area, which is only the QD wetting layer (WL)
[55]. A diagram of this structure is shown in Figure 4.1b. This method treats the QD as a
cylinder, with a volume
VQD,Cyl. =

πd2 h
4

(4.17)

Two SC layer thicknesses are calculated, based on Equations 4.1 and 4.2: the first to compensate just the WL thickness, tW L , denoted tSC,W L using tQW = tW L , and the second to
compensate the QD, tSC,QD,Cyl. , using tQW = h. These thicknesses are weighted by the fractional areal density of QDs giving an appropriate SC thickness for the SL
tSC,SL,Cyl. = ρσtSC,QD,Cyl. + (1 − ρσ)tSC,W L
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(4.18)

using the product of ρ, the 2D density of QDs, and the QD base area
σ=

πd2
4

(4.19)

Here, the WL is a QW with cylinder-voids, filled with QDs, based on the density of QDs.
This treats the QD and WL as non-overlapping entities. This method integrates the 3D nature
of the QD strained material, but may still overestimate the effective thickness of the QD layer
due to the QD system geometry. This method may also be appropriate for QDs with no WL
[118].
4.2.4

Modified Continuum Elasticity Theory - Oblate-Hemispheroid

This work introduces an alternate weighted CET method of determining effective QD thickness: treating the QD as half of an oblate spheroid, with a volume
VQD,Obl. =

πd2 h
6

(4.20)

As with the previous method, using Equations 4.1 and 4.2 one strain compensation layer
thickness is calculated for the WL tSC,W L , using tQW = tW L , and the second to compensate
the QD, tSC,QD,Cyl. , using an effective QD thickness for tQW of
tQD,Obl. = ρVQD,Obl.

(4.21)

which averages the volume of a QD against the QD density. This leads to a weighted SC
thickness
tSC,SL,Obl. = tSC,QD,Obl. + tSC,W L

(4.22)

as the sum of the two components. This treats the QD and the WL as separate and overlapping entities, which may more appropriately reflect the geometry and hight information
taken from microscopy techniques such as AFM or transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
A diagram of this structure is shown in Figure 4.1c.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of SL repeat unit composed of WL + QD or QW and SC, for a) CET from Section
4.2.1, b) MCET Cylinder from 4.2.3, and c) MCET Oblate (Hemi)Spheroid from Section 4.2.4.

4.3

Material Parameters

Several material parameters must be known to perform these calculations for a given system.
Some of these parameters are well studied and readily available in the literature, such as
lattice constant, while others may not be directly known, such as elastic stiffness constants
for ternary or quaternary material systems.
4.3.1

Lattice Constants

Lattice constants of binary compounds were taken from Vurgaftman et al. For other compositions, linear interpolation was done using the appropriate versions of Vegard’s Law for
ternary [119]
aAx B1−x C = x(aAC ) + (1 − x)(aBC )

(4.23)

aACy D1−y = y(aAC ) + (1 − y)(aAD )

(4.24)
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and quaternary [120]
aAx B1−x Cy D1−y = xy(aAC ) + x(1 − y)(aAD )
+ (1 − x)y(aBC ) + (1 − x)(1 − y)(aBD ) (4.25)
material systems. In Equations 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25, a is the lattice constant, and the subscripts
x and y denote the composition of the material. A and B represent group III elements while
C and D are group V elements.
4.3.2

Elastic Stiffness Constants

Stiffness constants of binary compounds were taken from Vurgaftman et al. Those of ternary
and quaternary compounds were calculated in two ways: interpolation (i) using analogs of
Equations 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 (as suggested by Vurgaftman et al. ), or through an empirical (e)
relationship
ln(Cjk ) = αjk ln(a) + βjk

(4.26)

presented by Adachi relating C11 and C12 to the lattice constant by a fit against measured data
of binary compounds [121]. Here C is the stiffness constant, while j and k are the indices of
the stiffness tensor. α and β are coefficients extracted from a least-squares regression against
experimental data.
The C11 and C12 fit Adachi uses includes values of materials (such as BN) with significantly
smaller lattice constants than those within the scope of this paper. Here, C11 and C12 values
from [40] were re-fit only for compounds with Al, Ga, and In group III elements with P,
As, and Sb group V elements. This reduced the R2 error in matching the smaller subset of
material systems used here; for materials outside the scope of this chapter, Adachi’s fit is more
appropriate. A comparison of these parameters are shown in Figures 4.2 (C11 ) and 4.3 (C12 ).
The coefficients from both Adachi and this work are shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental elastic stiffness constants C11 from [40] with fits by [121] and this work using
values in Table 4.1 and Equation 4.26
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Figure 4.3: Experimental elastic stiffness constants C12 from [40] with fits by [121] and this work using
values in Table 4.1 and Equation 4.26
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Table 4.1: Equation 4.26 Coefficients from Adachi and This Work
Cjk
C11
C12

α ([121])
-4.59
-2.54

α (This Work)
-4.166
-3.105

β ([121])
10.33
6.07

β (This Work)
9.701
7.104

Figure 4.4: Required GaAs(y) P(1−y) strain compensation layer thickness for InAs QDs on a GaAs substrate as calculated by equations used in Section 4.2.1 (CET), Section 4.2.3 (MCET Cyl.), and Section
4.2.4 (MCET Obl. Sph.), using either literature/interpolated (i), or empirically calculated (e) material
parameters.

4.4

Model Example

With these pieces assembled, the required SC for a wide range of material systems can be
calculated. An example is shown in Figure 4.4, showing the required thicknesses of an SC
composed of GaAs(y) P(1−y) for InAs QDs grown on GaAs with a density of 5×1010 cm−2 ,
height of 2 nm, and diameter of 25 nm, which are typical for this system [55], [109]. At low
concentrations of As, the models produce similar results, however their differences become
more apparent as the concentration of As increases. As the SC composition approaches GaAs,
the necessary thickness approaches infinity.
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4.5

Critical Quantum Dot Superlattice Thickness

The critical thickness, beyond which misfit dislocations begin to form, of a strained layer
superlattice has been shown previously by Matthews and Blakeslee [115]. In this work, nominally, the strain has been properly balanced using one of the above methods, and an infinite
number of repeat units can be grown; indeed, this is true for 2D QW calculations using the
CET from Section 4.2.1. However, the modified CET methods rely on weighting the strain
compensation thickness based on the density and thickness of the component QDs and WL.
This means the SC is matched to the overall system, but is necessarily under-compensating
the strain caused by the QD, and over-compensating the WL. A critical thickness of the superlattice can be calculated using the transcendental Matthews-Blakeslee formula
!


hc,l
bl 1 + ν cos2 (γ)
ln
+1
hc,l =
2π0,l (1 + ν) cos(λ)
bl

(4.27)

for each of two cases l: a multilayer comprised of only QD/SC (the under-compensated portion), and a multilayer composed of only WL/SC (over-compensated). Equation 4.27 assumes
a (110) Burgers vector magnitude of
bl =

aSL
aSLl √ 2
1 + 12 + 0 2 = √ l
2
2

(4.28)

which requires an effective lattice constant for the region n
aSL,l =

A1 t1 a1 a22 + A2 t2 a2 a21
A1 t1 a22 + A2 t2 a21

(4.29)

from [117], where subscripts 1, 2 denote the QD and SC films, respectively.
Strain is defined as
0,l =

|aSL,l − aSub |
aSub

(4.30)

and the (001) Poisson ratio of
ν=

C12
C11 + C12

(4.31)

was chosen as whichever material (SC or QD) has the larger value, to predict a worst-case
result and underestimate the critical number of SL repeat units.
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Angles γ and λ, both assumed as 60° for this system, are defined as the angle between
the dislocation line and Burgers vector, and the angle between the slip direction and the
direction in the slip plane perpendicular to the intersection line of the slip plane and interface,
respectively [115], [122].
The tetragonally distorted lattice constants of the strained layers
!
2C12,layer
a⊥ = (alayer − aSub ) 1 +
+ aSub
C11,layer

(4.32)

can be calculated to ease presenting values in terms of monolayerss (MLs) or to corroborate
against microscopy [123].

4.6

Maximum Superlattice Method

The critical number of repeat units for the superlattice
χl =

hc,l
tSC,SL + tQ

(4.33)

can be calculated, where tQ is defined as the larger of h or tW L for the Cylinder method and
as h + tW L for the Oblate Hemispheroid method. A final integer value of χl was reported by
rounding towards negative infinity for consistency in showing only complete SL repeat units.
Results of χ using the parameters from Section 4.4 are shown in Figure 4.5. These calculations
are necessarily underestimates, as in the case of the QD/SC system there was not actually a
layer as thick as a QD across the whole of the sample, but it gives a confident minimum of the
number of repeat units that can be grown before misfit dislocations begin to form. In the case
of this system, the QDs will begin to cause defects due to compressive plastic deformation
from under-compensation with the SC before the over-compensated WL limits are exceeded.
Additionally, as the composition of the SC approaches GaAs, the total number of repeat units
increases. Increased As composition causes increased SC thickness, meaning the SC makes
up a larger percentage of the total SL repeat unit and the effective lattice constant approaches
the GaAs substrate. This reduces the effective strain for both QD/SC and WL/SC systems.
The final calculated SC thickness, for either of the weighted QD methods, may be further
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refined. An iterative method
χmax = χnl =

mn =

hnc,l

(4.34)

mn × tSC,SL + tQ

hnc,l = hc,l (0,l = n0,l )

(4.35)

n0,l = 0,l (aSL,l = anSL,l )

(4.36)

anSL,l = aSL,l (t2 = mn × tSC )

(4.37)




mn−1






mn−1 +



mn−1 −






1

1
2n−1

n−1
χn−1
QD ≈ χW L

n 6= 0

n−1
χn−1
QD < χW L

n 6= 0
(4.38)

χn−1
QD

1
2n−1

>

χn−1
WL

n 6= 0

n=0

was used to determine the SC thickness that produced the largest critical SL thickness for
each of two cases l, systems QD/SC and WL/SC, simultaneously. An initial SC thickness
tSC,SL was calculated using the methods described previously, which was then increased or
decreased by multiplication with m through n iterations (indexed at 0) until χnQD ≈ χnW L
to some finite precision. Using this method recursively, the multiplier m approaches a value
between 0 and 2, causing mn × tSC to cover the entire possible range between tSC,QD and
tSC,W L . This allows the method to remain suitable even for situations where the height of
the QD is less than thickness of the WL. Again, a final integer value of χmax was reported by
rounding towards negative infinity. This allows for the maximum number of SL repeat units to
be grown without limiting from either the QD/SC or WL/SC components individually. Results
of this method are shown in Figure 4.5. The resulting SC thickness lies between (though not
necessarily at the mean) of the QD/SC and WL/SC components, enabling a minimum estimate
of the maximum SL possible to grow in the given system.
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Figure 4.5: Critical/maximum number of SL repeat units using a GaAs(y) P(1−y) strain compensation
layer, and both InAs QD only and InAs WL only, on a GaAs substrate as calculated by equations used
in Section 4.5 and Section 4.2.1 (CET), Section 4.2.3 (Cyl.), and Section 4.2.4 (Obl. Sph.), using either
literature/interpolated (i) material parameters.
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4.7

Model Comparison to Experimental

The models presented here were compared against experimental results from seven superlattice structures grown by MOVPE incorporating 10x layers of InAs QDs and GaAsP-based SC,
with thicknesses and compositions shown int Table 4.2, using methods discussed elsewhere
and in previous chapters [54], [55], [109].
The samples were measured using high resolution X-ray diffraction about the (004) reflection revealing SL satellite peaks, and strain was calculated using a differential form of Bragg’s
Law
∆a
= ∆θSL cot(θB )
a

(4.39)

where a is the lattice constant, ∆θSL is the difference between the 0th order SL peak and the
main Bragg peak of the substrate, θB . The position of the 0th order SL peak, which was often
obscured under the intensity of the main Bragg peak, was determined by fitting a Gaussian
function to each of the two ±1st order peaks and averaging their position. The results are
shown in Table 4.2. These results are presented compared against the model in Figure 4.6.
Here, the grown thickness was subtracted from the calculated thickness for strain neutral
conditions of each model. The four versions of the modified CET show an intersection near
a strain neutral condition when this calculated delta is near zero, indicating if the growth
thickness was equal to the calculated thickness, a strain balanced condition would be met.
The optimal SC thicknesses calculated by the four versions of the MCET equations all fell
within a ±500 ppm range for the GaP SC samples. For this system, the Maximum SL for
the MCET Cylinder method crossed closest to the origin, indicating the best match for the
parameters given. These results present a close match between model and experiment of
strain balancing conditions.

4.8

Software

An application incorporating the various functions described in this manuscript was developed in MATLAB/GNU Octave. The code is available alongside an application freely available
for use on nanoHUB [124]. User inputs include the material composition of the substrate,
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Table 4.2: Experimental SC Material, Thickness, and Strain from 10x InAs QD SL
SC Material
GaP
GaP
GaP
GaP
GaP
GaAs0.15 P0.85
GaAs0.20 P0.80

SC Thickness (ML)
2.8
3.5
4.2
5.0
5.7
7.9
1.3

Strain (ppm)
2519
1509
488
-423
-1520
-8124
12572

Figure 4.6: Grown minus calculated GaAs(y) P(1−y) SC layer thickness versus experimentally measured
strain for InAs QDs on a GaAs substrate as calculated by equations used in Section 4.2.1 (CET), Section 4.2.3 (MCET Cyl.), and Section 4.2.4 (MCET Obl. Sph.), using literature/interpolated (i) material
parameters.
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QD or QW, and strain compensation layer, as well as the density, height, diameter, and WL
thickness for the QDs. Outputs include the calculated lattice constants and elastic stiffness
constants for all materials involved, as well as the required strain compensation layer thickness for the system and the effective coverage of QD material using all of the calculation
methods described here. This software calculates parameters for substrates, QD or (QW), and
SCs made of AlP, AlAs, AlSb, GaP, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, InSb, as well as the ternaries and
quaternaries possible between those binary systems.

4.9

Conclusion

Three models to calculate the strain compensation layer thickness necessary to offset a strained
layer composed of QDs were presented, and the steps required to extend their application
across a wide range of binary, ternary and quaternary material systems was discussed. Using these methods, the maximum number of repeat units for a SL was also calculated before
the onset of misfit dislocations. The best model to use for a particular application depends
strongly on the specific geometries involved, however the results presented by the various
models provide an educated starting point to begin in an otherwise unknown system.
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Chapter 5
Effects of Cell Size on Quantum Dot Concentrator Photovoltaics
5.1

Introduction

In addition to increasing the carrier confinement as a means of realizing a sequential-absorption
dominated carrier escape for the IBSC, the optical energy may be increased as well as discussed in Chapter 2. Indeed, recovery of the solar cell voltage, consistent with the required
decoupling of the IB quasi-Fermi level has been observed, though only at cryogenic temperatures [125]. Concentrator solar cells typically rely on small device sizes, which are desirable
for their lower thermal mass, enabling easier cooling under operating conditions as well as
reducing the necessary metallization coverage of the active surface to minimize resistive loss.
Recent solar cells with world record efficiencies have been designed for use under concentration and are of only a few mm2 in area [14]. As sizes decrease, the ratio of perimeter to area
(P/A, defined as perimeter divided by area, in units of per centimeter) increases and the influence of the sidewall on recombination currents and voltage-dependent ideality factors can
increase and even dominate. Sidewall recombination can manifest as an effective increases
in the surface recombination velocity and a corresponding decrease in the effective minority
carrier diffusion length, which leads to an increase in saturation current. It has been shown
for small area devices with large P:A ratios (greater than 100 cm−1 ), edge effects can produce
large ideality factors (greater than 2) and recombination currents not consistent with standard
bulk recombination [126], [127].
Gu et al. have shown QD-enhanced devices exhibit a resistance to edge recombination
effects compared to control cells without QDs, in the P/A range of 8 cm−1 to 20 cm−1 [128].
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In their study, InAs QDs were inserted into InGaAs QWs, all within a GaAs matrix without
SC. Dark-diode J-V data was used to extract dark currents and ideality factors as a function of
voltage. For devices containing these dots-in-a-well the voltage-dependent, or “local,” ideality
factor did not change with decreasing cell size, while GaAs control devices exhibited significant changes in both terms. In this chapter, this experiment was expanded to include the
effects of varying layers of QDs, the incorporation of SC, and a complete mesa isolation etch
through the junction on concentrator solar cells are investigated as a function of perimeter
to area ratio.
To increase the power output of a typical flat-plate solar cell module, a larger volume of
semiconductor material is required to increase the active area of solar energy conversion.
Concentrator photovoltaics instead use collecting optics to focus a large area of solar flux
onto a relatively small solar cell. This has the benefit of using cheaper glass or plastic lenses
or mirrors in place of large volumes of expensive semiconductor, as well as the potential to
increase the power conversion efficiency, which can be explained through analysis of the
photovoltaic diode equations.
To begin, the Shockley ideal diode model
qV /nkT

J = J0 e


−1

(5.1)

is presented; symbols for this and the other equations discussed in this section are presented
in Table 5.1. While this equation is appropriate for an overall picture of diode behavior, solar
cells show characteristics described more appropriately using a dual-diode equation
J = J0,1 e

qV /n kT
1



qV
− 1 + J0,2 e /n2 kT − 1

(5.2)

taking into account both the diffusion current through the QNR of the diode where recombination can be radiatively limited or SRH limited depending on material quality
J0,1 =

qn2i



Dp
Dn
+
Na Ln Nd Lp
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(5.3)

as well as the recombination current in the SCR where recombination is SRH limited
J0,2 =

qni (wn + wp )
√
τn τp

(5.4)

However, taking the recombination currents and ideality factors as bias dependent values, as
will be done in the following sections, it is appropriate to lump terms to describe the effects
of resistance.
The generated photocurrent under light bias, and the parasitic effects of series and shunt
resistance are incorporated as
J = Jph − J0 e

q[V +JRs ]/nkT

 V + JRs
−1 −
Rsh

(5.5)

to the Shockley model. Note that by convention the sign of the dark diode component has
been switched to allow for the positive power generation regime to occur in the first quadrant
when plotted. The Shockley equation is then rearranged to determine the open circuit voltage

VOC

Jph +

nkT
ln
=
q

V oc
Rsh

J0

!
+1

(5.6)

where total current is zero. In practice, Rsh is typically many orders of magnitude larger than
VOC , and the final subtrahend to Equation 5.5 can be neglected.
The fill factor (FF) of a solar cell is a description of the “squareness” of the illuminated J-V
curve, explicitly defined
FF ≡

VM P JM P
VOC JSC

(5.7)

as the ratio of the maximum power point (numerator) to the product of the VOC and JSC . Due to
the interdependence of the terms that define it, a simple closed form solution is not available.
A semiemperical formula to determine fill factor was reported by Green [129]
F F0 =

voc − ln (voc + 0.72)
voc + 1

(5.8)

and relies on a normalized voc
voc =

qVOC
nkT
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(5.9)

Further modifications of this formula make use of a normalized rs
rs =

Rs
VOC/J
SC

(5.10)

to include the effects of series resistance
F Fs = F F0 (1 − rs )

(5.11)

which are not negligible under concentration.
With this background, solar cell efficiency can be calculated


CISC(1−sun)
nkT
CJ
ln
FF
SC(1−sun) q
I0
JSC VOC F F
Pout
=
=
η=
Pin
Psun
CP1−sun

(5.12)

As the concentration factor C is linearly increased, there is a corresponding linear increase in
current, which is self-canceling. However, due to the voltage-current relationship, this also
creates a natural logarithm increase in voltage, resulting in an overall natural log increase in
efficiency as the solar flux is increased. This is true up to a point: eventually the J 2 Rs power
loss begins to dominate, reducing FF, and with it, efficiency.

5.2

Recombination and Ideality Factor

As a typical p-n diode is characterized under forward bias, the effects and location of carrier
recombination are seen in three distinct groups [130]. As forward voltage is applied from
0 V, current flows in the diode by recombination of carriers through trap states in the SCR.
As a result of these two minority carriers recombining (as there are no majority carriers in
the SCR), the J-V curve establishes an ideality factor of 2. As voltage is increased, this nonradiative recombination through trap centers in the SCR become saturated and recombination
in the QNR becomes dominant, where only one minority carrier is involved, resulting in an
ideality factor of 1. QNR recombination is inter-band, and is typically radiative for direct gap
semiconductors, though this is not necessarily the case [131]. At high injection, all charge
carriers become minority carriers compared to the injected current, and the ideality factor
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Symbol
J
J0
Jph
q
V
n
k
T
Dn/p
wn/p
Ln/p
ND/A
ni
Rs
rs
Rsh
Pin
Pout
x
η
VOC
voc
VM P
JSC
JM P
FF
FF0
FFs

Name
Current density
Saturation current density
Photocurrent density
Electron charge
Voltage
Ideality factor
Boltzmann’s constant
Temperature
Electron/hole diffusion coefficient
Electron/hole doped fractional depletion width component
Electron/hole minority diffusion length
Donor/acceptor concentration
Intrinsic carrier concentration
Series resistance
Normalized Rs
Shunt resistance
Power density input
Power density output
Multiplier of solar intensity (Suns)
Efficiency
Open-circuit voltage
Thermal-voltage normalized VOC
Voltage at maximum power point
Short-circuit current density
Current density at maxumum power point
Fill factor
Semiemperical fill factor
Semiemperical fill factor incorporating Rs
Table 5.1: List of symbols and their units.
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Units
A/cm2
A/cm2
A/cm2
C
V
unitless
eV/K
K
cm2 /s
cm
cm
cm−3
cm−3
Ω
unitless
Ω
W/cm2
W/cm2
unitless
%
V
unitless
V
A/cm2
A/cm2
%
%
%

again shifts to 2. Eventually the effects of series resistance will dominate, resulting in ideality factors greater than 2 which no longer carry physical significance in this model. Larger
ideality factors are typically associated with larger recombination current, which has a direct impact on VOC , and can negatively affect voltage at the maximum power point (MPP)
(VMax ), as well as FF and overall efficiency (η). Low ideality factors typically correspond to
radiatively-dominated recombination, a desirable state for solar cell operation.
The impact of the SCR on the diode curve is directly related to its size. To illustrate this,
several diode designs were simulated using Crosslight APSYS, a finite-element drift-diffusion
software package (additional notes on simulation conditions can be found in Chapter 3.3). The
device design used is shown in Table 5.2. The thicknesses chosen for the i-region are analog
to the typical GaAs control samples and those incorporating 10 (196 nm), 20 (326 nm), or 40
(586 nm) layers of QDs, as discussed Section 5.3. Dark J-V data was simulated in forward bias,
and local ideality factors

d qV
kT
n (V ) =
d (ln (J))

(5.13)

were determined by taking a derivative of modified J-V data. The local ideality factors are
shown in Figure 5.1. As the SCR increases in thickness, the transition from two-minoritycarrier recombination in the SCR to one-minority-carrier recombination in the QNR shifts to
larger and larger voltages. This is because the thicker i-region provides a larger volume of
recombination centers, which is consistent with analysis of p-i-n diodes with thick i-regions
where ideality factor maintains a value of 2 [132]. After passing approximately 0.95 V, series
resistance dominates the IV characteristics. From these simulations, the mere act of increasing
the SCR with the inclusion of QDs may be expected to cause an overall increase in ideality
factor, but this was not observed.

5.3

Improved Ideality Factor of Quantum Dot Devices Under Concentration

Single junction p-i-n GaAs solar cells were grown by MOVPE. Control cells contained a 100
nm intrinsic region at the p-n junction. Additional samples incorporated multiple layers (5,
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Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
i-GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
50
500
Variable*
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
2.1×1018 (Zn)
1.86×1018 (Zn)
intrinsic
1.6×1017 (Si)
1.5×1018 (Si)
1.2×1018 (Si)

Table 5.2: Design parameters for Crosslight simulation. *The variable i-region thicknesses are shown
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Local ideality factor for p-i-n diodes with varying i-region thickness calculated from
Crosslight simulations.
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Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
i-GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
50
500
100
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.6×1020 (C)
2.1×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
UID
1.6×1017 (Si)
2.9×1018 (Si)
2.3×1018 (Si)

Table 5.3: Growth design of GaAs control wafer for perimeter:area study.
Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
SL (x5/x10/x20/x40)
SL (x5/x10/x20/x40)
SL (x5/x10/x20/x40)
SL (x5/x10/x20/x40)
SL (x5/x10/x20/x40)
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
GaAs
GaAs (HT)
GaP SC
GaAs (HT)
GaAs (LT)
InAs QD
GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
150
50
500
33
4.6
1.15
4.6
2.1
∼0.6
33
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
3.5×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
1×1017 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)

Table 5.4: Growth design of QD solar cells for perimeter:area study, designs were identical for the four
designs, varying only in repeat number of the SL noted.

10, 20, and 40) of an InAs QD SL into the center of the UID i-region created via S-K growth
[73]. Tensile-strained GaP layers were grown interleaved with the compressively strained
QDs to balance strain of the stack, resulting in reduced defect density as the number of repeat
layers increased, as well as maintaining size and shape uniformity of QDs [55]. The film stack
required for the SL repeat layer consisted of a GaAs layer, InAs WL and QD growth, a GaAs
cap, GaP SC layer, and a final GaAs layer as a template for subsequent growth; each SL repeat
unit had a thickness of approximately 13 nm. The specific design parameters for the control
device and the QD-devices are shown in Table 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
Devices were designed with a variety of active areas ranging from 50 mm2 to 0.25 mm2 ,
and associated perimeter to area ratios of 6 cm−1 to 85 cm−1 , respectively. Current stateof-the-art (SOA) research solar cell concentrations with the highest reported efficiency are
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Area (mm2 )
0.25
0.5
0.875
1.25
1.875
2.5
12.5
50

P/A Ratio
(cm−1 )
85
60
45
38
31
27
12
6

Contact Fingers
5
7
10
11
14
16
36
75

Finger Pitch
(µm)
142
145
132
146
138
142
141
135

Busbar
Thickness (µm)
27
37
49
59
72
83
186
371

Table 5.5: Contact grid design parameters for perimeter:area study.

on the order of ≈20 cm−1 [44]. The front-side grid contacts were designed using a program
developed in MATLAB to minimizing the inversely related losses from grid shadowing and
series resistance via lateral current conduction in the emitter, at an operating point of 500
suns, using equations and nomenclature from [11]. The following parameters were used:
emitter sheet resistance of 320 Ω/square and metal-semiconductor specific contact resistance
of 5×10−5 Ωcm2 , both measured by a transmission line model, and a measured electroplated
gold resistivity of 3.7×10−8 Ωm. The grid finger width was fixed at 8 µm, while the metal
thickness of both metal grid and busbar was fixed at 6 µm. The specific grid design parameters
are shown in Table 5.5. A representative diagram of the grid design can be seen in Figure 5.2,
where green represents the active area and blue is the grid metallization. The length:width
aspect ratio (2:1) of the cells was maintained in all devices. The p-type front metallization
was applied using a hybrid evaporation/electroplating process: first a blanket film across
the wafer of Ni (2 nm, for adhesion)/Au (20 nm)/Zn (20 nm)/Au (20 nm) was deposited by
thermal evaporation as the contact metal, followed by lithography of the metal grid mask.
An additional 6 µm of Au was then electroplated, filling the open areas in the photoresist.
The resist was stripped and the unnecessary Ni/Au/Zn was removed through wet chemical
etch in the areas where it was protected from electroplating by the photoresist. This process
is described in detail by Harris et al. [133]. A blanket n-type contact of Ge (25 nm)/Au (50
nm)/Ni (35 nm)/Au (1 µm) was deposited by thermal evaporation on the back sides of the
wafers. The active areas were defined and isolated by a wet chemical mesa etch through the
entirety of the p-i-n structure. No AR coating was applied.
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Figure 5.2: Representative diagram of device design, showing front contact grid and dual busbar layout
and 2:1 aspect ratio.

The solar cells were tested using a four point probe JSC -VOC method to create J-V curves
based on the superposition principle of JSC and VOC measurements under varying illumination
levels. This method removes the effects of series resistance, as well as induces current injection
via light bias which is a more accurate representation of actual device use than simply driving
current through the metal contacts without light bias [106]. For illumination power density
less than and equal to 1-Sun, measurements were taking using a QTH lamp, Sorensen DLM
80-7.5 power supply, and Keithly 2400 source measure unit. For conditions above 1-Sun, a
Spectrolab large area pulsed solar simulator (LAPSS) was used, which employs a xenon flash
lamp. Local ideality factors, n(V), were determined by taking the derivative of a modified
JSC -VOC diode curve, as discussed in Section 5.2 [113].
Experimental data of the control p-i-n structure shows some similar characteristics to the
simulation, as can be seen in Figure 5.3a. Ideality factors greater than 2 were present at low
light bias (VOC approximately 0.4 V to 0.55 V). Dodd et al. have shown through numerical
modeling and experimental results that for low bias levels, large ideality is entirely dominated
by recombination at the SCR/air interface [126], and Belghachi were able to show cells with
a P/A ratio larger than 100 cm−1 exhibited dark currents entirely dominated by perimeter
recombination [127]. However the diode sizes (and P/A ratios) in both of those examples
were substantially smaller (larger) than those used in this study. In this case, the control
device appears insensitive to the P/A ratio across the range examined, as the local ideality
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factor was unchanged across device sizes. Alternative explanations for these higher than
expected ideality factors at low light bias are due to the effects of shunt resistance, which
have been explored extensively by McIntosh [134]. At moderate light bias (VOC approximately
0.55 V to 1.0 V), the ideality factor trends down towards 1 as expected from the simulations,
and again takes a turn upwards. However, since the effects of series resistance have been
removed due to the nature of the JSC -VOC method, this upward trend must be attributed to
another mechanism. As the light bias is further increased, pushing VOC above 1 V, the local
ideality factor returns toward 1, leaving a peak in the voltage-ideality plot.
This is similar to results obtained by Gu et al. [128], however unlike their study, there was
no size dependence observed in these devices. Other factors that can produce this effect are an
internal-resistance limited diode component [135], or a Schottky contact [134]. The electroplating process used to metallize the frontside contacts to these devices makes use of a nickel
adhesion layer for the subsequent gold seed layer [133]. The processing of the control and
QD samples occurred at different times, and it is possible that an increased thickness of Ni in
the control sample provided an internal resistance either through oxidation or by preventing
the intermixing of Zn during the anneal. This can be described through the addition of a third
diode component to Equation 5.5, with its own recombination current, series resistance, and
ideality factor. An example local ideality factor from a representative simulation is shown in
Figure 5.4. This was not a fit, as the number of free parameters was too large to produce any
confidence in the extracted values, but gives a general form of the effect. The parameters of
the third diode component were an ideality factor near 1, a recombination current of ∼5×1016
A cm−2 , and a resistance of 0.2 Ω.
In contrast to the baseline, Figure 5.3b shows experimental results for the 40x QD samples (results were similar for the other values of QD repeat layers). Here, there is a clear
dependence on low-bias ideality factor with the addition of QDs, which trends higher with
increasing perimeter to area ratio. The material system at the semiconductor/air interface is
no longer simply a perturbation of a GaAs lattice, but the perturbation of a complex superlattice composed of multiple material systems. Due to this, the density of trap states may
be greatly increased leading to the observed large, P/A dependent ideality factors. As bias
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Local ideality factor calculated from measured JSC -VOC data of a) GaAs control and b) 40x
QD solar cells compared by P/A ratio.
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Figure 5.4: Local ideality factor showing the general form of an internal-resistance limited diode component, as compared to experimental results.

further increases, the ideality factor of the QD cells reduces to ∼1.8, over a region of low
light conditions. In all cases, QD devices do not appear to have any size dependence above
0.6 V, well below their normal operating point. The lower ideality factor in QDs may be due
to increased single-minority carrier limited recombination at the QD layers closest to either
the emitter or the base, as majority carriers from the doped regions fill the QD states before
recombining with minority carriers. This leads to a reduced ideality factor as this recombination mechanism competes with the expected n=2 recombination in the SCR, as depicted in
figure 5.5. The shift towards n=1 occurs at and beyond 1-Sun driving conditions, true for both
control and QD devices. Notably, the QD devices do not exhibit the same hump in ideality
factor that the control cells exhibit, which is consistent with the results of Gu et al., though
as discussed, likely a different mechanism is at work here.
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Figure 5.5: Band schematic of QD recombination leading to lowered ideality factors.

5.4

Conclusion

As the intensity of light incident on a solar cell is increased through concentration, the number of sub-bandgap photons able to contribute to the sequential absorption in the QD IBSC
devices is also increased. This makes concentrators attractive, if not necessairy, for the realization of a QD IBSC. Since concentrator photovoltaics are typically much smaller than 1-Sun
designs, and the effects of sidewall recombination can negatively impact these small devices,
the effects of varying repeat layers of QDs in the diodes was necessary to investigate parasitic
recombination in small area devices. It was shown that devices incorporating QDs performed
better than control devices without QDs under moderate and high concentration. Additionally, no signatures of sidewall recombination were observed for QD devices at or above 1-Sun
illumination levels.
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Chapter 6
Quantum Dot Solar Cell Exposure to Low Earth
Orbit: ISS MISSE8
6.1

Introduction

In August 2009, Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) was invited to participate in the Materials on International Space Station Experiment #8 (MISSE8), through collaboration with
Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) in Albuquerque, NM, and Naval Research Lab (NRL) in Washington, DC. This experiment platform would study the effects of space exposure in the low
earth orbit (LEO) sustained by the International Space Station (ISS) on various components
including solar cells, structural materials, sensors, optics, and protective materials. RIT was
able to send four photovoltaic devices, two each with and without QDs, to be included in the
test module.

6.2

Cell Design and Pre-Flight Data Collection

The practical requirements for the photovoltaics were a size of 2 cm x 2 cm, and metallization
with silver to accommodate the contacting methods used in the final assembly. To facilitate
these requirements, a grid pattern was designed using methods from Serreze [11] to optimize
reflectance versus resistive loss based on the following parameters: emitter sheet resistance
of 470 Ω/square and metal-semiconductor specific contact resistance of 5×10−5 Ωcm2 , both
measured by a transmission line model, a metal thickness of both metal grid and busbar of
2 µm, and a measured evaporated silver resistivity of 1.8×10−8 Ωm. The calculated design
consisted of 33 grid fingers, each 20 µm wide, with a pitch of 600 µm. These attached to a
triangular busbar with a minimum thickness of 25 µm and maximum thickness of 510 µm. A
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Figure 6.1: 2-inch maskset for MISSE8 device fabrication. Green regions are the active area defined by
mesa etch, and blue are the metallic grid.

maskset was created incorporating this grid design, shown in Figure 6.1, which included other
cell designs standard to RIT growth and fabrication to allow for continuity assessment with
previous samples. GaAs solar cells with and without 20x layers of GaP strain compensated
InAs QDs were grown based on the detailed growth structure is shown in Table 6.1 and Table
6.2 for the control and QD designs, respectively. They were fabricated in the same methods
described previously in this document, with the exception of the metallization: on top of both
the typical patterned Au (20 nm)/Zn (20 nm)/Au (20 nm) p-type front grid contacts and Ge
(25 nm)/Au (50 nm)/Ni (35 nm)/Au (50 nm) blanket rear n-type contact, a 2 µm layer of Ag
was deposited by thermal evaporation.
Prior to delivery to AFRL, all devices were subjected to standard testing, resulting in the
following data. The 1-Sun AM0 results, Figure 6.2, show an improved JSC of 1.26 mA/cm2 in
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Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
i-GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
50
500
100
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
3.5×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
UID
1×1017 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)

Table 6.1: Growth design for MISSE8 GaAs control photovoltaics.

Layer
Contact
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
SL (x20)
SL (x20)
SL (x20)
SL (x20)
SL (x20)
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
GaAs
GaAs (HT)
GaP SCL
GaAs (HT)
GaAs (LT)
InAs QD
GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
250
50
500
33
4.6
1.15
4.6
2.1
∼0.6
33
2000
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
3.5×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
UID
1×1017 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)
1×1018 (Si)

Table 6.2: Growth design for MISSE8 GaAs 20x QD photovoltaics.
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Figure 6.2: 1-Sun AM0 light J-V of MISSE8 control and 20x QD solar cells.

the 20x QD samples over the control, which is higher than expected from the external quantum efficiency in Figure 6.3. Integrating the sub-bandgap collection of these devices against
AM0 shows an average increase of 0.36 mA/cm2 , or 0.018 mA/cm2 per QD layer, which is
more consistent with previous work [39]. The measured increase under AM0 versus EQE
was due to testing with single-lamp Newport solar simulator that exhibited several spikes
in luminous intensity around 1000 nm where the QDs absorb, see Appendix B. JSC -VOC measurements compliment trend seen in VOC from the light J-V measurement, showing increased
dark current density for the QD devices, Figure 6.4. These data also show a low-level shunt
in one of the control devices, shown in black. The variation in spectra between the two QD
devices, Figure 6.5, was due to the non-uniformity of QD growth across the surface of the
2” substrate. Before assembly and flight, standard coverglass was applied to three of the four
samples, while one of the control devices was covered with pseudomorphic glass (PMG) as an
additional experiment to explore the effects of space exposure to this alternative coverglass
material [136], all by AFRL. The samples were re-measured before flight by AFRL.
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Figure 6.3: EQE of MISSE8 control and 20x QD solar cells.

Figure 6.4: JSC -VOC of MISSE8 control and 20x QD solar cells.
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Figure 6.5: EL spectra MISSE8 control and 20x QD solar cells.

6.3

Mission Logistics

The experiment flew as part of the payload in the orbiter Endeavor to meet the ISS during
STS-134, the penultimate flight of the space shuttle program. MISSE8 was installed externally
on the ISS on May 20, 2011, shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The package allowed for some level
of continuous or periodic data collection from the devices, so degradation over time could
be monitored. After more than two years exposed to the LEO environment, the module was
removed and brought back inside the ISS on July 9, 2013. It was returned to Earth via a SpaceX
Dragon on May 18, 2014 (mission SpaceX CRS-3).

6.4

Post-Flight Analysis

Preliminary post-flight data was obtained by AFRL and is presented in Figure 6.8. This plot
shows remaining factor, the post-flight measurement of each figure of merit divided by the
pre-flight value. For three of the devices, the change was ±2% or less, which is within a general
range of expected error for these measurements. For the PMG-coated device, the measured
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Figure 6.6: Installation of MISSE8 experiment on ISS. NASA Image: S134E007604.

Figure 6.7: MISSE8 experiment package. The four RIT cells are shown in the center left of the image.
NASA Image: ISS027E034943.
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Figure 6.8: Remaining factor of figured of merit for control and 20x QD solar cells from MISSE8 experiment.

currents fell nearly 6% or more, which was due to darkening and loss of short-wavelength
transmission of the PMG from ultraviolet (UV) exposure.
The effective radiation dose received at the devices was modeled in SPace ENViorment
Information System (SPENVIS), provided by European Space Agency (ESA). This first constructs a model of the orbit under investigation: in this case, a 781 day orbit at an altitude
of approximately 400 km, inclined to 51.65°. It then simulates the effective solar cell damage
sustained by the radiation environment and spectra present in that orbit using two methods
to normalize damage to a single factor. The first method uses the EQFLUX model, developed
by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [137], [138] which calculates a 1 MeV equivalent electron
fluence of ∼7×1013 e cm−2 assuming no protection from coverglass; with 25 µm coverglass,
this reduced to ∼5×1011 e cm−2 . The second method used the MC-SCREAM model, developed by NRL [70], reports in a displacement damage dose, based on the total non-ionizing
energy loss (NEIL) of the radiation, of ∼6×108 MeV/g; with 25 µm coverglass, it reduces to
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∼4×106 MeV/g. In both of these cases, the damage was almost entirely from trapped protons,
with trapped electron damage ∼2 orders of magnitude lower.
Previous work exploring the effects of radiation damage of control and InAs QD enhanced
photovoltaics, using single-energy proton and alpha-particle sources, revealed degradation
beginning at displacement damage dose 1×109 MeV/g [39], or using 1 MeV electrons, 1×1014
e cm−2 [72]. Based on these results, the dose received by the MISSE8 samples was below the
damage threshold, and no significant reduction in performance was expected or observed.

6.5

Conclusion

This work represents the first results of InAs QD solar cells flown in space. While the radiation dose was too low to cause any apparent degradation to the QD solar cells used in the
MISSE8 mission, the devices performed well. Additional post-flight measurements should
be performed. These can further explore changes in sub-gap collection or PL, though little
change is expected, both because the dose was so low and QD structures have historically
shown a higher radiation tolerance than that of the bulk.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation describes a body of work investigating the incorporation of InAs QDs into
GaAs photovoltaics in an effort to understand some of the engineering constraints on the
IBSC. While the incorporation of InAs QDs in a GaAs matrix, including GaP strain compensation, was shown to increase the sub-bandgap photon collection, it also lead to a reduction
in voltage. This was tantamount to bandgap engineering and not the IBSC which requires
both an increase in current density through sub-bandgap absorption along with no reduction
in voltage through a decoupled third quasi-Fermi level in the IB. The introduction of deltadoping to a QD solar cell incorporating 10x superlattice repeat units was shown to recover
121 mV of the lost VOC as compared to a nominally undoped QD control device. This was an
initially positive result for the IBSC, however subsequent analysis of the QD states was not
as favorable.
A method of synergizing PR and PL to extract specific energies from significantly overlapping optical emission spectra was developed both in hardware using LabVIEW and for data
analysis using MATLAB. The data analysis software was released as open source and is available on GitHub. This method was coupled to low-temperature PL data to extract activation
energies of the bound QD states, which showed a reduction of ∼40 meV with the addition of
doping, though the reduction in activation energy was not strongly dependent on the magnitude of doping. The addition of dopant to QDs therefore is beneficial to the overall operation
of the solar cell, as it reduces the recombination in the QDs, but the reduction in carrier confinement only increases the thermal escape and is detrimental to the IBSC, at least in this
material system. Future investigation of the doping effects on increased barrier samples, such
as those described in section 3.7.
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Further investigation of PR as a function of temperature may be useful to improve the
confidence in the activation energy extracted from the measurements. While the PR setup
described in Chapter 2 was adequate to determine the PR response of this system, it can be
further improved using dual-modulation methods. The method has been described by Plaza et
al. and Kita et al., where the pump and probe beams are both chopped at different frequencies,
and lock-in on the sum or difference of these frequencies [139], [140]. Since the laser pulse and
PL will both have the same frequency, the amplifier can lock-in on a signal of only R or ∆R.
With a software lock-in and a high resolution A/D converter, this allows one experimental
setup to measure R, ∆R, and PL in one measurement, which would be of use for temperaturedependent measurements or difficult to measure material systems.
The effects of incorporating delta-doping in QD solar cells was discussed in Chapter 3.
It was observed, both through experiment and numerical simulation, that the incorporation
of delta-doping reduced the SRH recombination in the QDs, allowing for a recovery in VOC .
This work presents many paths for further investigation. First steps may be to investigate the
effects of doping as a function of the number of QD layers grown. While previous work has
shown a linear response in sub-bandgap collection as the number of QD layers increases, it has
also shown a monotonic decrease in VOC [39]. The addition of doping may help to reduce the
VOC loss, as it did for 10x QD devices in this work, further realizing efficiency improvements
over a GaAs control device [34]. There are other factors at work however: as the number
of layers increases, the i-region of the diode increases as well, reducing the effective electric
field in the sample. Devices performed well up to 40x QD layers, but incorporation of 60x
began to show signs of degradation in bulk collection which became severe at 100x [141]. It
is unclear if this was due to strain buildup, or due to a reduced carrier transport across the
i-region. Further study along these lines would include studies of collection and absorption
as a function of both bias and temperature to gather information about thermal, tunneling,
and photon-assisted escape.
A sample preparation method was developed to directly observe QD absorption through
use of multi-layer AR and PT coatings and substrate removal to maximize transmission through
the sample. A question is what exactly was the effect of doping on the optical properties of
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the QDs. As shown in Chapter 3, no significant change was observed from the addition of
doping except at the highest levels, which was somewhat unexpected. If the dopant is filling QD states, it should prevent collection at the wavelengths associated with transitions to
those states. Exploring the effects of doping on QD transmission/absorption using the sample
preparation outlined in Chapter 3 is essential to further the understanding of the complete
system. If absorption is indeed altered, it shows some promise for the IBSC concept, however,
if the reduction in carrier collection of sub-bandgap photons at the highest delta-doping levels is not due to reduced absorption, it is likely due to the reduced minority carrier collection
outlined in that chapter.
Simulation of alternative SL repeat unit structures showed promise by making use of the
SC material to increase carrier confinement. Here, it is important to maintain awareness of the
bandstructure. The largest confinement was calculated for an i-region composed entirely of
GaAs0.77 P0.21 , based on the arbitrary constraint of total material thickness. A wide-bandgap
i-region can cause a more severe degradation in bulk carrier transport across the junction,
as a potential barrier would exist for both types of minority carriers, as experienced when
InAs QDs are clad with InGaP in a GaAs solar cell [142]. To accomplish this wider-bandgap
i-region device, a heterostructure such as an InGaP emitter with a GaAs base may work, as
long as band-offsets are carefully managed [143]. Once some of the barriers to the overall
device design have been overcome, the increased barriers, with the addition of doping, may
be investigated for IBSC effects, such as sequential photon absorption.
QD devices were shown to have no significant degradation or dependence in a normal
operating mode on device perimeter to area ratios up to a value of 85 cm−1 . Perimeter:area
ratio dependent recombination effects were not observed for QD enhanced devices as shown
in Chapter 5. The control device exhibited a peak about the operating voltage in a plot of
local ideality factor, which was likely due to a problem with device processing. This leads to
further development of the electroplating process, to ensure the metallization method trades
off the adhesion properties of a refractory metal with the ohmic properties of a more typical
film stack. Exploration of the effects of concentration on QD devices should be extended by
exploring the effects of high concentration on the delta-doped samples to see if the minority
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carrier transport issues with the highest doped cases go away under several hundred suns as
the barriers are overwhelmed.
A general model was developed to predict the optimal strain compensation thickness, and
the maximum number of repeat layers possible, required for nanostructured strained superlattices across a wide range of III-V material systems. The strain compensation models described in Chapter 4 were further developed into an application available at nanoHUB for the
community and provides a educated starting point for a superlattice designer to compensate
the strain in their system, and was shown to work for InAs/GaAsP/GaAs. It should be tested
against more experimental data, preferably from a wide range of nanostructure, strain compensation, and substrate material system combinations. Simple improvements to the model
can take into account more types of nanostructures such as pillars, dashes, wires, and other
specific QD geometries. More difficult improvements may come from incorporating either
an atomistic or empirical model to take into account strain-neutral buffers between strained
layers. This would increase the value of the model by more closely matching real systems.
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Appendix A
Quantum Dot Enhanced Tunnel Junctions
One of the challenges associated with the monolithic growth of multi-junction solar cells is
the method of electrically connecting the sub-cells in series. If the diodes are simply grown
one on top of the other, the emitter of the p-n bottom junction and the base of the p-n top junction would form a n-p junction at their interface–the opposite polarity of the two photoactive
diodes. This junction would operate at reverse bias under illumination and prevent current
flow through the device by offsetting any forward voltage. This description applies similarly
for opposite polarity photovoltaics as well as for more than two junctions. A purpose-built
connecting structure must be engineered to join adjacent diodes. The connection must be
highly conductive, allowing for transport of upwards of 14 A/cm2 for concentrator photovoltaics, must be optically transparent to the junction beneath it to prevent a reduction of
quantum efficiency through absorption, and must allow for subsequent epitaxial growth of
the adjacent junction in the growth order [144].
A device structure capable of fulfilling all of these requirements is a tunnel junction (TJ),
also known as an Esaki diode [145]. Through degenerate doping of both sides of a p-n junction,
the Fermi energy moves inside the valence and conduction bands of the respective sides of
the metallurgical junction. This causes an overlap of the density of states (DOS) in the two
bands, allowing for quantum mechanical tunneling across the forbidden region.
The J-V characteristics of a tunnel diode can be described with three components: the
tunneling current density J t , the excess current density J x , and the diffusion current density
J d , as described by Kane [146]. J d has been discussed in a previous chapter, and is simply the
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Shockley ideal diode relationship
Jd = J0 e(

qV /nkT )


−1

(A.1)

The tunneling current density can be calculated by the product of two components. Firstly, the
integration of the DOS overlap in the VB and CB of the doped structure, which is represented
by the prefactor to the exponential of equation
s
!
√
3/2
q2E
4 2m∗ Eg
2m∗
Jt =
D exp −
36πh2
Eg
3q~E

(A.2)

and secondly the the tunneling probability, given by the Wentzel-Kramers-Brullouin (WKB)
approximation for a triangular barrier in a uniform electric field (E ), shown as the exponential term itself. Here, D is defined as the irreducible integral component from the overlap
of the Fermi-Dirac distributions in the DOS integration, which is dependent on the applied
voltage and must be solved numerically. Finally there is the excess current term, which arises
from scatter-assisted tunneling either through carrier-carrier interaction, carrier-phonon interaction, or through dissipation of energy through a mid-gap trap state or states. This can
be represented semi-empirically
Jx = JV e(C(V −VV ))

(A.3)

where J V is the current density at V V , the valley voltage, and C is a constant [147]. The most
important component of these for a tunnel junction interconnect is the Jt , which increases
with both increasing electric field and decreasing bandgap,
A GaAs tunnel junction is well suited for joining subcells made of GaAs and Ge, as is typically done for commercially available triple junction solar cells. Nominally, all of the light
with energy above the GaAs bandedge is absorbed in the top junction(s), leaving the TJ optically transparent to the lower Ge subcell. When GaAs or another wider bandgap material is
used for the subcell following the TJ, this is no longer the case and the TJ can cause absorptive
loss to the cell beneath it. To account for this, a wider bandgap material can be used to fabricate the TJ connecting, for example, InGaP and GaAs subcells. Due to difficulties with heavily
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Layer
Contact
Buffer
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Buffer
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-GaAs
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
p-GaAs
GaAs
n-GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
10
50
25
2
25
10
50
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
1.5×1019 (C)
UID
2×1019 (Te)
1.3×1018 (Si)
2.9×1018 (Si)
2×1018 (Si)

Table A.1: Growth design for control p/n GaAs tunnel junction.

doping wide bandgap semiconductors [148], and the greater the required electric field to overcome the larger tunneling barrier, typically heterojunctions such as AlGaAs/InGaP are used
in these instances to create viable tunnel junction interconnects, which rely on band-offsets
to reduce the tunneling barrier [149], [150].
Previous work to grow and fabricate multijunction solar cells at RIT has necessitated the
development of GaAs tunnel junctions. Experimentation in device design showed the incorporation of a thin UID GaAs layer at the metallurgical junction increased both the peak
current and peak to valley current ratio (PVCR) which was attributed to a reduction in dopant
compensation due to diffusion across the previously abrupt junction, ultimately resulting in a
sharper distinction between emitter and base. The design for this control tunnel diode structure is shown in Table A.1. For comparison with other work, a reduced effective doping figure
of merit
N∗ =

NA ND
NA + ND

(A.4)

was calculated as 8.6×1018 cm−3 (Eg =1.42 eV, GaAs) [151]. A band diagram for this design,
calculated with Crosslight APSYS (discussed in chapter 3.3) at 0 V applied bias, is shown in
figure A.1. Here, the Fermi level resides within the allowed energy bands on either side of
the junction, and crosses through the p/n interface at the region of high electric field and thin
barrier. Results of this design are discussed below.
Narrow bandgap nanostrucutres may provide another route to realizing wide-bandgap
tunnel junctions. Inserting bound states with QWs or QDs within the bandgap of the host
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Figure A.1: APSYS calculated band diagram of control tunnel junction at 0 V applied bias.

semiconductor can decrease the effective tunneling barrier and allow for a tunneling probability that may otherwise be vanishingly small. In 2012, Lumb et al. presented work developing
a tunnel junction for a novel multijunction solar cell lattice matched to InP (a = 5.8687 Å) under development by NRL [152]. The material system necessary for this device was nominally
In0.52 Al0.33 Ga0.15 As due to the constraints of lattice-matching, and the complete test structure contained layers of InAlGaAs and InGaAs to simulate the base and emitter regions of the
junctions it was designed to connect. One of several TJ design iterations reported included
incorporating dual In0.53 Ga0.47 As QWs to enhance tunneling through their confined states.
The bandstructure of these devices, as calculated by 1-D Poisson solver software developed
internally at NRL based on material parameters from [40], shows a decreased barrier thickness
at the Fermi energy with the addition of QWs. While the control InAlGaAs design exhibited
a peak current density of 2.52 A/cm2 and a specific resistance of 1.15×10−2 Ωcm2 , the QWTJ design improved both of these metrics dramatically, to 112.9 A/cm2 and 7.52×10−4 Ωcm2 ,
respectively. This enabled an increase in the current capacity of the tunnel junction from an
illumination intensity of 170-Suns in the control to approximately 7500-Suns in the QW-TJ.
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Other work by Preu et al. have shown improved peak current density with the inclusion
of quasi-metallic ErAs nanoparticles versus a nanoparticle-free control in AlGaAs/InAlGaAs
p-n tunnel junctions [153]. Use of QDs in a tunneling structure has been reported by Li
et al., where a double-heterostructure resonant tunneling diode was used for single-photon
detection, though this type of design would not be appropriate for a photovoltaic subcell
interconnect [154]. InAs QD-TJ in a GaAs matrix with improved tunneling current over the
GaAs control were reported by Wang et al. [155], and the use of InAs QW-TJ with improved
tunneling current was simulated by Kang et al. [156]. These systems show proof of concept,
but the control devices do not represent the state of the art in GaAs-based TJs.
QDs may prove advantageous over QWs for TJ interconnects due to their comparatively
lower optical cross-section and resulting absorption per-layer. Prior to the successful report
by Lumb et al., the control TJ design described above was modified to include a single QD layer
at the center of the i-region, and was fabricated along with a GaAs control. The calculated
bandstructure for this structure is shown in Figure A.2, showing the Fermi energy crossing
through the confined region in the valence band of GaAs. Circular diodes with radii ranging
from 250 µm to 50 µm were fabricated using lithography and lift-off metallization of Au (20
nm)/ Zn (20 nm ) / Au (500 nm) on the p-side. A blanket deposition of Ge (25 nm)/Au (50
nm)/Ni (35 nm)/Au (500 nm) was used as the n-type back contact. Current density-voltage
characteristics were measured using an Agilent B1500 Semiconductor Device Analyzer.
Results of this first QD-TJ design are shown in Figure A.3 as compared to the GaAs control.
The peak current density was reduced from 861 A/cm2 in the control to 549 A/cm2 in the QDTJ, the PVCR reduced from 18.9 to 2.8, and specific resistance was reduced from 4.7×10−4
Ωcm2 to 6.9×10−2 Ωcm2 . Overall, the addition of a single QD layer resulted in a systematic
decrease in performance for the TJ. However, there was a clear increase in excess current
as the diode transitioned into diffusion-dominated operation beyond approximately 0.5 V,
indicating the QDs did facilitate carrier transition across the junction in forward bias.
After the publication of the Lumb et al. 2012 dual QW paper, and in collaboration with M.
Lumb, several designs were chosen to extend this dual-nanostructure approach to QDs. The
use of two layers of QDs instead of one may allow for higher interband tunneling by taking
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Figure A.2: APSYS calculated band diagram of 1x QD TJ at 0 V applied bias.

Figure A.3: Comparison of TJ with and without 1x QD layer at metallurgical junction.
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Figure A.4: GaAs tunnel junction incorporating InAs QDs.

Device
GaAs Control TJ
2x InAs QD TJ

Peak Current Density
(A/cm2 )
4430
3260

PVCR
10.4
9.7

Specific Resistance
(Ωcm2 )
5.9×10−5
7.5×10−5

Table A.2: Figures of merit for GaAs control and 2x QD tunnel junctions.

advantage of both confined electron and hole states.
The 2x QD-TJ performed considerably better than the 1x QD-TJ design, but still underperformed the GaAs control, as seen in Figure A.5, with specific results in table A.2. This may
be due to the initial design roughly copying the QW-TJ device, and could be improved upon
by taking into account the calculated confined levels from Chapter 3.4 in the thickness of the
doped buffer layers and location of QDs within the structure. The large peak current and low
resistance of both devices would result in a voltage drop of less than 1 mV for a typical commercial concentrator operating at 1000-Suns (˜14 A/cm2 ). The inclusion of 2x QD layers into
the TJ did not significantly affect the performance of the device where it would typically be
operated. This was an encouraging step to incorporating QDs into wider bandgap materials.
This methodology was then applied to incorporate both QW and QD designs into an InGaP
(N ∗ =1.2×1019 cm−3 , Eg =1.85 eV) tunnel junction to explore the quantum confined interband
tunneling in a wider bandgap material. InGaP was selected due to its common use as a top
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Figure A.5: Comparison of TJ with and without 2x QD layers, one at each side of the metallurgical
junction.

subcell in triple junction photovoltaic devices, its ability to be grown lattice matched to GaAs
and Ge, and its transparency to the wavelength range collected by the GaAs middle subcell
in this arrangement (670 to 870 nm, 1.85 to 1.42 eV). The control InGaP TJ design is shown in
Table A.3. A diagram of the GaAs device with and without 2x QDs is shown in Figure A.4,
while the InGaP TJ design with and without 2x InAs QDs or 2x GaAs QWs is shown in Figure
A.6.
The doping levels necessary for the InGaP TJ design were higher than previously achieved
Layer
Contact
Buffer
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-GaAs
p-Al0.52 In0.48 P
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-Al0.52 In0.48 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
200
10
30
15
2
15
10
250

Doping (cm−3 )
1.3×1020 (C)
1.2×1018 (Zn)
4×1018 (Zn)
> 2×1019 (Zn)
UID
> 2×1019 (Te)
4×1018 (Te)
2×1018 (Si)

Table A.3: Growth design for control p-n InGaP TJ.
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Figure A.6: InGaP TJ incorporating InAs QDs.

in the MOVPE reactor at NASA GRC for InAlP and InGaP, and several doping trials were
performed to attempt to reach these new levels. The highest doping levels achieved for InGaP
were 4×1018 cm−3 using Zn for p-type doping, and 9×1018 cm−3 using Te for n-type, resulting
in N ∗ =2.8×1018 cm−3 . For the AlInP window layers, p-type was 2×1017 cm−3 using Zn, and
2.5×1017 cm−3 n-type with Te. These values were used in the grown structures.
In the InGaP TJs, no negative differential resistance (NDR) region was observed in the
control design, as seen in Figure A.7. This lack of performance can be linked directly to both
the large bandgap of the host material, and to the doping levels achieved, which were considerably lower than the design called for resulting in a reduced electric field and increased
barrier. Additionally, no NDR was observed for the InGaP with GaAs QWs TJ, which reproduced the type of structure developed by Lumb et al. in this material system. Despite this,
a small NDR was observed in the InGaP with InAs QD TJ, which represents the first indication of QD-assisted interband tunneling in a wide bandgap semiconductor, even as compared
so similar structures with GaAs QWs, though the specific confined levels were different in
the two devices. The peak current density of the InGaP 2x QD-TJ was only 8.4×10−5 A/cm2 ,
which would be appropriate for an interconnect of a multijunction solar cell operating at
approximately 1/200th of 1-Sun illumination intensity, leaving plenty of room for future improvement.
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Figure A.7: Comparison of InGaP TJ with 2x QW, 2x QD, and control.

Despite several iterations to try and dope the InGaP to greater than 2×1018 per the original device design, doping levels fell short of the nominal design. While achieving these large
doping levels in InGaP is difficult, reports have been made of n-type concentrations approaching 1020 cm−3 using Te. Unfortunately, Te has a memory effect which makes sharp transitions
difficult [157]. Carbon may also be used to realize a large p-type concentration, but the available dopant precursor, CCl4 , etches indium-containing compounds, so determination of the
specific growth conditions to allow integration of dopant while continuing positive crystal
growth is challenging [158].
Future device iterations must work within the doping limits imposed in the MOVPE reactor, described above. Additional device design changes will focus on the placement of QD
and barrier layers, as well as barrier thickness, in correlation with the Fermi level simulated
by APSYS and the confined states calculated with and k•p model described in Chapter 2. This
will enable a design to maximize tunneling current within the limits of growth, which may
include additional QD layers.
The optical properties of these nanostructured TJs must also be examined, to ensure they
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Layer
Contact
Filter
Window
TJ Emitter
TJ Intrinsic
TJ Base
Window
Emitter
Intrinsic
Base
Window
Nucleation

Material
p-GaAs
p-InGaP
p-Al0.52 In0.48 P
p-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs
GaAs
n-GaAs
n-In0.48 Ga0.52 P
n-GaAs

Thickness (nm)
150
150
30
15
2
15
50
500
100
2000
50
250

Table A.4: Growth design for testing optical absorption of TJ.

would not absorb light intended for the subcell under them, reducing conversion efficiency.
One method would be to simply measure transmission through the sample with a tool such
as a Perkin-Elmer UV/Vis Spectrophotometer. However, these structures are grown on GaAs
substrates, which would fully absorb in the range of interest (670 to 870 nm). A substrateremoval method similar to that described in Chapter 3 could be used to enable a direct transmission comparison between device types. Another method is to grow the TJs on top of
functional GaAs solar cells, using the spectral responsivity to compare the effective transmission of TJs with and without nanostructures. A possible design is shown in Table A.4.
The TJ is grown on top of a typical GaAs solar cell, which is then capped with a filter layer
of InGaP to act as an ersatz portion of the base in an InGaP top subcell. The specific tunnel junction portion of the design can be substituted for the QW or QD designs. The device
would be patterned using typical solar cell fabrication methods described in this document,
and tested using a scanning monochrometer to determine spectral responsivity of the GaAs
solar cell. Comparing the response of the multiple designs will reveal any differences in optical absorption due specifically to the tunnel junction, as all other parameters will remain
constant.
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Appendix B
Solar Simulator Characterization and Calibration
The advancement of solar cell device technology necessitates a greater quality of solar simulator to characterize photovoltaic performance. Large area cells or multi-cell coupons require
spatial and spectral uniformity across the test plane. Multiple junctions such as InGaP2 / GaAs
/ Ge, quantum structures, and new material systems all require more care in the shape of the
solar spectrum, not just the total irradiance [159]. To that end, this appendix discusses work
done to develop, characterize, and improve the capabilities of a TS Space Systems dual source
solar simulator.
As devices increase in complexity, so too do the demands on the quality and precision
of the simulated spectrum. The requirements for successfully measuring an illuminated I-V
curve and extracting accurate figures of merit for a single junction solar cell are considerably
less than testing more advanced devices currently in research and development. Photovoltaics
utilizing bandgap engineering, nanostructures, metamorphic growth, and multiple junctions
with precisely matched sub-cell photocurrents, requiting an accurate representation of actual spectra in simulation to allow for confident efficiency reporting, or to ensure the correct
junction is current-limiting.
RIT uses a dual source 18 kW solar simulator system, custom built by TS Space Systems.
The ultraviolet and visible (UV-VIS) portion of the spectrum was created using a 6 kW mercury
halide arc lamp (also known as a hydrargyrum medium-arc iodide lamp (HMI)), while IR was
produced from a 12 kW QTH. The output of each lamp was individually filtered to simulate
either AM0 or, with an additional filter set, AM1.5G. The beams of the two luminaries were
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combined through a dichroic mirror which reflects below, and transmits above, 750 nm. The
combined beam leaves the tool parallel to the floor, and was folded onto the test plane by a
protected silver front surface mirror in an enclosure composed of primarily 80/20 extruded
aluminum. A schematic of the enclosure is shown in figure B.1, which stands 2.46 m tall. The
test plane enclosure was plate aluminum painted matte black to limit internal light scattering.
The test plane was incorporated a water cooled brass chuck, 330 mm in diameter, which holds
devices in place with integrated vacuum lines. The cooled chuck has a temperature range
of approximately 10°C to 90°C. The illumination system was designed to produce a 300 mm
diameter beam at the test plane. A photograph of the complete system is shown in figure B.2.
Measurements were performed using software developed in LabVIEW. Before a full I-V
curve is taken, short-circuit current (ISC ) and VOC are measured to determine a working range.
A FF is then assumed (typically 80%), and a set of 37 data points is created to span the range
between ISC and VOC , with two points about ISC , two about VOC , and the rest centered about
the anticipated MPP. This method provides the best combination of measurement speed and
accuracy in VMax , current at the MPP (IMax ), and FF. Current and voltage data was taken using
a Keithley 2400 source meter.
Prior to the uniformity characterization described below, the system was calibrated to
AM0 or AM1.5G using either: for AM0, a triple junction (InGaP2 /GaAs/Ge) solar cell and
its three associated individual isotypes previously used in the international measurement
round robin (international measurement round-robin (IMRR)) [160], mounted and calibrated
by NASA Glenn Research Center, or for AM1.5G, an InGaP2 and GaAs cells calibrated by
NREL (AM1.5G). In either case, the calibration procedure was as follows: the InGaP2 (Eg =
1.85 eV) sub-cell was used to calibrate the HMI (UV-VIS), which does not absorb any radiation from the QTH (IR). The HMI lamp power was manually adjusted until the calibration
ISC was reached. Following that, a GaAs (Eg = 1.42 eV) component cell was used to calibrate
the QTH. The QTH power was manually adjusted until the calibration ISC was reached. Both
calibrations were performed with the cell in the center of the test chuck. The ISC of the InGaP/GaAs/Ge triple junction cell was also measured as verification.
Spatial uniformity was determined by measuring the short circuit current density of a 2 cm
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Figure B.1: Schematic of 80/20 enclosure design for TS solar simulator.
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Figure B.2: Photographs of complete TS Space Systems solar simulator and test chamber system (left),
folding mirror test chamber (middle) and 300 mm water cooled test chuck (right).

x 2 cm silicon test cell at 121 grid locations within the test plane. This data was analyzed using
Origin and uniformity values were extracted. This was performed for each lamp individually,
as well as both lamps combined.
Spectral variation across the test plane was determined using spectra taken with an ASD
Inc. Fieldspec spectroradiometer (measurable range 350 nm to 2500 nm) as reflected off a
piece of ¿99% reflective spectralon. Measurements were taken at the center of the test plane,
and at the edges of the 300 mm diameter beam at four locations corresponding to maxima
and minima along the x and y position axes.
Finally, the system was re-calibrated using secondary standards composed of Emcore BTJ
isotypes (InGaP2 , (In)GaAs, and Ge) using the methods outlined above. Comparisons between
the simulators at Emcore, Aerospace Corporation, NASA Glenn Research Center, and RIT
were made using ten Emcore BTJ triple junction cells.
The simulated AM0 spectrum compared to ASTM E490 AM0 [102], along with their full
integrated intensities, can be seen in figure B.3. Here, the integrated intensity of the simulated
spectrum is larger than the reference AM0 spectrum. Much of this is caused by an increased
intensity beyond 1200 nm, and will be discussed later. Integrated area comparisons of the
wavelength ranges of the individual lamps (HMI: 350 nm to 750 nm, QTH: 750 nm to 1800
nm) to the reference AM0 show a 23.8% increase due to the QTH while the HMI has only a
6.6% increase. AM1.5G spectra can be seen in figure B.4. Similar analysis of the individual
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Figure B.3: Simulated AM0 spectrum compared to reference standard.

lamps shows an overall decrease in power as compared to ASTM G173 AM1.5G [161] from
the HMI lamp of 5.7%, with an increase in the power from the QTH lamp of 18.7%.
Spectral variation was compared against the typical spectral ranges of triple junction components by integrating the total area under the spectral curve between 350 nm - 670 nm for
InGaP2 , 670 nm - 870 nm for GaAs, and 870 nm - 1880 nm for Ge. These wavelength ranges
correspond to bandgap energies and spectral responsivity overlap of those sub-cells; the lower
limit for InGaP2 was chosen due to the lower measurement limit of the spectrometer. These
values were compared to the integrated area of ASTM E490 AM0 spectrum about the same
boundaries. From this, both spatial wavelength range changes, as well as deviation from the
desired spectrum, can be seen in table B.1, where (0,0) is centered in the 300 mm diameter test
plane. The results show there is a change in the shape of the simulated spectrum across the
test plane, which is not simply a function of intensity. This could be caused by non-uniform
transmission/reflection of filter or mirror elements within the system, or variation in the mixing of the beams due to beam divergence or partial internal shadowing. The outputs of the
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Figure B.4: Simulated AM1.5G spectrum compared to reference standard.
Integration Range
350-670 nm
670-870 nm
870-1880 nm

(0,0)
9.44
13.2
25.6

(0,150)
-5.00
-1.24
10.2

(0,-150)
0.00
-0.41
10.26

(150,0)
3.52
2.89
11.1

(-150,0)
3.70
4.13
18.8

Table B.1: Spatial percent variation from AM0 of integrated simulator spectrum across various wavelength ranges by location in test plane (coordinates in mm).

two luminaries have different optical path lengths to the test plane, and are set at different
levels of focus, which would lead to the dissimilar divergences exhibited here.
The ASTM E927 standard [162] defines the class of a solar simulator, in part, by a “spectral
match” over various wavelength ranges in the spectrum. Generally, spectral match
´ λ2

Esim (λ) dλ
λ1
´ λmax
Esim (λ) dλ
S = λ´min
λ2
Estd (λ) dλ
λ1
´ λmax
Estd (λ) dλ
λmin
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(B.1)

is the percent power contribution of a subset wavelength range to the whole of the simulated spectrum in ratio with that of a standard spectrum. Here, λmax and λmin are the boundaries of the total range (bin) in the spectrum of interest, λ1 and λ2 are the boundaries of the
limited wavelength range under investigation, Esim is the simulated spectrum and Estd is the
standard spectrum.
Specifically, the ASTM E927 standard focuses on several different bins of varying size
between 300 nm to 1400 nm: 300 nm to 400 nm, 400 nm to 500 nm, 500 nm to 600 nm,
600 nm to 700 nm, 700 nm to 800 nm, and 800 nm to 900 nm, followed by 900 nm to 1100
nm, and finally 1100 nm to 1400 nm. In this work, the total range is modified as 350 nm to
1800 nm in bin sizes of 100 nm throughout (except a 50 nm bin from 350 nm to 400 nm) to
increase the precision and the range of the metric. Due to this, the results may no longer be
attributed to the ASTM E927 designation of class, and the metric merely serves to show the
strengths and weaknesses of the simulated spectrum. The ranges used here are indicated in
figures B.3 and B.4 by vertical gray lines. The spectral match is equal to unity for a perfectly
matched spectrum, while it is larger for a simulator producing more power over the specified
range and lower for less power. The ASTM E927 standard also gives ranges of spectral match
corresponding to simulator class, which are reproduced in figure B.5. Points falling within
the red lines are class “C,” within the orange lines class “B,” and within the green lines class
“A,” though the reader is reminded that the spectral match defined here is more critical of
imperfect spectra, due to increased bin granularity, than that of the ASTM E927 standard.
The data in figure B.5 shows the majority of the deviation in power density is an increase
in the IR region past 1200 nm, with a significant decrease in power in the 600 nm to 700 nm
range. As the simulator was calibrated primarily to cater to a GaAs-limited cell, at least with
respect to the QTH, much of the increase in the low-energy portion of the spectrum is likely
caused by a deficiency in the 600 nm to 700 nm region which must be compensated by the
QTH above the dichroic cutoff at 750 nm.
While spectral match provides a metric to evaluate simulated spectra over an arbitrary
range, spectral mismatch allows for evaluation of a spectrum based on the spectral responsivity of an actual device. Specifically, these factors evaluate deviation in the simulated spectrum
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Figure B.5: Spectral match for RIT AM0 and AM1.5G over spectral ranges from 350 nm to 1800 nm.
The asterisk (*) denotes values for spectral match of AM1.5G at these intervals are larger than the scale
of this plot.
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from the reference spectrum based on the spectral responsivity of the device used for calibration and the device under test [163]. This provides a figure of merit for confidence in cell
measurements when a closely matched calibration standard is not available, as is often the
case for non-standard cells such as those integrating quantum confined structures or novel
material systems. Spectral mismatch
´ λmax
M=

λ
´ λmin
max
λmin

Esim (λ) SRtest (λ) dλ

´ λmax

λ
´ λmin
max
test
Eref (λ) SR (λ) dλ λmin

Eref (λ) SRcal (λ) dλ
(B.2)
Esim (λ) SRcal (λ) dλ

was calculated for several material systems or photovoltaic designs, where λmax and λmin are
defined as before, representing the upper and lower bounds of the wavelength range, Esim
is the spectrum of the simulator, Eref is the reference spectrum (AM0, etc.), SRtest is the
spectral responsivity of the device under test, and SRcal is the spectral responsivity of the
device used to calibrate the simulator. The external quantum efficiencies of the three IMRR
isotypes primarily used to calibrate the simulator to AM0, as well as to calculate spectral
mismatch, can be seen in figure B.6.
Once calculated, the spectral mismatch factor can be used to adjust the ISC measured under
simulated conditions to a more realistic ISC under a reference spectrum using equation B.3,
where I is ISC , the superscript denotes the device under test or the calibration device, and
the subscript denotes whether the ISC was measured under the reference or the simulated
spectrum.

T est
IRef

T est I Cal
ISim
Ref
=
Cal
M ISim

(B.3)

Table B.2 shows several spectral mismatch factors calculated using both the InGaP and
GaAs IMRR calibration cells under simulated AM0 and AM1.5G spectra. The cells were
selected to represent a range of devices typically measured on the tool, and are described
presently. MQW: a GaAs single junction cell with 10 repeat units of a In0.17 Ga0.83 As/Ga0.94 As0.06 P
multiple quantum well (MQW); QD: a GaAs solar cell with 60 repeat units of InAs quantum
dots, strain compensated with GaP; GaP: a single junction GaP solar cell (Eg = 2.78 eV); GaAs:
a single junction GaAs cell; InGaP: a single junction InGaP cell.
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Figure B.6: External quantum efficiency of InGaP, GaAs, and Ge isotypes used in calibration.

Cal Cell/Spectrum
InGaP/AM0
GaAs/AM0
InGaP/AM1.5G
GaAs/AM1.5G

MQW
1.12
0.938
1.05
0.987

QD
1.15
0.962
1.07
1.01

GaP
0.967
0.810
0.848
0.798

GaAs
1.11
0.932
1.04
0.979

InGaP
1.02
0.857
1.01
0.952

Table B.2: Spectral mismatch factor for various cells under as calibrated by InGaP or GaAs cal cells
under AM0 and AM1.5G.
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In instances where a calibration device and device under test have a nearly identical
bandgap and spectral responsivity (such as the InGaP/InGaP pairing) the M value is nearly
unity, as is expected. In the case of the GaAs/GaAs pairing, the GaAs IMRR isotype has a narrowed spectral response range as compared to the single junction GaAs cell due to its InGaP
window. In most cases, when calibration devices are chosen as close to the bandgap of the
material, the value of M is close enough to unity to modify ISC by less than 5%, assuming a
negligible difference in the ISC of the calibration cell under the simulated spectrum. Spectral
mismatch adjustments to ISC would, in the best case from Table B.2 (GaAs/QD under AM1.5G),
decrease a cells ISC by 0.99%, while the worst case (GaAs/GaP under AM1.5G) would decrease
ISC by 25%.
Results of spatial uniformity mapping can be seen in Figure B.7, which represents both
lamps in unison. Percent uniformity

U=

Emax − Emin
Emax + Emin


× 100%

(B.4)

was calculated using equation B.4, which is defined in the ASTM E927 standard. The uniformity across the entire 300 mm beam was 5.89%, however the uniformity across the typical
cell measurement region (a 10 cm x 10 cm area at the center of the test plane) was 1.13%.
The system allows for defocussing of the luminaries, which increases illumination uniformity but decreases overall intensity. A trade-off exists here between what is desired for a flat
intensity profile, and what is required for AM0 luminous flux. The measured values represent
the most precise compromise achievable, after several iterations, for the system as-is. Additional optics could further decrease beam non-uniformity. The inclusion of diffusion filters
would further decrease the Gaussian nature of the beam, however it would also decrease intensity and could affect the spectrum. Additionally, a collimating system such as a lenticular
could be used to decrease the divergence of the system. This could also be efficiently used
to homogenize the spectral uniformity across the test area, and allow for individual filtering
through lenticular elements for fine adjustments to the final spectrum.
Temporal stability measurements were performed by monitoring the current output of
a monitor silicon cell over the course of one hour, after the typical warm-up time for the
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Figure B.7: Spatial uniformity of combined HMI and QTH showing normalized intensity.
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Isc
Voc
Imax
Vmax
Fill Factor
Efficiency

RIT/Aerospace
1.20%
0.70%
0.60%
1.50%
0.10%
2.10%

RIT/Emcore
0.60%
1.60%
1.80%
0.00%
-0.20%
2.00%

RIT/NASA
-0.15%
1.30%
-0.54%
1.20%
-2.39%
0.70%

Table B.3: Percent difference of cell parameters measured at different facilities.

system of one hour for the QTH and one half hour for the HMI. The resulting data exhibited
a temporal uniformity of ± 0.35% from the mean over that time period.
A comparison of the average measurements between RIT’s simulator and Aerospace Corporation, Emcore Photovoltaics, and NASA Glenn can be seen in table B.3. At each location,
the simulator was calibrated using Emcore isotypes, and I-V data was taken for ten Emcore
BTJ devices. The same set of calibration and test devices were used at each location, and the
temperature was maintained at 28°C. The data shows good agreement between RIT and the
various testing facilities, with percent difference typically below 2%. Percent difference here
is defined as


P RIT
D = 1 − Other × 100%
P

(B.5)

where P RIT is the parameter value measured at RIT, and P Other is the parameter measured at
the external facility. These values are typically within three standard deviations from variation seen in measurements between facilities as discussed in the aforementioned international
round robin [160].
The simulator exhibits a near-unity spectral match between 350 nm and 1200 nm, with the
exception of the region from 600 nm to 700 nm, which would benefit from an enhanced intensity with supplemental lamps. This overall range is the most critical for evaluating current
state of the art triple junction solar cells, as well as GaAs devices incorporating nanostructures
such as QDs or QWs. There is a non-negligible spatial variation in spectral intensity, which
has the potential to affect which junction is current-limited in a multijunction cell, but this is
only an issue for a large cell ( ¿100 cm2 ) or multi-cell coupon. Spectral mismatch factors were
calculated for several types of solar cells, including those incorporating nanostructures, and
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show measured ISC from the simulated spectra is likely not more than 5% from anticipated
values measured under reference spectra. Overall spatial illumination uniformity is under 6%
for the entire 300 mm diameter test plane, and nearly 1% in the 10 x 10 cm region typically
used. Temporal uniformity of the simulator was less than ± 0.4%. Finally, a comparison of
the simulated AM0 spectra with Aerospace Corporation, Emcore Photovoltaics, and NASA
GRC, exhibited agreement within typically 2% for standard figures of merit.
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Appendix C
Alignment of Quantum Dot Superlattices for
HRXRD
The use of high resolution XRD (HRXRD) is a convenient method of determining the periodicity and residual strain of a superlattice sample. Diffraction occurs when the incident X-ray
beam satisfies Bragg’s law
nλ = 2dhkl sin (θ)

(C.1)

where n is the order (1, 2, 3, ...) of diffraction, dhkl is the inter-plane spacing, and θ is half of
the angle between the incident and diffracted beam, as shown in Figure C.1. The inclusion of
a SL in the sample produces satellite diffraction peaks about the substrate Bragg peak when
measured in a coupled 2θ − ω scan, the period and position of which relate directly to the
strain and period of the SL normal to the crystal plane under investigation. The methods of
extracting these parameters are discussed in Bailey et al. [55].
The goniometer used to hold and position a sample under test for HRXRD has several
independently controllable axes. A standard configuration is shown in Figure C.1. With a
fixed X-ray source, the θ-axis controls the angle ω, defined between the incident beam and
the χ-axis. The χ-axis (tilt) and the φ-axis (rotation) are used to orient the diffracting planes
of the sample normal to the plane defined by the beam path from X-ray generator and the
detector. The detector is independently controllable from the sample stage, and creates an
angle 2θ with the incident x-ray beam by rotating about the central θ-axis but is otherwise in
a fixed position in space aligned to the source.
For a sample oriented with a surface exactly parallel to the lattice plane under investigation, the χ-axis may be set to 0°, the φ-axis may be set to any value, and θ = ω =
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2θ
2

(where

Figure C.1: HRXRD sample orientation geometries.

θ is the expected Bragg angle) to satisfy Bragg’s law. As the surface deviates from this condition, these other axes become critical, and ω may deviate from θ to observe a diffraction
peak. Nearly all devices and structures in the studies discussed in this document were grown
on substrates offcut (also called miscut or misorientation) to some angle away from a crystal
plane normal. Specifically, the surface normal of these samples were oriented (100), with
offcuts of typically 2° or 6° toward either [110] or [111] planes. Small angle substrate offcuts
are advantageous for QD nucleation [25], as well as the ordering of atoms in InGaP2 [164].
Because of this, some care is necessary in aligning the sample to produce repeatable results.
When the surface of a sample is offcut by some angle α, the set point of the goniometer
necessary to produce a Bragg peak at the detector becomes spread out and periodic in φχωspace. This is due to the fact that the surface normal of the macroscopic surface of the sample is
no longer coincident with the surface normal of the lattice plane. The specific angles necessary
to satisfy Bragg’s law can be determined trigonometrically
ω = α cos (φ)

(C.2)

χ = −α sin (φ)

(C.3)
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Figure C.2: Position (and projections) of the location in φχω-space where the substrate Bragg diffraction peak can be found for a (100) 6° [110] substrate.

for any arbitrary value of φ (which is dependent on placement of the sample on the stage by
the user).
As an example, looking at the (004) diffraction of a GaAs substrate with an offcut angle of
α=6° away from (100) towards [110], a diffraction peak can be found at any value of φ (−180°
to 180°) at some specific value of χ over the range -α ≤ χ ≤ α and at some specific value of
ω ±α away from the expected Bragg angle, θ = 33°. The relationship between these three
coordinates is necessarily sinusoidal due to the geometries involved, and a plot of the points
at which a peak can be found are shown in Figure C.2.
Several measurements were taken along this path, shown on the χ−ω projection in Figure
C.3, and analyzed using an Excel file created to extract period and strain information from
HRXRD data of SLs. The sample used was a test structure consisting only of the periodic
SL discussed in previous chapters grown on a GaAs (100) 6° [110] substrate. Due to the
coupled nature of 2θ − ω scans used in this measurement, there was a systematic variation in
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Figure C.3: Positions in χω-space where HRXRD measurements were taken.

both period, Figure C.4, and stress, Figure C.5, depending on the orientation of the substrate.
Period varied within ±16.7% from a median value, and stress within ±14.8%. Because of this,
it is essential to the consistency of measurements that data from multiple samples or sample
locations occur in the same region of φχω-space.
Two methods are suggested for maintaining consistency between measurements for offcut
samples, both of which place the entirety of the offcut into the χ-axis, allowing ω to be equal
to θ for later analysis. If the precise offcut angle α is known, the goniometer should be set to
χ = ±α and ω = θ. A scan can then be performed varying φ until a peak is found, followed
by a normal high resolution scan about that peak.
0

If the offcut is not known, χ is set to 0° and ω is set to some value of θ + α0 where α is
an educated guess of the offcut angle (which should err on the side of smaller than the actual
offcut angle, rather than larger, as larger values will fail to resolve any peak). A scan is then
performed about φ, which will result in two peaks. To use the previous example, shown in
Figure C.2, if α0 is first assumed as 2°, ω = 33° + 2° = 35°. Scanning through φ with χ fixed at
0° (the φω projection) reveals two peak locations, one near φ = −115° and one near φ = 25°.
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Figure C.4: Extracted period from HRXRD scans at varying points in φχω-space for offcut substrate.

Figure C.5: Extracted strain from HRXRD scans at varying points in φχω-space for offcut substrate.
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Figure C.6: HRXRD map of φω-space for a (100) 6° [110] substrate
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A map of φω-space (χ = 0°) is shown in Figure C.6. Each vertical slice represents the
aforementioned scan through φ space (with ω + α0 ranging from 38.5° to 39.2°), but a map is
shown to clarify. Averaging the two values of φ where a peak is observed gives φ = −45°,
which is then set in the goniometer. Next, a scan of ω is performed with χ and φ fixed (this
is a horizontal slice through Figure C.6), which in this case would find a peak at ω = 39°, the
“peak” of the map in Figure C.6. Subtracting θ = 33° from this new value gives α0 = 6°, equal
to the true α. The first method outlined above may be set up in the goniometer, and a coupled
scan can be run.
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Appendix D
Software
D.1

Photoreflectance Fitting

This software can be found on GitHub [165].
Functions for extracting parameters from photoreflectance data.
These files were created in MATLAB R2013a.
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of
the GNU General Public License v3.
D.1.1

Dependencies

This project requires the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox.
Parts of this project require the free/open-source C++ version of the imaginary error function ‘Faddeeva erfi()’, written by S. G. Johnson, which can be found, along with instructions
on compiling in MATLAB, at: http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva
D.1.2

How to use these scripts

To produce an example photoreflectance deltaR/R plot (TDFF): File needed: prTDFF.m
For, e.g. GaAs: First create a vector of energies to plot over, here 1.3 to 1.5 eV in steps of 1
meV:
E= 1.3 : 0.001 : 1.5;
Then calculate the corresponding PR signal with a call to ‘prTDFF.m’. In this example: Eg
= 1.42 eV gamma = 0.01 eV hO = 0.001 eV theta = 0 m = 2.5 A = 1e-4
PR = prTDFF(E, 1.42, 0.01, 0.001, 0, 2.5, 1e-4);
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Which is then plotted:
plot(E, PR);
Please see the comments at the top of ‘prTDFF.m’ for more information.
To produce an example photoreflectance deltaR/R plot (FDFF):
Files needed:
prFDFF.m prCHF.m (Also requires ‘Faddeeva erfi()’ as listed in the dependencies section
above)
For, e.g. a bound quantum well state: First create a vector of energies to plot over, here 1.1
to 1.4 eV in steps of 1 meV:
E = 1.1 : 0.001 : 1.4;
Then calculate the corresponding PR signal with a call to ‘prFDFF.m’. In this example: Eg
= 1.21 eV gamma = 0.01 eV theta = 0 A = 1e-4
PR = prFDFF(E, 1.21, 0.01, 0, 1e-4);
Which is then plotted:
plot(E, PR);
Please see the comments at the top of ‘prFDFF.m’ for more information.
To fit data against (n) oscillators using MultiFit:
Files needed: prTDFF.m prMultiFit.m prMultiFitSetup.m prFDFFn.m prTDFFn.m prCHF.m
(Also requires ‘Faddeeva erfi()’ as listed in the dependencies section above)
This method fits an arbitrary, user defined mix of FDFF and TDFF oscillators.
Import experimental data to MATLAB. In this example, x-data is ’E’ and y-data is ’PR’.
Make a vector of educated guesses of where the oscillators lie:
initial = [1.1, 1.16, 1.23, 1.37, 1.42];
Next, define an oscillator type for each of those energies:
type = [1, 1, 1, 1, 3];
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In this example, the first 4 oscillators will use the FDFF by setting the ’type(1:4)’ to 1, while
the fifth oscillator will use the TDFF by setting ’type(5)’ to 3.
Make a call to ‘prMultiFit.m‘ using the experimental data and the ’initial’ vector. Here we
set testFit and testGOF to the fit output and goodness of fit output, respectively. Since the
vector ’initial’ has 5 values, a 5-oscillator fit will be created and used.
[testFit, testGOF] = prMultiFit(E, PR, initial, type);
This function accepts additional inputs (default is listed first):
fixM: ’true’ or ’false’. This fixes the m-exponent to 2.5 (true) or sets it as a floating fitting
parameter (false).
couplePhase: ’false’ or ’true’. This allows each oscillator to have a separate phase term, or
couples all oscillators to one phase parameter.
plotFitOnly: ’false’ or ’true’. Plots the resulting fit against the data (true) or checks against
’plotAll’.
plotAll: ’true’ or ’false’: Plots the fit as well as the component functions (true) or does not
plot anything (false).
The fitting process flow is as follows: ‘prMultiFit.m’ calls ‘prTDFFn.m’ and/or ‘prFDFFn.m’
which returns the equation to fit against, as well as all coefficients in a vector. It then creates
a fittype, followed by a call to ‘prMultiFitSetup.m’ where the starting point, and upper and
lower bounds are set. If the fit() is resulting in poor fits or is hitting boundaries, they should
be changed within the setup file. The fit() is then performed. Here the tolerance and number
of iterations can be changed. Finally any plotting is performed.
D.1.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

prMultiFit.m

function [myFit,myGof]=prMultiFit(x,y,initial,type,varargin)
% prMultiFit returns a fit and a gof against the input x and y data, using
% the sum of n oscillators defined by either prFDFF or prTDFF depending on
% the contentes of the ’type’ vector.
%
Inputs:
%
x: x-values of experimental data (energy) [eV] {vector expected}
%
y: y-values of experimental data (deltaR/R) [unitless]
%
{vector expected}
%
initial: Estimates of oscillator energy [eV]
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

{scalar or vector expected}
type: Declaration of functional form to use for each item in
’initial’
Optional Inputs:
’couplePhase’: ’false’: (default) allows independent phase term
fits for each oscillator.
’true’: locks all phase terms as one parameter
within each functional form. e.g.: all
prFDFF oscillators will share one phase
term, and all prTFDD oscillators will share
one phase term.
Outputs:
myFit: MATLAB fit output [various] {cfit}
myGof: MATLAB goodness of fit output [various] {struct}
Example:
initial = [1.1, 1.3, 1.42]; %Three oscillators, at these energies
type = [1, 1, 3]; %The first two will use prFDFF, the third, prTDFF
[testFit,testGof]=prMultiFit(x,y,initial,type) %Perform fit
This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
project: photoreflectance. It requires the free/open-source
C++ version of erfi(): Faddeeva_erfi(), written by S. G. Johnson, which
can be found, along with instructions on compiling, at:
http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva
Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

p = inputParser;
addOptional(p,’couplePhase’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’fixM’,’true’);
addOptional(p,’plotFitOnly’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’plotAll’,’true’);
parse(p,varargin{:});

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

n=length(initial);
myEq=’’;
myCoeff={};
F_iter=1;
T_iter=1;
if not(length(initial)==length(type))
err = MException(’typeN:OutOfRange’, ...
’Vectors ’’initial’’ and ’’type’’ must be the same length.’);
throw(err)
end

57
58

for i=1:n
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switch type(i)
case 1 %Use prFDFF
[tempEq, tempCoeff] = prFDFFn(1, ’iteration’, F_iter,...
’couplePhase’, p.Results.couplePhase);
myEq = strcat(myEq, tempEq, ’ + ’);
myCoeff = horzcat(myCoeff, tempCoeff);
F_iter = F_iter + 1;
case 3 %Use prTDFF
[tempEq, tempCoeff] = prTDFFn(1, ’iteration’, T_iter,...
’couplePhase’, p.Results.couplePhase, ’fixM’,...
p.Results.fixM);
myEq = strcat(myEq, tempEq, ’ + ’);
myCoeff = horzcat(myCoeff, tempCoeff);
T_iter = T_iter + 1;
case ’fko’ %Use prFKO
% placeholder for future code, see alternative branch of
% github repository photoreflectance.
otherwise
err = MException(’type:OutOfRange’, ...
’Type value is outside expected range (1, 3,’’fko’’)’);
throw(err)
end
if i==n
myEq=myEq(1:end-2);
end

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

end

85
86
87

myFitType=fittype(myEq, ’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’coefficients’, myCoeff);

88
89
90

[start,upper,lower]=prMultiFitSetup(x,initial, myCoeff, ’couplePhase’,...
p.Results.couplePhase);

91
92
93
94

[myFit,myGof]=fit(x,y,myFitType,’StartPoint’, start, ’Upper’, upper,...
’Lower’, lower, ’MaxFunEvals’, 5000, ’MaxIter’, 5000,...
’TolFun’, 1e-10, ’TolX’, 1e-10, ’DiffMinChange’, 1e-12);

95
96
97

myPlot=plot(myFit,’k’,x,y);
set(myPlot,’LineWidth’, 3);

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

%Build plots based on variable inputs
if strcmp(p.Results.plotFitOnly, ’true’)
myPlot=plot(myFit,’k’,x,y);
set(myPlot,’LineWidth’, 3);
elseif strcmp(p.Results.plotAll, ’true’)
myPlot=plot(myFit,’k’,x,y);
set(myPlot,’LineWidth’, 3);
fitCoeff=coeffvalues(myFit);
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108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

fitCoeffNames=coeffnames(myFit);
F_iter=1;
T_iter=1;
for j=1:n
switch type(j)
case 1
%y=prFDFF(E,En,gamma,theta,A)
myName=strcat(’EnF’,num2str(F_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myEnF=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

118
119
120
121

myName=strcat(’gammaF’,num2str(F_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myGammaF=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’)
myName=’thetaF00’;
else
myName=strcat(’thetaF’,num2str(F_iter,’%02d’));
end
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myThetaF=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

130
131
132
133

myName=strcat(’AF’,num2str(F_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myAF=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

134
135
136
137
138

myFDFF(:,F_iter)=prFDFF(x, myEnF, myGammaF,...
myThetaF, myAF);
F_iter = F_iter + 1;

139
140
141
142
143
144

case 3
%f=prTDFF(x,Eg,gamma,hO,theta,m,A)
myName=strcat(’EnT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myEnT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

145
146
147
148

myName=strcat(’gammaT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myGammaT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

149
150
151
152

myName=strcat(’hOT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myHOT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

153
154
155
156

if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’)
myName=’thetaT00’;
else

158

myName=strcat(’thetaT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
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end
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myThetaT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

158
159
160
161

if strcmp(p.Results.fixM, ’true’)
myMT=2.5;
else
myName=strcat(’mT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myMT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);
end

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

myName=strcat(’AT’,num2str(T_iter,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myAT=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

170
171
172
173

myTDFF(:,T_iter)=prTDFF(x, myEnT, myGammaT,...
myHOT, myThetaT, myMT, myAT);
T_iter = T_iter + 1;
case ’fko’
otherwise
err = MException(’type:OutOfRange’, ...
[’Type value is outside expected range’...
’(1, 3, ’’fko’’)’]);
throw(err)

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

end
end
hold on
if exist(’myFDFF’, ’var’)
plot(x,myFDFF, ’linewidth’, 1);
end
if exist(’myTDFF’, ’var’)
plot(x,myTDFF, ’linewidth’, 1);
end
hold off

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

end

193
194

end

D.1.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

prMultiFitSetup.m

function [start,upper,lower]=prMultiFitSetup(x,initial,myCoeff,varargin)
% prMultiFitSetup returns vectors describing initial conditions, as well as
% upper and lower bounds for the fitting function.
%
Inputs:
%
x: x-values of experimental data [eV] {vector expected}
% initial: Estimates of oscillator energy [eV]
%
{scalar or vector expected}
% myCoeff: Names of coefficients used in the equation, as output by
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

prTDFFn.m and/or prFDFFn.m.
Optional Inputs:
’couplePhase’: ’false’: (default) allows independent phase term
fits for each oscillator.
’true’: locks all phase terms as one parameter.
Outputs:
start: Starting point of all parameters [various] {vector}
upper: Upper bounds of all parameters [various] {vector}
lower: Lower bounds of all parameters [various] {vector}
This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
project: photoreflectance.
Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

25
26

%=====User editable to change functionality and range======================

27
28

%==== Ranges for prFDFF parameters

29
30
31
32

%Value erangeF determines percentage change allowed via bounds for
%energy. E.g. 0.15 means 15% higher or lower than the input guess.
erangeF=0.10;

33
34
35
36

gammaFstart=0.05;
gammaFup=1;
gammaFlow=0.0001;

%Broadining factor initial value [eV]
%Broadining factor maximum [eV]
%Broadining factor minimum [eV]

thetaFstart=0;
thetaFup=2*pi;
thetaFlow=-2*pi;

%Phase factor initial value [radian]
%Phase factor maximum [radian]
%Phase factor minimum [radian]

AFstart=0.001;
AFup=.01;
AFlow=.0000001;

%Amplitude factor initial value [unitless]
%Amplitude factor maximum [unitless]
%Amplitude factor minimum [unitless]

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

%===== End of ranges for prFDFF parameters

47
48
49

%===== Ranges for prTDFF parameters

50
51
52
53

%Value erangeT determines percentage change allowed via bounds for
%energy. E.g. 0.15 means 15% higher or lower than the input guess.
erangeT=0.2;

54
55
56
57

gammaTstart=0.05;
gammaTup=1;
gammaTlow=0.0001;

%Broadining factor initial value [eV]
%Broadining factor maximum [eV]
%Broadining factor minimum [eV]
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58
59
60
61
62
63

%Electro-optical factor dependents include E-field and interband
%effective mass
hOTstart=0.01;
%Electro-optical factor initial value [eV]
hOTup=1;
%Electro-optical factor maximum [eV]
hOTlow=0.00001;
%Electro-optical factor minimum [eV]

64
65
66
67

thetaTstart=0;
thetaTup=pi;
thetaTlow=-pi;

%Phase factor initial value [radian]
%Phase factor maximum [radian]
%Phase factor minimum [radian]

68
69
70
71
72
73
74

%Exponent factor. m=2.5: 3D critical point; m=3: 2D critical point. If
%using anything other than m=2.5, you should probably be treating this
%as a FDFF oscillator, though the option is left in.
mTstart=2.5;
%Exponent factor initial value [unitless]
mTup=4;
%Exponent factor maximum [unitless]
mTlow=2;
%Exponent factor minimum [unitless]

75
76
77
78

ATstart=0.001;
ATup=1e-2;
ATlow=1e-7;

%Amplitude factor initial value [unitless]
%Amplitude factor maximum [unitless]
%Amplitude factor minimum [unitless]

79
80

% End of ranges for prTDFF parameters

81
82
83
84
85
86

%==========================================================================
EnFplus=1+erangeF;
EnFminus=1-erangeF;
EnFmax=max(x)*0.999;
EnFmin=min(x)*1.001;

87
88
89
90
91

EnTplus=1+erangeT;
EnTminus=1-erangeT;
EnTmax=max(x)*0.999;
EnTmin=min(x)*1.001;

92
93
94
95
96

p = inputParser;
addOptional(p,’couplePhase’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’fixM’,’true’);
parse(p,varargin{:});

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

cLength=length(myCoeff);
start(cLength)=zeros;
upper(cLength)=zeros;
lower(cLength)=zeros;
initialIndex = 1;
for i=1:cLength
switchparam = char(myCoeff(i));
switch switchparam(1:end-2)
%===Setup ranges for prFDFF parameters
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107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

case ’EnF’
%First check to make sure the generatated bounds on the
%guesses of energy are inside the data, if not set to just
%inside the data range.
if initial(initialIndex)*EnFplus > EnFmax
EnFup=EnFmax;
else
EnFup=initial(initialIndex)*EnFplus;
end
if initial(initialIndex)*EnFminus < EnFmin
EnFlow=EnFmin;
else
EnFlow=initial(initialIndex)*EnFminus;
end
start(i)=initial(initialIndex);
upper(i)=EnFup;
lower(i)=EnFlow;
initialIndex = initialIndex + 1;
case ’gammaF’
start(i)=gammaFstart;
upper(i)=gammaFup;
lower(i)=gammaFlow;
case ’thetaF’
start(i)=thetaFstart;
upper(i)=thetaFup;
lower(i)=thetaFlow;
case ’AF’
start(i)=AFstart;
upper(i)=AFup;
lower(i)=AFlow;
%===End setup ranges for prFDFF parameters

138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

%===Setup ranges for prTDFF parameters
case ’EnT’
%First check to make sure the generatated bounds on the
%guesses of energy are inside the data, if not set to just
%inside the data range.
if initial(initialIndex)*EnTplus > EnTmax
EnTup=EnTmax;
else
EnTup=initial(initialIndex)*EnTplus;
end
if initial(initialIndex)*EnTminus < EnTmin
EnTlow=EnTmin;
else
EnTlow=initial(initialIndex)*EnTminus;
end
start(i)=initial(initialIndex);
upper(i)=EnTup;
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lower(i)=EnTlow;
initialIndex = initialIndex + 1;
case ’gammaT’
start(i)=gammaTstart;
upper(i)=gammaTup;
lower(i)=gammaTlow;
case ’hOT’
start(i)=hOTstart;
upper(i)=hOTup;
lower(i)=hOTlow;
case ’thetaT’
start(i)=thetaTstart;
upper(i)=thetaTup;
lower(i)=thetaTlow;
case ’mT’
start(i)=mTstart;
upper(i)=mTup;
lower(i)=mTlow;
case ’AT’
start(i)=ATstart;
upper(i)=ATup;
lower(i)=ATlow;
%===End setup ranges for prTDFF parameters

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

end

179

end

180
181

end
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prFDFFn.m

function [myEq,myCoeff]=prFDFFn(n,varargin)
% prFDFFn builds a string defining the sum of (n) oscillators of the
% equation presented in prfDFF.m.
%
Inputs:
%
n: Number of oscillators to use [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Optional Inputs:
%
’couplePhase’: ’false’: (default) allows independent phase term
%
fits for each oscillator.
%
’true’: locks all phase terms as one parameter.
%
Outputs:
%
myEq: Equation to use in building a fittype {string}
%
myCoeff: List of parameter names used in myEq {vector}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoreflectance.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

20
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p = inputParser;
addOptional(p,’couplePhase’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’iteration’,0);
parse(p,varargin{:});

21
22
23
24
25

myEq=’’;
myCoeff={};
if p.Results.iteration > 0 && n > 1
err = MException(’n:OutOfRange’, ...
’If ’’iteration’’ is specified, n must equal 1’);
throw(err)
end
for i=1:n
if p.Results.iteration == 0
nx=num2str(i,’%02d’);
else
nx=num2str(p.Results.iteration,’%02d’);
end
EnFx=strcat(’EnF’,nx);
gammaFx=strcat(’gammaF’,nx);
AFx=strcat(’AF’,nx);
%The Coefficient vector is built differently depending on if the
%phase term is fixed or not. If phase is fixed, theta1 is the only
%phase parameter, which is used in each function call. Otherwise
%they are enumerated as the rest of the parameters.
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’) && (i > 1 ...
|| (p.Results.iteration > 1))
thetaFx=’thetaF00’;
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnFx, gammaFx, AFx});
else
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’)...
&& (p.Results.iteration <= 1)
thetaFx=’thetaF00’;
else
thetaFx=strcat(’thetaF’,nx);
end
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnFx, gammaFx, thetaFx, AFx});
end
myEq=strcat(myEq, ’prFDFF(x, ’, EnFx, ’,’, gammaFx, ’,’,...
thetaFx, ’,’, AFx, ’) +’);
end
%remove trailing ’ +’
myEq=myEq(1:end-2);

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

end
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prFDFF.m

function f=prFDFF(E,En,gamma,theta,A)
% prFDFF returns the first-derivative Gaussian lineshape for confined
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% carrier photoreflectance:
%
Inputs:
%
E: Energy [eV] {vector expected}
%
En: Oscillator energy [eV] {scalar expected}
%
gamma: Broadning factor [eV] {scalar expected}
%
theta: Phase term [radians] {scalar expected}
%
A: Amplitude factor [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Outputs:
%
f: Output delR/R [proportinal to eVˆ3] {vector}
%
%
The formula is taken from eq. 7a, page 3810 of [1].
%
%
This was written in MATLAB R2013a, and requires the free/open-source
%
C++ version of erfi(): Faddeeva_erfi(), written by S. G. Johnson, which
%
can be found, along with instructions on compiling, at:
%
http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva
%
% [1]Y. S. Huang, H. Qiang, F. H. Pollak, J. Lee, and B. Elman,
% ‘‘Electroreflectance study of a symmetrically coupled
% GaAs/Ga0.77Al0.23As double quantum well system,’’ Journal of Applied
% Physics, vol. 70, no. 7, p. 3808, 10/1/1991 1991. DOI: 10.1063/1.349184
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoreflectance.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

31

% Begin with equation 6b [1].
a0=(E-En)./gamma;
% Compute eq. 3d [1], psi(1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2), the confluent hypergeometric
% function (see comments in chfPR.m).
a1=prCHF(a0);
% Then: eq. 3e [1].
a2=-(pi/2)ˆ(1/2).*a0.*exp(-(a0.ˆ2./2));
% Finally, compute one element j of eq. 7a [1].
f=A.*(sin(theta).*a1+cos(theta).*a2);

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

end
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prCHF.m

function f=prCHF(x)
% prCHF computes psi(1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2), where psi is the confluent
% hypergeometric function. This precise function definition is difficult to
% calculate in MATLAB without invoking the symbolic toolbox, which
% considerably increases computation time (˜4 orders of magnitude larger
% than this method). An alternative form was determined with WolframAlpha
% by searching for:
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8
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27
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

"confluent hypergeometric function (1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2)"
The alternate form makes use of the imaginary error function. While not
included in MATLAB (without also invoking the symbolic toolbox), a
free/open-source C++ version of erfi() was written by S. G. Johnson, and
can be found at:
http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva
Instructions for compiling it in MATLAB can also be found there.
This particular function, psi(1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2), was taken from equation 3d
of [1].
[1]Y. S. Huang, H. Qiang, F. H. Pollak, J. Lee, and B. Elman,
‘‘Electroreflectance study of a symmetrically coupled
GaAs/Ga0.77Al0.23As double quantum well system,’’ Journal of Applied
Physics, vol. 70, no. 7, p. 3808, 10/1/1991 1991. DOI: 10.1063/1.349184
This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
project: photoreflectance.
Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

%prCHF(x) would return NaN or InF if x < -37, x > 37, or x = 0 due to
%Faddeeva_erfi(x/sqrt(2)) returning Inf. The modification to x here
%prevents this from happening, and is of negligible consequence to the
%functional form. For 0 < x <= 1e-13, Faddeeva_erfi(x) produces a
%result equal to or less than its nominal tolerance for
%Faddeeva_erfi(0) = 0, but prevents the rest of the function from
%producing NaN.
x(x<-37)=-37;
x(x>37)=37;
x(x==0)=1e-13;

41
42
43
44

a1=(1-(sqrt(-x).*Faddeeva_erfi(x./sqrt(2)))./(sqrt(x)));
a2=((2*sqrt(2).*exp((x.ˆ2)/2).*sqrt(x))./((-x).ˆ(3/2)));
a3=(exp(-(x.ˆ2)./2).*sqrt(-x).*sqrt(x));

45
46

f=real((a3.*(-2.*sqrt(pi).*a1-a2)./sqrt(2)));

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

%The symbolic toolbox code is included here for reference, but as
%mentioned it takes ˜1e4 times as long to run.
%
% prCHF computes psi(1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2), the confluent
%
% hypergeometric function. This function is difficult in MATLAB,
%
% using the form psi=eˆ(-xˆ2/2) * exponential integral of
%
% (n, -xˆ2/2) where n = 3/2 computed as an alternative form from
%
% WolframAlpha call of:
%
%
"confluent hypergeometric function (1, 1/2, -xˆ2/2)"
%
x(x<-37)=-37;
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%
%
%
%
%
%

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

end
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x(x>37)=37;
x(x==0)=1e-13;
xS=sym(x);
a1=exp(-(x.ˆ2./2));
a2=double(expint(3/2,-(xS.ˆ2)/2));
f=real(a1.*a2);

prTDFFn.m

function [myEq,myCoeff]=prTDFFn(n,varargin)
% prTDFFn builds a string defining the sum of (n) oscillators of the
% equation presented in prTDFF.m.
%
Inputs:
%
n: Number of oscillators to use [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Optional Inputs:
%
’couplePhase’: ’false’: (default) allows independent phase term
%
fits for each oscillator.
%
’true’: locks all phase terms as one parameter.
%
’fixM’: ’true’: (default) locks the exponent ’m’ as 2.5, typical
%
for a three dimentional critical point.
%
’false’: allows independent ’m’ term for each oscillator.
%
Outputs:
%
myEq: Equation to use in building a fittype {string}
%
myCoeff: List of parameter names used in myEq {vector}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoreflectance.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

23
24
25
26
27
28

p = inputParser;
addOptional(p,’couplePhase’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’fixM’,’true’);
addOptional(p,’iteration’,0);
parse(p,varargin{:});

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

myEq=’’;
myCoeff={};
if p.Results.iteration > 0 && n > 1
err = MException(’n:OutOfRange’, ...
’If ’’iteration’’ is specified, n must equal 1’);
throw(err)
end
for i=1:n
if p.Results.iteration == 0
nx=num2str(i,’%02d’);
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else
nx=num2str(p.Results.iteration,’%02d’);
end
hOTx=strcat(’hOT’,nx);
ATx=strcat(’AT’,nx);
EnTx=strcat(’EnT’,nx);
gammaTx=strcat(’gammaT’,nx);
%The Coefficient vector is built differently depending on what
%(from phase and m terms) are fixed. If phase is fixed, theta1 is
%the only phase parameter, which is used in each function call.
%Otherwise they are enumerated as the rest of the parameters. If
%m is fixed, it is simply set to 2.5 and not included as a
%parameter at all.
if strcmp(p.Results.fixM, ’true’)
mTx=’2.5’;
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’) && (i > 1 ...
|| (p.Results.iteration > 1))
thetaTx=’thetaT00’;
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnTx, gammaTx, hOTx, ATx});
else
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’)...
&& (p.Results.iteration <= 1)
thetaTx=’thetaT00’;
else
thetaTx=strcat(’thetaT’,nx);
end
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnTx, gammaTx, hOTx, thetaTx,...
ATx});
end
else
mTx=strcat(’mT’,nx);
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’) && (i > 1 ...
|| (p.Results.iteration > 1))
thetaTx=’thetaT00’;
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnTx, gammaTx, hOTx, mTx, ATx});
else
if strcmp(p.Results.couplePhase, ’true’)...
&& (p.Results.iteration <= 1)
thetaTx=’thetaT00’;
else
thetaTx=strcat(’thetaT’,nx);
end
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnTx, gammaTx, hOTx, thetaTx,...
mTx, ATx});
end
end
myEq=strcat(myEq, ’prTDFF(x,’, EnTx, ’,’, gammaTx, ’,’, hOTx,...
’,’, thetaTx, ’,’, mTx, ’,’, ATx, ’) +’);

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

end
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%remove trailing ’ +’
myEq=myEq(1:end-2);

89
90
91

end
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prTDFF.m

function f=prTDFF(x,Eg,gamma,hO,theta,m,A)
% prTDFF returns the calculated low-field deltaR/R based on several inputs.
%
Inputs:
%
x: Energy [eV] {vector expected}
%
Eg: Oscillator energy [eV] {scalar expected}
%
gamma: Broadning factor [eV] {scalar expected}
%
theta: Phase term [radians] {scalar expected}
%
m: Exponent (from dimentionality of CPs) [unitless]
%
{scalar expected}
%
A: Amplitude factor [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Outputs:
%
f: delR/R [proportinal to eVˆ3] {vector}
%
%
If all values in [eV] are replaced with [J], the function is still
%
valid, though that may only hold for this file and not the overall
%
program. The formula is taken from eq. 4a, page 284 of [1].
%
% [1]F. H. Pollak and H. Shen, "Modulation spectroscopy of semiconductors:
% bulk/thin film, microstructures, surfaces/interfaces and devices,"
% Materials Science and Engineering: R: Reports, vol. 10, no. 7-8,
% pp. xv-374, Oct. 1993. DOI: 10.1016/0927-796X(93)90004-M
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoreflectance.
%
% Copyright 2014, Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.
%
f=real(A.*exp(1i.*theta).*(x-Eg+1i.*gamma).ˆ-m);
end

D.2

Photoluminescence Fitting

This software can be found on GitHub [166].
Functions for extracting parameters from photoluminescence data.
These files were created in MATLAB R2013a.
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of
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the GNU General Public License v3.
D.2.1

Dependencies

This project requires the Curve Fitting Toolbox in MATLAB.
D.2.2

How to use these scripts

To produce an example Gaussian plot Files needed: plGauss.m
For, e.g. GaAs: First create a column vector of energies to plot over, here 1.3 to 1.5 eV in
steps of 1 meV:
E = (1.3 : 0.001 : 1.5)’;
Then calculate the corresponding PL signal with a call to ‘plGauss.m’. In this example: En
= 1.42 eV (Center of the signal) c = 0.1 eV (half-width half-max of the signal) A = 10 (amplitude
of the signal)
PL = plGauss(E, 1.42, 0.1, 10);
Which is then plotted:
plot(E, PL);
Please see the comments at the top of ‘plGauss.m’ for more information.
To fit data against (n) Gaussians: Files needed: plGauss.m plGaussFit.m plGaussFitSetup.m
plGaussn.m
Import experimental data to MATLAB. In this example, x-data is ’E’ and y-data is ’PL’.
Make a vector of educated guesses of where the oscillators lie:
initial = [1.21,1.38,1.42];
Make a call to ‘plGaussFit.m‘ using the experimental data and the ’initial’ vector. Here
we set testFit and testGOF to the fit output and goodness of fit output, respectively. Since
the vector ’initial’ has 3 values, a 3-oscillator fit will be created and used. Other outputs are
the integrated areas of each Gaussian, as well as the data of each Gaussian, as though it was
called by the output of each fit as described above.
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[testFit, testGOF, testArea, testGauss] = ...
prTDFFFit(E, PL, initial);
The fitting process flow is as follows: ‘plGaussFit.m’ calls ‘plGaussn.m’ which returns the
equation to fit against, as well as all coefficients in a vector. It then creates a fittype, followed
by a call to ‘plGaussFitSetup.m’ where the starting point, and upper and lower bounds are
set. If the fit() is resulting in poor fits or is hitting boundaries, they should be changed within
the setup file. The fit() is then performed. Here the tolerance and number of iterations can
be changed. Finally any plotting is performed. Outputs are the MATLAB structs fitobject
as ‘testFit’ and goodness of fit ‘testGOF’ as well as the numerically integrated (trapezoidal
method) area of each Gaussian ‘testArea’ and the output of the call to ‘plGauss.m’ with the
results of each component Gaussian in ‘testGauss’ so they can easily be plotted or copied to
another program.
D.2.3
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plGaussFit.m

function [myFit, myGof, myArea, myGauss] = plGaussFit(x, y, Eini, varargin)
% plGaussFit returns the MATLAB structs fitobject, goodness of fit, and
% the numerically integrated (trapezoidal method) area of each Gaussian
% testArea and the output of the call to plGauss.m with the results of each
% component Gaussian in testGauss so they can easily be plotted or copied
% to another program, against the input x and y data, using
% the sum of n oscillators defined by plGauss.
%
Inputs:
%
x: x-values of experimental data (energy) [eV] {vector expected}
%
y: y-values of experimental data (photoluminescence) [unitless]
%
{vector expected}
%
initial: Estimates of oscillator energy [eV]
%
{scalar or vector expected}
%
Outputs:
%
myFit: MATLAB fit [various] {cfit}
%
myGof: MATLAB goodness of fit [various] {struct}
%
myArea: Trapezoidal integrated area of fits {array}
%
myGauss: Output of Gaussian function {array}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoluminescence.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

26
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p = inputParser;
addOptional(p,’plotFitOnly’,’false’);
addOptional(p,’plotAll’,’true’);
addOptional(p,’cini’,nan(length(Eini)));
addOptional(p,’Aini’,nan(length(Eini)));
parse(p,varargin{:});

33
34

n=length(Eini);

35
36

[myEq, myCoeff]=plGaussn(n);

37
38
39

myFitType=fittype(myEq, ’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’coefficients’, myCoeff);

40
41
42

[start,upper,lower]=plGaussFitSetup(x, Eini, myCoeff, ...
p.Results.cini, p.Results.Aini);

43
44
45
46

[myFit,myGof]=fit(x,y,myFitType,’StartPoint’, start, ’Upper’, upper,...
’Lower’, lower, ’MaxFunEvals’, 5000, ’MaxIter’, 5000,...
’TolFun’, 1e-10, ’TolX’, 1e-10, ’DiffMinChange’, 1e-12);

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
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%Build plots based on variable inputs
if strcmp(p.Results.plotFitOnly, ’true’)
myPlot=plot(myFit,’k’,x,y);
set(myPlot,’LineWidth’, 3);
elseif strcmp(p.Results.plotAll, ’true’)
myPlot=plot(myFit,’k’,x,y);
set(myPlot,’LineWidth’, 3);
fitCoeff=coeffvalues(myFit);
fitCoeffNames=coeffnames(myFit);
myGauss=zeros(length(x), n);
myArea(n)=zeros;
for j=1:n
myName=strcat(’EnG’,num2str(j,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myEnG=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

63
64
65
66

myName=strcat(’cG’,num2str(j,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
mycG=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

67
68
69
70

myName=strcat(’AG’,num2str(j,’%02d’));
boolIndex = strcmp(myName, fitCoeffNames);
myAG=fitCoeff(boolIndex);

71
72
73
74
75

myGauss(:,j)=plGauss(x, myEnG, mycG, myAG);
myArea(j)=trapz(plGauss(x, myEnG, mycG, myAG));
end
hold on
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plot(x,myGauss, ’linewidth’, 1);
hold off

76
77

end

78
79

end

D.2.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

plGaussFitSetup.m

function [start, upper, lower] = plGaussFitSetup(x, Eini, myCoeff, cini, Aini)
% plGaussFitSetup returns vectors describing initial conditions, as well as
% upper and lower bounds for the fitting function.
%
Inputs:
%
x: x-values of experimental data [eV] {vector expected}
% initial: Estimates of oscillator energy [eV]
%
{scalar or vector expected}
% myCoeff: Names of coefficients used in the equation, as output by
%
plGaussn.m {vector expected}
%
Outputs:
%
start: Starting point of all parameters [various] {vector}
%
upper: Upper bounds of all parameters [various] {vector}
%
lower: Lower bounds of all parameters [various] {vector}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoluminescence.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

%=====User editable to change functionality and range======================
%Value erange determines percentage change allowed
%via bounds for energy. E.g. 0.02 means 2% higher
%or lower than the input guess. 0.004 used for PR
%see https://github.com/spolly/photoreflectance
erangeF=0.004; %[eV]

28
29
30
31
32

%Boundary conditions
cGstart=10e-3; %Half-width half-max (HWHM) starting point [eV]
cGup=25e-3;
%HWHM maximum [eV]
cGlow=1e-5;
%HWHM minimum [eV]

33
34
35
36

AGstart=5e-2;
AGup=1e2;
AGlow=1e-8;

%Amplitude starting point [arb.]
%Amplitude maximum [arb.]
%Amplitude minimum [arb.]

37
38

%==========================================================================

39
40
41
42

EnGplus=1+erangeF;
EnGminus=1-erangeF;
EnGmax=max(x)*0.999;
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EnGmin=min(x)*1.001;

43
44

cLength=length(myCoeff);
start(cLength)=zeros;
upper(cLength)=zeros;
lower(cLength)=zeros;
initialIndex = 1;
for i=1:cLength
switchparam = char(myCoeff(i));
switch switchparam(1:end-2)
case ’EnG’
%First check to make sure the generatated bounds on the
%guesses of energy are inside the data, if not set to just
%inside the data range.
if Eini(initialIndex)*EnGplus > EnGmax
EnGup=EnGmax;
else
EnGup=Eini(initialIndex)*EnGplus;
end
if Eini(initialIndex)*EnGminus < EnGmin
EnGlow=EnGmin;
else
EnGlow=Eini(initialIndex)*EnGminus;
end
start(i)=Eini(initialIndex);
upper(i)=EnGup;
lower(i)=EnGlow;
case ’cG’
if isnan(cini(initialIndex))
start(i)=cGstart;
else
start(i)=cini(initialIndex);
end
upper(i)=cGup;
lower(i)=cGlow;
case ’AG’
if isnan(Aini(initialIndex))
start(i)=AGstart;
else
start(i)=Aini(initialIndex);
end
start(i)=AGstart;
upper(i)=AGup;
lower(i)=AGlow;
initialIndex = initialIndex + 1;
end
end

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

end
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D.2.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

plGaussn.m

function [myEq,myCoeff]=plGaussn(n)
% plGaussn builds a string defining the sum of (n) Gaussian functions of
% the equation presented in plGauss.m, as well as a vector of corrisponding
% coefficient names.
%
Inputs:
%
n: Number of Gaussians to use [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Outputs:
%
myEq: Equation to use in building a fittype {string}
%
myCoeff: List of parameter names used in myEq {vector}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoluminescence.
%
% Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
% This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

17

myEq=’’;
myCoeff={};
for i=1:n
nGx=num2str(i,’%02d’);
EnGx=strcat(’EnG’,nGx);
cGx=strcat(’cG’,nGx);
AGx=strcat(’AG’,nGx);
%f = plGauss(x, Eg, c, A)
myEq=strcat(myEq, ’plGauss(x, ’, EnGx, ’, ’, cGx, ’, ’, AGx,...
’) +’);
myCoeff=horzcat(myCoeff, {EnGx, cGx, AGx});
end
%remove trailing ’ +’
myEq=myEq(1:end-2);

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

end

D.2.6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

plGauss.m

function f = plGauss(x, En, c, A)
% plGauss returns a Gaussian function.
%
Inputs:
%
x: Energy [eV] {vector expected}
%
En: Oscillator energy [eV] {scalar expected}
%
c: Standard deviation (HWHM) [eV] {scalar expected}
%
A: Amplitude factor [unitless] {scalar expected}
%
Outputs:
%
f: Gaussian [arb.] {vector}
%
% This function file was written in MATLAB R2013a, and is part of the
% project: photoluminescence.
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13
14
15
16

%
%
%
%

Copyright 2014 Stephen J. Polly, RIT
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.

17
18
19

f = A.*exp(-((x-En).ˆ2)./(2.*(c.ˆ2)));
end
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Glossary
η efficiency. 99
AFM atomic force microscopy. 7, 21, 32, 83
AFRL Air Force Research Lab. 109, 110, 112
AM0 air-mass zero. 4, 9, 36, 37, 40, 42, 45, 110, 112, 134, 135, 137, 138, 142, 144, 146
AM1.5G air-mass 1.5 (global). 3, 4, 134, 135, 138, 144
AR anti-reflection. 2, 36, 59, 60, 102, 119
CB conduction band. 10, 12, 18, 19, 21, 27, 31, 34, 47, 123
CET continuum elasticity theory. 65, 77, 81, 82, 91
DFENCE quantum dots-in-a-fence. 65
DMM digital multimeter. 23, 25
DOS density of states. 122, 123
DUT device under test. 23
Eg bandgap energy. 2, 3, 10, 12, 65, 124, 129, 135, 144
EL electroluminescence. 23
EQE external quantum efficiency. 36, 44, 45, 47, 49, 73, 74, 112
ESA European Space Agency. 116
FDFF first-derivative functional form. 26, 27, 54, 56, 155, 156
FF fill factor. 96, 97, 99, 135
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GRC Glenn Research Center. 31, 36, 129
HMI hydrargyrum medium-arc iodide lamp. 134, 135, 137, 138, 146
HRXRD high resolution XRD. 148, 150
HT high-temperature. 32, 69, 70
IMax current at the MPP. 135
ISC short-circuit current. 135, 142, 144, 147
IB intermediate band. 6, 12, 13, 17, 27, 34, 66, 74, 94, 118
IBSC intermediate band solar cell. 6, 11–20, 27, 30, 31, 38, 51, 57, 64–66, 74, 75, 94, 107, 118,
120
IMM inverted metamorphic. 10
IMRR international measurement round-robin. 135, 142, 144
IR infrared. 28–30, 134, 135, 140
ISS International Space Station. 109, 112
JSC short-circuit current density. 36, 40, 41, 43, 69, 70, 73, 96, 102, 104, 110, 112
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 116
LAPSS large area pulsed solar simulator. 104
LEO low earth orbit. 109, 112
LT low-temperature. 32, 69, 70
MBE molecular beam epitaxy. 6
MISSE8 Materials on International Space Station Experiment #8. 109, 112, 117
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ML monolayers. 88
MOVPE metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. 6, 7, 16, 31, 90, 99, 129, 132
MPP maximum power point. 99, 135
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 31, 36, 129
NDR negative differential resistance. 131
NEIL non-ionizing energy loss. 117
NRL Naval Research Lab. 109, 117, 125
PL photoluminescence. 15, 22–24, 27, 30, 51, 52, 54, 56, 75, 117–119
PMG pseudomorphic glass. 112, 116
PR photoreflectance. 15, 23–27, 30, 51, 54, 56, 74, 118, 119
PT pro-transmission. 59, 60, 119
PVCR peak to valley current ratio. 124, 126
QD quantum dot. 6, 7, 11–32, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40–45, 47, 49–52, 54, 56–59, 64–66, 68–70, 73–78,
81, 82, 86–91, 93, 95, 99, 101, 104, 106–110, 112, 117–121, 125–127, 129, 131, 132, 149
QDSC quantum dot solar cell. 11, 14, 19
QNR quasi-neutral region. 37, 95, 97, 99
QTH quartz tungsten halogen lamp. 25, 104, 134, 135, 137, 138, 142, 146
QW quantum well. 6, 10, 11, 13, 19, 77–79, 81, 82, 87, 91, 93, 95, 125–127, 129, 131, 132
RIT Rochester Institute of Technology. 109, 110
S-K Stranski-Krastanov. 7, 32, 76, 101
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SC strain compensation. 11, 16, 32, 65, 76–79, 81, 82, 86–91, 93, 95, 101, 120
SCR space-charge region. 37, 44, 49, 96, 97, 99, 104, 107
SIMS secondary ion mass spectrometry. 34–36
SL superlattice. 13, 15, 34, 38, 47, 68, 76, 77, 79, 82, 88–91, 93, 101, 120, 148, 150
SMU source-measure unit. 23
SOA state-of-the-art. 102
SPENVIS SPace ENViorment Information System. 116
SR spectral responsivity. 28, 57, 75
SRH Shockley-Read-Hall. 31, 38, 40, 51, 69, 70, 73, 74, 95, 96, 119
TDFF third-derivative functional form. 26, 27, 54, 56, 154–156
TEM transmission electron microscopy. 83
TJ tunnel junction. 122, 123, 125–127, 129, 131, 132
UID unintentionally doped. 32, 68, 69, 101, 124
UV ultraviolet. 116
UV-VIS ultraviolet and visible. 134, 135
VMax voltage at the MPP. 99, 135
VOC open-circuit voltage. 27, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 51, 68–70, 73, 74, 76, 96, 99, 102, 104, 112, 118,
119, 135
VB valence band. 10, 12, 18, 21, 27, 31, 34, 47, 123
WKB Wentzel-Kramers-Brullouin. 123
WL wetting layer. 7, 21, 73, 77, 81, 82, 87–89, 91, 101
180

XRD X-ray diffraction. 34, 148
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